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In our contiri(iing search for *ways b help the eaf-blind, we often reach- beyOnd the area
of the deif-blind:7 seeking, indiVidUalS peitise in 6ther disciplines. None of us,.who
work with 'the deaf-blind should thin that we have all the, answers to the many questions
ezneertiing the educatiOn of the deaf-I0inddr even thatWe.are clearly. aware of all their
needs. The 4a-blind sometimes need itiore help than we alone can give them in their
:efforts to beCorne;self-sufficient member of society. tWe welcome the help from whatever
Source and from',whatever disciplines.thatFan contribute to attainment of the goal of
self-sufficiency f9r our children._

Over the years, therefore, the Southwestern Region ipea'f-Blind Center has sought in all
dikiplines individuals who'possess the kind of thirtking and skills that can lead to a better
life.for the. deaf-blind. Many experts in fields other tjian:,the deaf-blind never considered that
there is an enormous population of deaf-blind persons who can benefit from new ideas and
perspectives. It is always encouraging, then, when these distinguishe.d individuals accept our
invitation to share their kribwledge 'and experience with us.

Many of the papers published hen, are the work of such individuals. All of these papers
were originally presented at one of three 9dcasions: (1) Special Study Institute, "The Future
of they Deaf-Blind Child in the Community," August 20-23, .1976; (2) Workshop in
Behavior. Management and Vision Training, December 10-12, 1976;,and (3) Wintei-Special

/Study Institute, Fetruary 25-27, 1977. A look at the list of authors will show that mist do
not work in the Rea of the deaf-blind, but each has contributed"o" the education of
deaf-blind children by his or her presentation,Aehcipe that these papers*will help you gain
new perspectives on your work and that -t new perspectives will enrich your prograrW and
the lives of the deaf-blind children you serve

DAVIS W. CAM1'BELL
Deputy Superinjerident
for Programs'

I

N '

WILLIAM A /-BLEIA
Project Director, Sduthwqstern

hegion Deaf-Blind Center

4'



I. UNDERSTANDING AND PLANNING
FOR THE DEAF-BLINDk

Definition off' tW Problem
Lenilon H. Smith, M.D.

0

Any child who does not seem to be able to settle
into the 'academic. routine could be .considered to
have "education dysfunction." Each child responds
to"' the stress., structure; or distraction of the
classroom in his. or her unique style:Becausesome
becorite -hyperactive, are out of,, their seats ,and get
nothing on paper, the teacher may nbt be able to
evaluate their academic progress.. So e, Are shy,
withdrawn,,appearing fr eh, 'physical and ver-

Some appear doped, thargic-,Or-"In another
world" "./1. few may appea sicfc. or complain of
headaiches 'and s achaches. One or twoinay be
belligerent, ans eri'ng a reasonable request from
theAeacher wit ostile defiance. And there :is
always the 'class down who needsto hide deficiep-
cies or anxieties fitY) joking and maiming faces.

This :Partial lit of dysfunctional types is esti-
mated to account for 10 to 20 percent of each
class. The teacher must try to ..motivate these
children with.'.:13umor; rules*. discipline, -behavior
modification 'Programs, or sortie other technique to
get4 the nipst out of them and educate them
without making them feek.ljored, cheated, mad,
scared,. or inferior. The educational process must
be fun '(for theleacher also). -

Ideally,; the teacher should mold the class into
a n enthusiastic, education-oriented, cohesive unit
with. a minimum of "losers." However, a "pecking
order" is, usually established within a' few weeks no
matter. hcir demoCratic;:one attempts to ritake
class. The bright, quidk inners become the teach=
er's pets, and the silent/sullen ones become 'mote
entrenched' in their ,withdrawal behavi
''It would be flelpfulif they teacher ad children

of the- same age, intelligence, and lea fling' in
. one class: If ha or she is working with the dull or

overgraded,.thefteflectually gifted become bored
and restless, If the teacher races along with the
intellectually , superior, the slow ones are lost and
becorile dePressed or resentful: The answer would
be a homogefieausly slow or fast class or a better
teacher-pupilfiatio: 'something close to one to ten
would be best.

But life is never ideals and one must make do
with what is available. Teachers who erijoy the
challenges of a restless and, diversified class can find
a way to allow each pupil his or her 'share of
success. The more rigid the teacher's expectations,
the more disappointed he or she will beCome as the
class progresses and the nonlearners begin to fall
`behind. The teacher will unwittin y allow a. class,

hierarchy to develop; and the oneS at the bottom
will become more -dissatisfied, withdratiin, disrup-

depreSsed, and resentful of the whole' educa-
Opal system. The teacher may, to save face, begin
.to label these recalcitrants as "bad," "emotional,"

"undiSciplined," or some other pejorative
that indicates a lack of undergtanding at best or a
cold, restrictive persbnality at worst.

Students learn at different rates'and in different
ways,. but all children have as innate desire to
learn. Success breeds success: fr a teacher has'the
key and can find the Jock to a pupil's style, 'both
are rewarded. Education is a. sort of osinosisa

....constant %interaction ;b6tween the dilute sludent
and the. concenttatediteacher. It is an intertcking
of emotional ambiklice which traps the student,
holds him or her still, and allows the teacher to
pour in \the academic messages..,Ews, ears, pose,
mouth, skin, and muscles are all involved in,
learning' because all have sense receptorslhat carry'
stimuli to the 'brain. The pleasure centers in the

r brain must be stimulated, or the cognitive Messages
will not he retained. Learning has fd,be fun.

All the educational gimmicks .areof-no avail if
Children feet,inferior or ditcritninated against. The
chief message 'they are supposed. .to' get fvom
parents, teachers, and peers is that they are decant,
w'orthwhile persons -tor at least that there is hope
that .they will attain such a status:.' "Everyone gets a
good self-image. education is se,Oi(dary?! shOuld be
the tn3tto of every claSsroom,.

It is not ,the tehcher's job to judge children, who
'do not seein lto-fit; itto ihis or her conceitiort
responsive, ON. The task ;g' the tevher Is eo
identify t4e onesrwith educatiohal dysfunction and

4
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either try to discover the reason for the difficulty
and correct it if possible or refer the child to, the
appropriate person or agency for remediatiop.

On first recognizing a dysfunction, the teacher
must rep8rt it to the parents in such a way that no
blaMe is implied: "There is a,problem; what can be

.dotes' ? ", The result should be that parents and
teacher and child are all o the same side in a
mutually supportive systeni viewing the difficulty
as unem tionally as possible. If sides are drawn,
.winners a lours are crOted; the dysfunctional
problem -no the child -stWuld be the loser.

If a child i saying, "What? what?" and pus is
coming from his or Iter ears, it would be logical to
assume he or she has a hearing problem. If a child's

'head is on the desk and his or her eyes are closed;
the teacher should suspect fatig i3Jt if the child
looks out the window and puts thing on paper,
he or she is not automatically "bad," T etezicher
must,avoi4 such judgmental labels'. _mg only the
label educational dysfunction" and listing the
observable symptoms. Hyperactivity in a child is an
observation, becoming a problem only if the
teacher's threshold of tolerance for hyperactivity is
low. If a teacher calls thiS "had,- then the badness
soon beet ves the reason for hypi activity, and a
once remeklial trait.becomes a fixed synelrome th-e's.t

child, ritiW lahelled bad, does bad thinsrs A

self-fulfilling prophecy is launched.
A child will become hyperactive it tioalole to

hear or see WO i; anemic (not enough oxygen
being ,,:arrieet to the- eognitive area of Ow brain-to
allow learn'ng): it slit terleig {tom Ilei poisoning
(brain cells poi-,;me d): it rossr,:sing a low blood
sugar I. Niel (the metabolism of the brain cannot
handle the incoming intormatHn): it lacking a
vitamin 01 mineral (the brain needs vitamin
vitamin 13 complex, calcium, magnesium, and
others on a continuing basis to function): if allergic
to some food: it bombarded by Amormal brain
waves (cortex or cognitive areas are overwhelmed
with interruptive electrical impulses); if preoccu-
pied with domestic problems that use up valuable
energy; it possessed of a perceptual handicap.( for
exlimple, reverses E into 3. was is saw, ocannot
transfer the sound "cat" into the visual symbol cat):
if ahead of the class or behinti it (class has average
IQ of 100, and he or she is functioning at I .1(),or
Nice versa).

Ile or she may have all or one or some of these
problems. They are not mutually exclusive. Any of
them may also cause a child to appear withdrawn
hypoactive, the opposite of hyperactive, However,
a student may be suffering from one or,a few of
the problems and still learn. If a student is not

et

learning, it may be simply beicause hebr she hates
the teachef.

The coMmon problem is educational dysfunc-
tion, when a child is not learning easily or at all.
Nonlearning is easy to spot at the first classroom
test: the pupil simply does not put anything down
on paper. If this failure is caused by an inability to
perceive the information, store it, retrieve it, or
transfer it to a motor skill (retitation or writing),-it
is a dysfunction. The pupil may be hyperactive
because of these perceptuomotor proOems, or the
hyperactivity may cause the perceptuomotor prob-
lems. Hyperactivity may be.the cause or the effect;
it is merely a clue that edu4ational dysfunction is J
nearby.

.

One way to look at some of these pupils is to
consider that they are suffering from a sensory
input overload; the cortex of the brain simply
cannot handle or process all the messages. A
defective filtering iystem in the brain seems to be
the common problem. 411 incoming stimuli must
pass through' the filtering area of the midhrain
before they are sent on to the cortex, or cognitive
area of t-he brain 'where perception occurs If the
screening mechanisnt is incompetent, too many
messag s get through to the cortex; an the brain
feels it earebor cope- and perceives the- world as a

v- threat.
This overabundancc of incoming stimuli is man.

;rested .es stress prid can lead to orie or more of
several responses depending On a variety., of
rctors. pre-viovs experiences:; age: diel; genetic
procli ities; tkimage:. abnormal brain waves:
heavy metal poisoning: amo''ut of sleep the' night
before: strite of the howe dt1 g ingestion: pres-
ence of anemia, infection, or . allergy; vitamin
intake; blood sugar level., interest in the environs
tnent: boredom: the state of the' sell-image: or tight
underwear.

In general, threlt types,f res onses may be
cexpected when the child's cortex perceives incom-

ing stimuli as stress:. ( I) the brain might send
messages to the.atOromic nervous system,
produces the somatic manifestations of anxiety
(rapid heart heat, panic, fright, stomachache, head-
ache, sweaty palms); (2) the cortex might send
messages to the motor area of trae brain, where.
action, movetnerit, and stfeech are initiated; or (3)
the brain might stimulate some'inhibitory area of
the midhrain, causing withdrawal (ayoidatice of eye
contact, removal .o self from activity-,---9oncompli-

.
ance,,kypoaCtivitY). l "

If the altelini system is feeble .or inactive, too
many Stimuli. get' up to the cortex: H the cortex is
compromised (possibly due to birth injury, toxins,



lead, low blood sugar,. anemia,. or other causes),
''even minimal stimuli can cause it similar overload.
1, 'Children afflicted thus are unable to disregard
unimportant stimuli. They are ticklish children and
grow. up to be sensitive adults. They ar?more
likely to: be C'Ola,,y, wakeful, and .allergic. They
believe a minor stomachache is an appendicitis
attack. They will touch every picket when walking
by a fence. They will see a dog and pet it: see a
button, push it: see a candy bar, take it. if the
phone and the door hell ring simultaneously, they
are unable to set up a *prioritf system; their
response is to fall on the floor.

They' notice everything. .Once something is
noticed or perceived, something has to be done
about it some action must he taken. This is the
reason they are worse in a classroom, supermarket,
or circus: too much input. [very stimulus seems to
come through. the filtering system with equal
intensity. With so many sensatitons coming to, the
cortex with equal intensity, these children' are
unable to make -a. poiority decision or a value
judgment. They cannot separate the figure from
the background. l'hey are overwhelmed larnts
and teachers notice that these Childtt',1 t.'T
on a out' to .one basis.

Wheil thy'- :tinled ..hildten reel the world
cloinr, in on them, they pet.erve the pressure as
stress Sortie .hildren under are :if raid to
move; 11+,y sit almost pat lyz, even avoi qt.
contact Iicy i.ntrrnalii- the and ''st",.,0111 0
eleti r hN 1-1 ,ii),) ;;t1)):, "4".;kr, t I.

:pp;ti,

than the active children; this withdrawal from the
world suggests .a schizoid reaction. Hyperactive
children, o the other hand, are more obviously
doing son ping about the threat the cortex has
received; t ey move, talc, giggle, walk, bounce,
wiq..g. They are more visible to observers, but in

reality may be ham stress in a healthier way
than the internalizees are.

Many children have another problem, acting
singly or in combination with the ineffective
filterin g system and the overly responsive cortex:
hypoglycemia. Reactive hypapycemia crrin produce
all the syliwptorrs.of hyperactivity. A car13.t1ydfate
breakfast consumed by susceptible children has the
potential of finch* the pancreas to excrete too
much insulin. An overabundance ol; insulin drives
the blood sugar down too fast.tind too 'far. The
bodY___rgjets to this chemical. stress by secreting
cortisol and adrenalin, which are the body's main
chemical response to stress. These chemicals
suggest to the body that fright, light, or flight
would be appropriate responses. very class has at
least one child who shows tit tilting signs of
lit.:tlescne...is and aggressiveness.

All child care specialists agree that something
must .he &e to help these children, not so much
thecanse of t ir,acadmic I allure as hocatisr kit' the

ov;1.;11tiny 1 foet on their sellituage. It Parents.
eels, ami teachers are all saying, "You could do

bettor: I loy, :hi pin \\ hot a jell,,.. -Look at
lUrr 87- 0, -Share- up,- i ,,q,iiil will r,i-cutrie

, I, .11 ..,:y Steppkt)111( I. :Ing,11, ;1111..1 1,,

N
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Normalcy of the Ainformal:
. Body and Sense ThinkinDevelopment

of the OrganiCally Impaired,
Harry Wa

Director, Pennsylvania
I

Part one of this article was written by Ft. G.
Furth as the theoretical basis For a forthcoming,
preschool evaluation instrument-The Wachs
Analysis of Cognitive Structures. * It is included
here as an excellent discussion o Piaget4 rytheory as
applied to body and sense- t king. Part two
presents-some views on body and sense thinking of
.the organically impaired and the universality of
human cognitive development.

The two parts present the view that humar
thinking development is species-specific and does
not vary- becaustof impairment, but rather follows
the same stage deitelopmrt. Therefore, the
sequence of preseutation of interventiontasks is
the same for all chi dren-impaired or nonimpaired.
The impairtnent states the method of_presenta-,

ticin. not the de`v opmeneal approach.
--......,_,

1.
s .

Piaget's Theory and Sensorimotor Functioning .4p,--r -
Piaget's theory of intelligence is poptila y

known as a theory a "stages,- which follow each
other in lawful successicilh from the initial sensori-
motor periP6d of the prelingual 'infant via the
preoperatory period of the preschool child to the
periods of concrete operations and formal opera-
tions beginning around ages six to seven and eleven
through thirteen, respectively. Along with this view
it is .often erroneously believed that a childt in
interacition with the environme moves through
these stages somewhat as echil advances in yeal%
toward adulthood, kept that the rates' of stage-
to-stage 'transition vary arriorig individual; just as
intelligence varies in.. the portulation.tOf course,
reaching a stage sooner its supposed to be more
favorable for the final inte*ctua functioning of a
person, hence the ThiisguiTled ulse to train
children in stage - specifics tasks the hope of
advancing their intellectual abilities. Moreover, 4,

since intelligence is known to be a general, ability,
not linked to specific subject matter, the false.' '

4 .
*0 1 9 7 6 western Psychological Services. Reprinted by permission.
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impression is created that these stages more or less
uniformly cover all important intellectual' activities;
andionce a stage has-been passed, a person under
normal circumstances woad not (evert to a former
low-level functioning. It would follow that after
around age two a child has moved beyond the stage
of sensorimotor functioning,' and 'scholars and
professionals concerned with the child's intellec-
tual development 'should look toward the 'opera- _71

tory 'functioning of subsequent stages. Piaget's Q w n
work appears to confirm 'this view. He prop.oSes
six substages during the sensorimotor period,. after.
which therc is hardly any mention oPsenso-ritnotor.
functioning,_ As if it disappear altogether :or were
entirely ahicirbed the folio

This misreading of Piaget Amy b e4., recti-
fied, by reference to a few' taak' F. VPiaget's
interest is narrowly focused on theore#41:.logical-
mathematical concepts. that" forni.;th,:e;:l'ir is of
modern_ empirical_science-,.-concepts.suC44i;

reasoning:':;4:lik,i'
ing1,only with respect

earched for the Cource

stages-

cation, -.quantity, and d
states have their full me
these. Second, Piage
these logical-mathe atical concepts in the
logical functioning of the person,' rather;than
social-verbal transmission br some innkte

rogram that needed only time to mature. For that';:,
o the'

V. the
sensori-
e. basic

meat in
motor

purpose he studied a child's activities b tic°
very beginning of the child's life, na
pretheoretical period, which he called th
rotor period. Third, Piaget observed t
adaptation pf an -infant to the enviro
terms of such ob ervables as sense an
coordinatio , ten onality, means-end relations,
physical causa i , and object permanence. He thus
describpd six substages of sensorimotor- funct
ing. Bu in no way did Piaget study specific areos
of ser1orimotor functioning. Furthermore,cas sodn
as thin child manif stea the firstIglinitner of
theoretical intelligen by'grasping the concept of
the permanent obje -t at is, differentiating be-
tween the objectiv e istence of 'things in the
world and the exi tepcec of self arK1 jective

ON
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activity -Piaget focused on the further develop-
ment of theoretical ftinctioning. Fourth, he
never implied that sensorimotor functiorAvg is

demonstrated

by age two. Piaget ,was sciitoisfied to Dave
demonstrated that the source of theoretical intel-
lige9ce is the general coordination of the practical
actions ofisensorimotor functioning. Fifth, chil-
dren,do not come in stages; general logical con-
cepts do. Thus, for, instance, there is understanding
of space or quantity at the sensorimotor stage,. at
the preoperatory stage, and at the concrete arid
formal operatory stages. But a person's everyday
functioning is never limited to one stage, since it
includes aspects of intellectual functioning that are

-far re
cepts.
stage"

oved from potNwly formal-logical con-
ence we should not say, "The child is in a
ut always limit thek stage description to a

particullr concept; for example, "This child'i.trider-;
stands liquid quantities at the stage of ttincrete
operations."

What is the u (of Piaget's'theory for those
interested in the c d's inteAletrtual develoPment if
stages do not ex nd, across a ),yriAe, variety of
intellectual activi s? Human activities wiD,Uld'hot
he human if th y were not int)3(rmed and -cocirdi-
nated by intellectual rules. A unity of intellectual
functioning encompasses all human activities just
as there is a basic cOntiluity between the most
abstract theoretical reasoning and the most primi
tive ake_nsorirrrator. coordination, .as. hanthe_y.e
coordination. Thi's idea of intellectual 'unity is one
of the main tenets of Piaget's theory, Put at the
same time and in another perspective, there is
discontinuity arid simultaneous functioning at dit
frent levels: at no level is knowledge a unidimen-
sional, absolute 'thing or simply a piece of infor-
mation 1.:,-nowleNge in Piaget's theory is always
relative to an individi.Val's available cognitive struc-
turestures for assimil lag. coordinating. and trans-
forming ipeornin`g data, thus turning them into
somt7t,laiag,that is Folown. The 'paradox of unity
and discontinuity makes the theory hard to under-
stiPtid, but also sakes it appealing and relevant. to
the dialectic pttocesFo of knowing. a process that
structures both subject and object and regu-
lates the between subject and object.
This procesf knowing, in its regulatory aspect. is

) common to all living phenomena :. yet, in human
develop! ertt it. takes on qualitatively different
structura characteristics. which Piaget calls stages.
'1.1*...41 'elopment is most readily seen in the
narrow aria of logical-mathematical knowing, on
.whicli Piaget focused' and in which he postulated
the or four different developmental stages. There

.

4
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are, however, many other acquired. capaCities in
which' one can obseive clear developmental pro-.,.
gression withoutbeing able to find clearly defined
stages. The crucial factor, therefore, is. .not the
stage' concept as such, but the develoPmental ,.
perspective. What preOely is meant by the Worth
developmental? It is to be.distinguishedon the one.
hand from "learning froni without" and Ion. the -V7. ..
other hand from "maturation from,.. within"; in ' . t,

fact, ,it could be said to be. "letiining rom within."
,
.,. .,..These distinctions can be -easily.. ed in':

sensorimotor functioning. For example, learningIO 111 i..i..,,,:.;

walk requires the "physiological maturation 'Op:
neural connections and the.weight dIstribution of
body parts. Then specific social and spatial cdrk-
straints must be learned "from Without". The',
infant becomes familiar with theNt vironment int\
which he or she walks. But finally, th acquisition
of the ability to walk pUrposefully in anyeny,iron-
ment is a developmental learning from within, al,(
"know-how" that coordinates body balance and
general movementmovement processes with spatial etiordi-.!fi'

the ability to walk is not merely internal. tuia-.,
\ianation as mediated by touch and vision. A qt ring

tion since it requires the experienCe of -fivingviiact
, .,

moving about in space; but neither is it prinlar5:ly
the result of facts or information initiate4 fffbm
outside, some,t1- tg that must he remember6d7:, . .

something that co Iii d +b forgotten: It is a deVelop-:
mentally acquired 5 cture of behaving, 4 pr -tik:al
know -how, an action-knowledge that a pe soft--;
acquires by an active construction and not ly
by learning from without by means .of language or
imitation. For example, understanding probability
means assimila,ting the theoretical structure 'of
probability arid using the structure appropriately;
it does not require that the probability structure he
stated in verbal discourse. In the same way walking
means assimilating, visual-spatial and proprioceptive
cues to the know-how of walking.

Sensorimotor functioning is thus a clear example
of a developmental capacity. Developmental capa
ities certainly do not stop at age two, the point at %.
which Piaget stops investigating their development. .
There are...well-known sensorimotor activities which
become.eoordinated at a much later age, such as
sport .,a.ctivities, bicycling, drawing, and using tools
accurately. The present inventory documents the
variability of body and sense functions that do not
reach stability until the child is .Well into the
primary school agt.:, and at the same time, there is
the expects spread of individual differences
within a givA age group. The speyial fikctions of:
the- Wact4is Analysis of Cognitive Structures are iti

..

I
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i°the area of visual, manual, graphic, and miltement
coordinations. Other specific functions, such as
Auditory, rhythmic, and discriminatory coordi-
nation -by means of vision, finger, lip, and
tongueare mentioned in the addendum to the
4016k.

To. postulate that these functions are develop-
ment acquisitions' is to claim that they are the
prodti t of an inner -learning or construction and
that in is respect they share the properties of all

) developmental acquisitions. ' ody and sense
kno4dge" is human intelligence applied to the
Understanding of the body's functiofting, just as
theordtical -.knowledge is the application of intel
ligenl.' to. Ikheoretical problems. Developmental
knowledge, as stated before, is a general know-how
or understanding, not a static quality taken in from
the 'environment, imitated OF touched in verbal
language, and subsequen membered. Theoreti-
cal 'knowledge den from the earlier/ stages ,of
sen ilmotor functioning: rec rocally, theoretical
'cog ilive structures feed back i sensorimotor
fun 45ning. Additionally, a child wi h theoretical
str4tures of ,operations or preoperations can
rege4 on sensorimotor functioning, becoming
conscious of the underlying mechanism and repre-
senthix: it for himself or herself in symbolic
comm Rications tpothers.

i-i,T1*- ..presc of ears, before children acquire the
first 64,1-fled ecl concrete operations, are the most
appropriate time for them to apply ir intel
liyencci to the challenging task of stab' i7ing senso-
riator functioning. In fact; for children of this

tug '-e:iel thinking task that gives t4erti'Qie experi-
I/ae..- use the body and senses intelligently is a

tince .t.f Using their intelligence at an optimilrn level
and geFtitfg to know therkselves. It is meaningless
to?ask:',K9 which stage the Iritelligent coordination

. of l- di' and sense belongs since Nage* stage
concept. is concerned with theoretical functioning
whilea 4ody and sense coordination is primarily
praMeal functioning. It is oughAto'recognize thatfr
developmental processes a e invotwed and that
reftrences to different levels of sensorimotor func-
Abning reflect an empirkcally observable increase in
the' complexity of body' and sense coordination
without the claim that these gevls correspond to
quality e.ky 4differept structures as Piaget claims

'fir hi `thrk.kmain stages (the sen§orimotor, the
4- the concrete and formal).

Ili---conclusion, Piags,'t's theerry contributes to an
\understanding of sensorimotor unctioning by
giving substance W the idea of, nowledge as a
developmental process4 SentorimOt functioning

\A l

rP

is vital in its own right, and the etnAliasilS placed on
the intelligent use of one's body 'and senses hardly
needs to be justified.. If that use is not innate, not
merely the outco
then it is an exa
Piaget's concept

Of an auugnatic maturation,
f developmental learning in

development. Moreover, the'
more advanced acquisitions of sensorimotor func,
tions are probably greatly influenced by the
developing theoretical 4trucfures without ceasing
to be primarily sensorimotor functions.

However,if one's interest were merely in theo-
retical knowledge,, even then an:understanding of
sensorimotor function is atmost Obligatory. It is,
clear that better developed'sensorimotor schemes
can be more readily used in the service' a
theoretical schemes. Theoretical tasks do not exist
in a vacuum. Ordinarily they make a large number
of visual demands and are stressful, in terms of
body balance., To sit quietlY. and focLis one's eyes
on a book held at close range is a biologically and
psychologically constraining situation. If the' bqdy
is preoccupied in coping with the stress created by'.
these external demands, the theoretical schemes'
are not likely to function slrfeotnly and efficiently.

Finally, there are some aspect of theoretical
knowledge that are,even more directly linked to
sensorimotor functioning than the general relations,
discussed in the two preceding paragraphs. Many
aspects of reading are direct applications of sensori-
motor functions, as' are aspects, of geometry and
the understanding of spatial coordinates. Under-
standing the cohcept of "same and different" and
of one- t0-one correspondence are also directly
derived from "'sensorimotor functions. In the

/cortical
person, who hts well-'developed lateral

/ cortical functions and integrates them appro-
priately, the integration of functions is again not
an automatic maturational process. It is a true
developmental process which can be fostered or
hindered by the use of sensorimotor functions even
though in turn the cortical integration will in-
fluente for good or badboth the sensoriniMor
and' the theoretical luncdoning Ma person.

YI

Bod an nse Thinking
and ,the Organi ally Impaired''

Sensorimotor, or as I prefer, "body and sense,"
thinking can 6e divided into six aspects:

'. General movement: aggregate, body move-
ments fob locomotion or body position

2. Discriminative movement: isolated movement
of specific parts for specific action, namely.
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eyes, lips, tongue, ;vocal' chords, fingers, and

f3. Visual: assimilation of light inpilt
4. Auditory': assimilation of sound input
5.gand: assimilation of manila' input
6. raphic: represeritation by. stylus on surface
- of accommodated tnenta image

There is at least one more -bo and sense thinking.
aspost, ,the olfactory-guStator , which to date 1

ave n t isolated clinicall into stages . of.
mplexi .

,Erich of, thek must be considered a valuable, but
t obligatory, input for cognitive development.

g uld one or more Of these inputs be denied by
,or anic impairment or environmental deprivation,
co Rive development may still occur by asSimila:.
ti n hrough'the nonimpaired aspects even though
t e mentatimage derived from the input may

ffer from that Of the intact individual. Impaired
dividUals d'O not develop superabilities. They

Merely utilize, more of their nonimpaired body and
sense cognitive -potential than the minimum
amount most intact humans generally find suffi-ip
cient to function in their environment. The blind
may assimilate schemes for space through the
tactile, auditory, orirrirkrvement aspects, while the
sighted individual?, has a much more efficient
means- vision. The deaf rely on sensory" inputs
other than sound ror assimilation 'of the noisy
world; however, solely visual observation, of a

_violinist or of the lips of a singer-must manifest a
dental image quite different froni .that manifested
in the individual wifh normal hearing.

Many hard of hearing or partially sighted indi-
viduals function as well as their nonimpaired
counterparts by more'intelligent use of their low
residual vision or low residual audition. It is not
the sense organ itself but the intelligent use of the
organ th is responsible.

Von enden (1961) reports on several cases Of
indi als, blind since birth, whose sight was
surgically:restored,as adults. Though these idivi7
duals could now "see" a fork placed on. 'a, plate,
they were unable to recognize the fork until it was
placed in their hands. Riesen's (1974), work with
chimps raised in. darkness showed similar, results
with the feeding bottle. Gregory an& Wallace
(1963) give a detailed. account of visual thinking
development after recovery of sight. They relate a
subject's ability to assimilate visually the length, of
a bus that be had walked around when blind and
his failthe to accept- visually the height of the bus,
which was beyond his hand's reach. Studies of
movement-deprived kittens that proved. to, be less

adequate in a visual locomotion demand, task
I:remonstrate the importance of assimilation of
movement and visual thinning. Recent split-biain

. studies have shown that information from the
sense organs is dependent u n specific hemi-
spheric function for cognition. trieval studies of
split-brain individuals showed success in left-hand
identification of objects but failure, in labeling
them. 'Right-hand identification y the same indit
viduals was -successful in label a well as retrieval.
Similarly, the left.visual field (rig t brain) showed
better recognition- of designs than the right visual , .

,field (left brain); and, the left hand (right brain)
showed better graphic reproduction of geometric
figures than the .right Rand (left brain). These
studies indicate that -much more is involved in
knowing an Object 'than the organ Of neural input.
Furthermore, these studies are. neurological and
physiologiCal 'support for Piaget's theory that
cognition is pervasive of the tptai human organism
and is not solely reliant upon specific sew organ
input. 0

'I.Mental image varies among individual's as Well as
within the same individual, depending on the body
or sense aspect involVed. In a work-study program.
at Tel Aviv, Israel, a thirteen-year-old girl who
could not graphically reproduce. a simple- linear
design summarized the effects of such cognitive
ebrifusion in humans by stating, "I know what you
want, but my hands won't draw what my eyes
see!" Thus it is that one sense modality, such' as
vision, can siwport or confuse other body-senSe
mental imagesclependent on the absence or exis-
tence of appropriate cognitlbn schemes.
'TeachVrs and therwists of the organically im-. .paired must keep q blind this varying mental

image and particularly must,avoid rojecting their
own response' as the duplicafe Of the organically
impaired individuEs. Since cognitive development
occurs only, through -high operational thinking and
since such thinking can be evaluated only by some
overt response from the student, the teachdi, must,
monitor two equally important diagnostic factors
of the student's response: (1) listening to what the
child says; and (2) observing the child's actions. The ,'
teacher must constantly determine, how to alter the,
complexity of the environment to perpetuate the'
student's high-level thinking yet avoid too high a
derriand and discourage or frustrate the student..

Present American, society places oo). mikh,
emphasis on .ascademii attainment as the major
educational' goal oil& to the exclUsion of
cognitive-Social development.lsvot theat/ainmen
of success as a member of the' human society 4a

\
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nriore appropriate -goal? Clinical exp ence, has
shown that developmprit of body andsen
ing is a function of-all humans; academic success is
cultural! An intellectually healthy Child us4ally.hr
no difficulty with academic skill acquisition, but
the acquisition of good grades in 'school d es not
necessarily promote intellectual health.

An indizidual denied cortical access by
more .organic impairments must Conceptual' e
through an alternate ?dental image. The realistic.

'

*application oil. this compensatory ipental image is
directly dependent . on the indivival's available
cognitive- schemes. 'Picts, early development of

.available -'body and sense thinking of impaired
`individuals is, especially important to/promo* jheir
Stage development. tpward'more foi-malized logical
reasoning in ordef to avpid their becoming mechan-,
ical -doers" ind to encorfrage ehOir development
toward- becoming eventual "forn'tal thinkers?'
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Educational Rights of, the Handicapped
Reed Martin

Director, Project on Law and Behavior, Houston

Professionals in programs for the handicapped
are being challenged by three recent federal la' vs as
they have never been challenged before. Children
w'ho have been excluded from special programs
must now be served. And all individuals who were
once served must be addressed in .individual pro-
gram plans for which staff is held strictly account-
able.

In 1975 the Congress enacted the Education for
All Handicapped Children Act, which is addressed
to virtually alltypes of handicap. Congress also
enacted the Daelopmentally Disabled Assistance
and Bill of Rights Act, which includes provision
fol the mentally retarded, autistic, cerebral palsied,
and epileptic. Many children will be covered under
both laws.

Two pears earlier Congress passed the Rehabili-
tatidn Acts which included in its provisions a
prohibition against discrimination on the basis of
handicap. It is broader than the first two laws
mentioned. The Rehabilitation Act' is the law of
the land now, while the Education for All Handi-
capped Children\ Act and the Developmentally
Disabled Assistance nd Bill of Rights Act are just
now beingirrkpleme ed.

Together these aws provide substantial rights
for the handicapp . First, they establish eligibil-
ity criteria which apply to virtually any handi-
capped person. Thus, must be served in a free
public program appropriate to individual needs.

Second, procedural safeguards of notice and
consent are strengthened. Notice must be given
prior to each step in providing services: identio:
fication of an individual suspected of having an
eligible handicap, evaluation of his or her specific
needs, placement in a program, evaluation of
progress, and so forth, In most .cases,- consent is
required after notice. A pending Supreme Court
case may influence whether consent must be
obtained from the child as well as the parent.
Service providers should 'be attentive to.problems
rebating to parents' being coerced into consent
not truly,being informed about the subject matter
of the -consent.

a \I

Third, if the parents, oz, the handicapped child,
refuse to consent or if they decide at any point to:-
challenge a program, they ha;ve the right to a'
hearing. They have the right to see all records
relevant to the client. They may be accompani d
by an attorney and an independent expert. Th
may present evidence at the hearing, and cros
examine service providers. The whole hearing must
take place before an independent hearing officer,
and the parent has the right to appeal.

Fourth, if an individual *identified as eligible,
services must be offered. Lack of funds is no
excuse for not providing services. Children cannot
be excluded; once included, they would be very
hard to remove under the subterfuge of suspension
or expulsion.

Fifth, the determination that an individual is
eligible must begin with a fair assessment. That
assessment is very important because it farms the
basis for the individual plan under which services
will be offered. All possible problems must be
assessedNind the method of assessment must not
reflect. cultural or racial. discrimination. Service
providers must notify clients, who. then have the
'right to obtain an. independent assessment. If an
educational program is at issue and the inde-,
pendent assessment is more appropriate than the
school's assessment, the school must reimburse the
parents for the individual assessment.

Sixth, when considering placing a client in a
program, the service provider must consider the
Fourteenth Amendment's requirement that each
person be afforded the equal protection of the
law. If a school has predominantly i white children
assessed as "learning disabled" and mostly black
children labeled "educable mentally retarded," the
school has a problem. If the facilities, staff, and
resources for the programs for the handicapped are
not comparable to those offered to nonhandi-
capped clients, that, too, is a problem.

Seventh, when served, the client must 'nave an
qndivialTal program plan. The plan must be dev' el-
Oped at a joint .conference which includes repre:
sentatives of the service provider, the parents, and

14
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the handicapped, client. The writers of the plan
must

handicapped,
current levels o functioning and

'convert that-assessment into a statement of goals.
The g 4s. must be stated, in terms of what can be
ac Stied by the end of the year and in terms
2F measurable interrnediateSteps leading to each
annual goal. The services thSt must be providedier
each step must be listed /with the date 'for
beginning, the anticipated duration, and the name
of the individual providing the service along with
his or ' her . qualifications. An evaluation plan,
criteria to measure progress, and a schedule for
perio ic review must also be pr vided. .

*ghth, services must be ' vided i the leAt
estrictive feasible setting. T at means alternatives
Must exist, and they Must considered realisti-'
cally. When any less restrictive alternative is re-
jected, a statement of the reason for rejection must
be made.

NinthNye law recognizes. that handicapped
titizeris have been subjected to many abuses, and
new t;ederal requirements offer a general protection
against harm. One kind of harm comes from
long-term isolation into a narrow treatment pro-
gram. Thus, clients must be in normal settings

\er,lirtiring as much of the day as possiblk and in special
ograhns for only short periods.
Another kind of harm comes from potentially

hazardous approaches that get out of control. The
law requires that procedures be, regulated in writing
and- be under the control of staff members who
have demonstrated their competence at an accept-
able level. a

Harm can also result from overuse of medi-
cation. Federal law prohibits the use of medication
as punishment, as an aid to custodial cart, and as a
substitute for a real program of aid or when it
hampers otherprograms. Even if medication does
not violate one of those prohibitions, it may cause
long-term irreparable damage. 1,1.

Harm may also result from requiring the Nandi-
capped to work or from placing them in spurious
work assignments in which they provide labor to

tile institution but receive no wages. Handicapped
clients must also be protected from "unreason-
able" corporal punishment. The Fourteenth
Amend ent, as interpreted by the Supreme Court
requires tensive due process before any normal
child can b subjected to corporal punishment. It is
highly ques Maine whether a child with physical
or ruental'clisability could be subjected to corporal
punishment.

Harm On be caused by placement in a facility in
which cohditions,,are below the minimum Aan-
dards tat are required in a long line of federal
cases. Public schools that place children in other
facilities for treatment of a handicap bear the
responsibility for ally violations, in that facility,
whether it is public-6r private.

Tenth, the law provides for certain adminis-
trative responsibilities in addition to those required
to enforce clients' rights directly. The main, respon-
sibility involves recorgkeeping. Parents and clients
must have access to records and be informed of
their right to a hearing to cbntest information ig
the records. Records on which treatment decisions
are based must be adequate, and decisions must be
made on the basis of the records. All information
must betreated.as confidential, with access only in
accordance with federal law. Unnecessary use.of
information way that stigmatizes the client
must be avoided. .

Eleven&, staff training is mandated forauone
who has contact with the handicapped. Peratriel
must be )trained to deal with the client's specific
problem, with other professional personnel, and
with parents and others who must be 'involved in
the planning and treatment proceil. Staff must also
be supervised so that when mistakes occur, they
can be discovered and remedied as soon as possible.

A growing number of perscfngcompliance
offs ers, client advocates, and attorneys will try
to see tat the letter of the law is obeyed. However,
full services. and full opportunity fccr. the handi-
capped will be offered only if service providers
respond to the spirit of the law as well.
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Trust Planning
,

R. M. Kerchev'al
Trust Department, Bank of America

After the planning of an estat e ne t phase is
the carrying out, of the plan. In this a 'tide the
eThphasis will be on providing for *blind
beneficiarid, including what can be expected of
the various arrangements and h sw these arrange-
ments are implemented. Financi provisions for
dew'- -blind persons fall into two ge -tal categories:

he direct provision of support by family or
d'ier individuals; and (2) the contribution o
to organizations which, ean provide this support.

The first alternativesupport by the family or
1 other concerned individualsis the most obvious

on Even in suctc cases some sort of contingency
arAngement may be needed in the event of the
death of the mother or father, uncle or aunt, or the
kind person who is providing support. Also there
may be certain other advantages,to an arrangement
other than direct support. One method of pro-
viding .support is by making gifts to deaf-blind
persons. There are possibly estate and inheritance
tax advantages to this form of arrangement. How-
ever, a direct gift of money or income-producing
property might require a trust or.a guardianship if
the deaf-blind person is not able to manage it
himself or herself. A guardianshiP would have to be
supervised by the court. As an alternative a bank or
an individual could be appointed to act as trustee
under a true' agreement, thus providing the sup-
port directly through a livingtirust.

.The living trust means that the person estab-
lishing it is alive. It is a very flexible arrangement
that can be made to .cover all situations. A living
trust can be made revocable so that it can be
terminated or amended as the circumstances or the
desires of the person establishing the trust change.
It can also be made. irrevocable, in which case it
cannot be changed. The irrevocable trust offers
certain income tax and estate tax advantages. But
it also has an obvious disadvantage: once it is
established, it can never by changed.

Another form of .trust includes the best of both
- the revocable and the irrevocable trusts. It is called

a Clifford type -of trust. A Clifford trusteis

4

irrevocable for at least ten years, at which time it
can revert fo the person who established the trust.
This arrangement shifts the income tax responsi-
bility from the person who owns the property to
the beneficiarA who is usually in a lower income
tax bracket. The person establishing a Clifford
trust would have Jo havivome property that he or
she is willing, to give up t'i'e income from for, at
least ten years, an arrangement that would appeal,
of course, only to somebody in a fairly high tax
bracket. For instance, a person may receiA $1,000
a month from thkproperty, but.hve to pay $500
of it in taxes beckof his or her tax bracket. To.
give $500 for the benefit of a deaf-blind perk on,
such a person would have to earn $1,000. ut
under the provisions of a Clifford trust, the $1,000
could go to .the deaf-bkind person without being
taxedand the one estabhishing the trust would be
in a lOwer tax bracketa very desirable type of
trust under certain circumstances.

Another type of arrangement is the testamentary..
trust, one that is established in a will and does not
come into effect until the person who made the
will , passes away. Within such a trust a direct (
bequest could be made to 'a deaf-blind person. If
the beneficiary were not able to care for himself or
herself, a trust or a guardianship would have to bed
established. Like a living trust, a testamentary trust
could provide' a complete arrangemen aking care
of all the financial details for the dea -blind Wson.
Basically, then, there are two "choices: th%living
trust and the testamentary trust).

The administration of -these trusts is the buiiness
that my bank and I are in. The purpose of these
trusts, of course, is to protect the-Interests of the
beneficiaryi,while providing support. There are
cases in wrich unscrupulous operators have taken
advantage of gullible people, people who have
come into money but have never had business
experience. Some "blue sky" operator will talk
them, into an investment, and the first thing they
know they have,, ost their money. There 'are also
cases in which well-meaning advisers, who may be

11
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Ivery JAI, 1114.:lidb, cause . the dissipation -of a a r
substantial ektate. Such losses often happen be-
cause the welt4neaning friends see invettments
differently the way a handicapped person

w uled. The may be able to risk a certain amount
in order to app5..eci to their capital.) And if they
los Itheir muney, tlik can earn it back again. But a
handicappll inVidual only much, and if it
is lost, it is gore. Inviestme is cannot be static;.
They have to be waMt continuously. A god

minvestment today a be a goad invest's:bent
tomorrow or next 'year. Things change. Careful
ingesting requires conlinuing surveillance. -

This is whereVie trustee comes in. A trustee can
provideprovide professibnal management of the assets.
Generally, a bank trustee 'operates under what is
called the prudent putrSon policy. This means that
the trustee will invest the assets that are in his or
her trust for the bene -t of the beneficiary-as a
prudent person would invest his, or her own
property. Generally, su i a policy is conservative.
However, the policy and practice mast gear the
investment to the -requirements of the beneficiary.
One beneficiary might need all the income that can
be generated from a trust, Another might not need
all the income. In the latter case part of the money
could be invested in an appreciation type of
investment to help counteract the effects tot
inflation through the years. Again, any such
decision .must meet the requirements of the partic-
ular beneficiary. Even the beneficiary's require-
ments can change, being greater or lesser now than
they were ten years ago; therefore, the investor has

w to be flexible.
Personnel who work in the corporate trustee

field are very well qualified professionals. They are
well trained in the many facets of this business:
investment analnis, portfolio management, tax
planning, and day-to-day administration. No one

person does all this, but a whole team within the
trust department works together to get' the most it
can for the beneficiary.

-With a corporate trustee there is no posSibility
for the assets to 'go astray because the assets are all
kept separate from all other financial organiza -,

,tions' assets. A bank, of coo se, is highly bonded;
therefore, if it were to fail e assets would \still,be

*there. 'There is no risk i that regard. It is passible
that the value tali...the trust investments will d -line
before it rises, but the assets will be safe. Nob dy
WII go_ to sortie. foreign port with them.

. The mechanics of the administration of the tr t
e of great interest, of course, and particularly.i

the case of a deaf-blind beneficiary. The docunient

unde ust is Ltstablisheci is what
governs The thcuinedt could, be a trust agreement,
as in the case of a liv 1g trust, or a will, as in the
case of a testamen r trust. The document con-
trolstnany of the tr :act ohs as well as his or,
her discretions. An tt rne-y'S assistance is most
important because e ,trus _must Be written 'so
t at it will carry out n, the be efactor's plan. Many .
ecisielis can be left CO trustee's discretion or

none at all or a liniit0 umber. This control is
very .importa n t

The administrator is a. pers., n who actually
manages'the trust for the b4neficlary. He or she is
the point of 1.ontaet, theApersOn in the trust
department whom the 'beneficiary can communi-
cate with. The administratcir knows all about the

trust. He or' she should' .'have a ,great personal
interest in the beneficiary' and try to k in-
formed of the beneficiary's reqUirements.

The trust instruent, a document or a gu
that gives certain discretions to the trustee, c
be a fairly broad one that quite commonly giv
the trustee the power to use an estate's income or
its principal for the health, welfare, support, and
education of the beneficiary. This vei, broad
discretion has to be implemented by an intelligent
and reasonable person. In a bank that discretion is
usually exersed by the "trust committee." The
administrator dalliggot have absolute command of
the trust. The trust committee is a group of
experienced senior people in the bank, not alrfrom
the trust department.

The head of tilie trust department is on the
committee along with other qualified senior heads
of other branches, who have had a great deal of
experience with people, with real estate, and with
investments. The committee discusses questions
and makes decisions in light of the trust docu-
ment's instructions. Generally, if the trust agree-
ment is written properly, the committee will be
able to provide anything that is required by the
health, maintenance, support, and education
clause.

Committee members usually base their deci-.
sions on the beneficiary's standard of living. For
in ance, if a person who drives a Chevrolet
requests a Ferrari, 'chances are that person will not
get it; he or she will get a Chevr.tet. A very
import t ,aspect of the operation of the trust is
the un erstanding, intelligent, and conscientious
group t t makes the decisions that the father and
mother would make if they could'. In the case of a
testamentary trust, court apprOval is also requiired
in many discretionary decisions. Judges very
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. quently disagree with the trusts: mtni ttee, but it k jridi,yidua trust. But ren the Gase of such organiza:
pitssible that they*ight. tions as the 'America Foundation, there is minimal

,.-. Besides providirig 'direct sup rt for deaf -blitz expense. The bank provides the service as part of
perspns, a kenefactor can contribute to organize its-communityeffort. /
tiwfs which can perforunthis qmction. Marty 'private foundaticins are anotpenburce of funds.
handicapped pers,ons arelnot fortunate enough to , PriVate foundations, us ally established by weallthy
receive direct assistance corn their family,' friends, philanthropists, are oft mextremely. large. Tlu-ougb,:b
or ether benefactors. They have to look to other private foundations wee by persons can set up ari -..
sources. There are organizaTions which can provide orgaRization geared to a 'particular charitable pus-
financial hel . Private organizations will be dealt pose. Them. Rockefeller Foundation is-Okb The
with here-as opposed to governmental organiza- .best known, but there are.many dtfiers.
tion, which a established under law and have .NThere are two 'general forms of contributions
their own regulations. There rare existing_ organi- that can be made to these different forms of
zations with chapters 'that would help deaf-blind organizations. One is an outright gift. This type is-

.

persons. Organizations could also be formed specifi- exempt from state and federal income taxes, blot
cally for this purpose. Tax laws encourage support , ,there is no possibility of using the money any more
of this form cif organi, ation; therefore, people with or getting benefits from it. Therefore, there Is the
substantial 'assets are ailed to e charitable. second- form, called "deterred giving." In.this form
Tiqpy receive tax adva takes, bo state and of giving, three arrangements are allowed by law: afdleral, by so doing. Su ort of t se organiza- unitrust, an annuity trust, or a .pooled ificome fund
tions can incltide contribu ohs from incl., iduals or, trust. In a deferred giving arrangement, somebody
conceivably', grants from otheF organ ati ns. An can receive. the income for life, and maybe his or
organization geated to assisting the eal7blind her spouse can receive it afterWard. After the death
might receive a grant from 'the Rockefeller Founda- of both spouses the remainder. and whatever else
tion or a similar Organization. There is more than lias accrued goes to the orsanization. The Pomona
one source for this type of money. College Organization . was 'One of.the early propo-

M commUnitici have charitable foundations nents of this type of arrangement. The organiza-
call ornmunity foundatiOns. The ,trustees f; tion does not receive anything right away, but the
three rs, whb are leadvs of the, community, fund builds to a sizable alance as wills mature.
periodically have fund driN4s, requesting donations Professional 'services ar avajlable, then, to assist
from, memberspf the community. Thus, they -build eaf-blind persons by the se of trusts. In case of a

. a fund that :ean be used for many chariellble family or individual, the can either be set up
purposesi.The- directors, Of course, deterniThe what i (luring the provider's life or after his or her death.
the -money w.iiVbe used for. . ' Proper Nanning can result i tax benefits as well as

Solfi financialinstitutions, such as banks, can management and protection of the beneficiary.
also pnanide such a public service. This option is .Tax,, exempt organizations can also be used at a
moiYISO"pular in corrrm ities that do ;not have a source of benefits for the support and education of
community. fund. The a of America has/such an deaf-blind persOns. Existing organization can be
organization, lied the meiNca Foundation. It is 4 used if they are suitable. Nev organizations could
4. ch4ritable, profit organization operated by be formed for this specific purpos. Either' ould
the -taiik to accept contributions. The contri- be operated under some form of trust grant. -bution§ can be made for the general benefit (in The ,biggest mistake peopfe make is to overplan.

ly-whic..c#se the direttors decide the beneficiary) or It is lik'' "overkill" in estate planning. Some people
., ,,,. foi p specific. purpose. For instance, 'somebody say, "'I made this will for you; anil no baatter what

could`.contribute a certain amount to be used happens in the next 30 years, or if you live to
.:StriC,Ily 'for,deafIblind individuals. Theadvantage of be a hundred, it will take care of everything." That
this form of operation is that it makes use of a is gross overplanning. A will should be based on
Well-cfrganized trust operation at a minimum present circumstances and foreseeable circum-
charge. it would cost too much, .for instance, to stances. And the foreseeable is usually within fOur

;Manage -a- trust for $10,000 to $20,000 as an or five years.,
. .
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Wrapping a padlcage. is frequently a family affair.
Someone assembles the needed thing?, someone
wraps, someone j applies, the Scotch tape, and
someone holds the\ ribbon while the bow is being
tied. Thi is how it Works in program developmeht,
too. The process begins with a need, or a list of
needs. Persons resp nsible for developing a pro-
posal should write hat they consider to be the
greatest unmet needs', of deaf-blind children and
adults. They should 66 very selfish, including the
unmet needs of their children or of their 'parents,
or the unmet needs at their place of work if they
work with deaf-blind youth and adults. The pro-
posal can be very specific? or it can be very general,
perhaps attempting to set down the unmet needs in
the field at large. It does iiot matter whether there
are 5 or 50 needs. The needs should be tabulated
and arranged by priorities in some way, emphasiz-
ing the greater needs over the lesser.

The next step is to look for a funding agency
with the same priorities. The firSt logical stop is the

,regional deaf-blind center. 1'he more support there
is, for an idea (such as a. broad-based needs assess-
ment), the stronger the propoSal. Chances are the
center would be interested :;in. funding a good
project if it met the following basic criteria: (1) an
alignment of the project's priOrity with priorities
imposed on the center by legislation and federal
policies of the Bureau of Education for the Handi-
capped; (2) availability of funds.; '(3) quality and
quantity of competing proposals; and (4) equitable
distribution of funds throughout the region.

Work on the proposal may start.with an outline
-or a written narrative emphasizing and justifying
the need. The proposal should be ompleted in
accordance with tile federal pro sal format,
which "usually inatdes a precise tatement of
objectives and methods, an evaluatio ti plan, and a
detailed budget. Te center may en ourage the
writer of the propo alnot as an indivi ual, but as
a part of an or anization serving ',deaf-blind
individualsto sub it the proposal to he center

.2

Packaging a 'Program
Harry J. Murphy

Administrator, Planning and Evaluation, Center on Deafness
California State University, Northridge
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itself. There it undergoes a rigorous and objective
review by panels composed ofirparents, teachers,
administrators, and others involved in the field.
Proposals are checked to see if they are complete,
if the need is indeed great and appropriate, if they
fall within the legislative mandate of the Lenter,
and if the fest of the package is consistent. After
the reviews theoranels decide (1) to fund as
written; (2) to fund after some modification or
negotiation; or (3) not to fund.

The center may have to refer applicants else-
where. Certainly, it cannot meet the needs of all its
clients. However; a host of federal 'agencies,- alsof4 programs for the handicapped. Within the
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, which
administers the centers for deaf-blind children, are
agencies for handling special research and demon-
stration projects, experimental preschool and early
childhood - programs for handicapped children,
media, physical education, and teacher prepara-
tion. The areas overlap, to be sure; but choosing
the one or two agencies with specific responsibili-
ties for meeting the identified needs will save time.

Two sources of information on federal assistance
programs are the followin : The Catalog of Federal
Domestic Assistance and Federal Assis-tance for
Programs Serving the Ha ped. The first is
available from the Superintendent of Dothments,
U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
The second is available from the Office for
Handicapped Individuals, U.S. Department 'of
Health; Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.
One other publication is valuable in assembling a
grant package. In my ccturses I use Mary Hall's
Developing Skills in Proposal Writing, available
from Continuing Education Publications, Waldo
100, Corvallis, OR 97331. I recommend this book
especially because it follows federal firoposai guide-
lines.

At California State University, Northridge, tIte
Southwestern Region 'Deaf-Blind Center funds* a
program called 'The National tLeadership Training

vf
IF.
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. .hograni in the Aica of the Deal - Blind. 'the

purpose of the program is to train leaders to
identify. Cie4k, tt2 package and implement fUnded
projects, arfd fo aOrninister progratyi of all kindsj.
Because of the great needs in the field, t
proposals that ..were first developed ,(414s exer-,
Cies by graduate students were funded Each.of
these. one in Colorado and one in KentuAy, was

/

0

MD
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glanted about .1;10,000 I tAi the yedl
students ram, ate program have interned in the
Veal-blind centers iacross the country. Several are
having ,writien prbjeels publis,lied and iistributed
b'y.the C6nter, .The impact of this training program
is great, and results tend to harped reasonably
quickly 'after training. Wi who work in the
program are proud of that

20
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II: PROXIDING RESIDENTIAL AND CO NITA'

SERVICES FOR THE DEAF-BLVD

Residential Services:
Support, Not .Sipplant, the Natural Home

Ed Skarnulis, ACSW.
University of Nebraska Medical Center

This paper will trace the history of service4 for
the mentally retarded from 'the b ginning of such
services to the present and will il)hdrate/some
trends that .can be deduced fro thar/history.
After spending nearly a, third of my lifef.working
with handicapped persons, I discovered that one of
those trends has been a growing aura of mysticism

hich surrounds what professionals do fdr handi-
pped people and their families. Obviously, handi-

c pped citizens deserve more than ,gobbledygook
and hocus-pocus explanations of what is wrong and
what can be done to help. Operating on the
assumption that some principles involved in treat-
ing the meaatally retarded apply equally to citizens
who have other handicaps I was eager to Share my
experiences. My special inrest has seen in tlevel-
oping ',less restrictive alternatives." in residential
services for people who are severely or profoundly
mentally retarded and physically handicapped as
well. The number of these children and adults who
are deaf and blind is small; therefore, I lack specific
expertise in working with the deaf-blind.

History ofof Services for Mentally
Retarded Citizens

Just as all persons who work with the deaf-blind
can identify an important individual like- Helen
Keller as their inspiration,, in mental retardation-.
there are milestones which, although pnrelated to
one individual, mark a new awareness that far more
than was ever believed pqssible could be done for
fellow. human beings with multiple handicaps.
Educators like ltard and Seguin from France and.
Howe in the United States showed the way as long
ago as the nineteenth century. They epitomized
the "developmental principle." That is, they be-
lieved in the capability of a mentally handicapped
persoty to grow_ and develop if given the right
environment. Wolfensberger (1972) notes that such
an environment requires a profound belief by
others that the person is not an inanimate object,
who cannot feel or understand, a holy innocen-ran
object of charity, pity,. or ridicule. A handicapped%

k

person .is a fArnan -being worthy of all the dignity
given to no artdi ped "tizens.

'Tied in to dev lo. ental principle is a belie?
in the "dignity. o ccording to PeSke( 1972).
Puts simply', this means that just as nonhandicapped
individuals must learn through experience and have
a right to learn through risk-taking, it is vitally
important not to encapsulate a handicapped person
in a overprotective, artificial viorld. Such a world
m accomplish the goal of protecting the person

ile depriving that person of the experiences that
go with living and, learning. Most children learn
that matches are hot while experimenting with
'them. They learn that a dog can be mean when
they get too close to the bone the dog is chewing
on. Robert Smithdas, one of the speakers at the
National Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor Con-
ference held in October, 1975; put it beautifully:,

I think that I was very fortunate, because while I was
growing up I was not inhibited by my family or teachers
in doing the things I wanted to do. If I felt like
wandering 'around my home or the neighborhood, my
family permitted it. At the first deaf school I attended,
all .or the. teachers were concerned that 1 would wander
away from the premises, but that didn't keep me from
wandering about the grounds as much as I pleased.
Later, when I went to the Perkins School for the Blind,
where I .attended high school, all of the deaf-blind
children were protected by their t achers'and carefully
guarded against anything that mi t c se injury. I

rebelled against having a constant companion, because I
felt that I was capable of taking care of myself and 1
didn't want, a companion when: I wanted to do certain
things. I feel that this type of supervision has changed to
a great degree in many of the schools that have special
departments for deaf-blind children. Today, teachers are
beginning to realize that the way to help children to
grow is to encourage their curiosity and help them
experience as many things as they possibly can by
touching them; tasting and smelling them, or by explor-
ing them in ari other way that seems fetle.

The Prinos e of Normalization
In the 1950s a g oup of parents in Sweden

became upset about t e failure of the government

1
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to_ se.4p On* to tkir needs and to those ill then
mentally retarded sons andidaughtert. Frdin their
frustration came a principle which is se simple that

_it seems almost' silly. It is the "principle of

-ZZL ':making available to the men ol
I)no mialization, which means, accord ng to Nirje

I 19 ly retarded
patterns and conditions of everyday lite 44111ch
are is close as possible to the 1 it.14.11 is and patterns of
the mainstream of sodety.- They were not naive
parents who wanted to believe that then kids
would he cured, they knew mental ret)rdation is a
lifelong condition i hey Just felt that if their
children could live with not mat people, in normal
communities:ulti normal/conditions. the would

muhave inure sti ation and moi:e-tlevelopinental
I growth experiences and. therefore could collie as

close as posible to achieving their maximum
potential. For ehaniple, normalization means
things like going to bed at the '. time as
younger brothers and sisters, celebrati olidays
as ever)bo.dy else dues not on a dine 1. day
because the institution stiff will not be sere on
the Fourth of July or Christmas. It means being
tieatod as an adult ik the handicapped prison is
one. It means enjoying the '4...;ompany of members
of the opposite sex and 4 normal-rhythm of life so
that when' handicapped persons get old and want
to stay in familiar surroundings. they can.' and
no one an force 'them to live in .a nursing home as
long as they er:in. care for themselves with a, little
help from a friendly visitor or Meals on Wheels.

Those are sonic of the reasons why normi.t1
ization N called a "powerful process" or "decep-
tively simple." rite effects of the process are so
common that most people take them for granted:
Even the way people talk becomes importkit. 1 I
Lim called Mr. Skarnulis, then why is my mentally
retarded adult friend not called Mr, Smith? Does
an institution-milled Hope Haveh really offer hope'?
Is. it a haven? If it is, how are mentally retarded
people likely to be served in such an environment?
Are state regional centers normal? Are they called
hospital-schools? Are they truly either hospitals or
schools? What does separating children of normal
intelligence Iron/ mentally retarded childi'en really
accomplish? Someone has asked if special educa-
tion in schools is either special?or education. Is it a
euphemism for segregation of children -who are
different?

Obviously, there ,are times- when people with
special needs cannot possibly be treated as thought
those needs rdo not exist; Normalization means
maki g available eonditioh'S. as nearly normal as
pos, ible. and dignity of risk means reasonable risk.

,

....

1
4..,.. t

II par4ts and 'professionals accept thtse printiples,
they must use judgment thot enables then) to
differentiate between limits that are set for handl
capped' people ant the limitN hat they set for
themselves. * .

* /
..

i ''
4

r he Residential AsAimptiun
. .

In 19(>8 sonic .weitts, p,titiCians, and wok:6.
sionals in eastern ITebrojca decided/ to attempt
what the parents in Swden were dbing They
designed an entire 'by ste lit of ilerviceS based on the
normalization principle. They begged or borrowed
what they sded to open a vocational center, a
day-care cent n .-in group home; and they later
added recreation programs, medical services, and
transportation. That was the beginning of what is
now the Eastern Nebraska Community Office of
Retardation (LN('OR). Today ENCOR has federal,
state, and local .funding and is providi a multi--,..
tilde of services to over 1,000 people,pe iontli.

I served as ENOR's director of family esource
services for a year, (wiping to set up or expand
s4-i...l therapy, counseling. volunteer' programs,

tion, and other psychological and medical
support services. It was 'very ...exciting: a young-
organization with very ide4listic, committed
employees, held together by a &.onunon philos-
ophy. At the end or the year, 1 was asked to
manage the residential services division. My years
in the residential 'services division impressed on me
the need' to begin questioning some of the things
the organization was doing while purporting to
adhere to the principle of normalization.

Parents seldom, came to me saying, "I .need my
bol out Of the hobse a few days a week." They
cane to me saying, "Flow can I keep him from
scratching his sister'?" or "We haven't had a chance
to join a bowling league or spend a weekend alone
together since Jimmy was born." I began to
wonder if ENCOR were not guilty of overkill.
These families did not need residential services;
they needed ordinary help just as all people do.
ENCOR established expensive group homes,
expecting people to fit into them. Solutions were
being defined .in terms of available resources
instead of unmet. needs.

We , at ENCOR seemed to be assuming, for
example, that' just becaiise a person is mentally
retarded, that person must need residential
services. We all grew up hearing.things like "That
Scott girl is going to, be put in a-n institution."
"Why'?" "Oh, she's retarded, you know." What
doq "retarded" mean? What hoes "deaf-Wind"
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mean? For that matter, what does- "'residential
k seFvices". mean? "

ti Whe'h people have needs that ca`Vnbt be taken
care of in their Own homes, they may have to

I..somrwhere else until the iTeedi§ met. A colt e
student lives in a dormitory for' four years; a child
who is being abused must be taken from his or her

a sick person goes.to a hospital; and if 1 beat
my w fe, I either go to jail oi a mental health
facilit There are in ed legitimate- reasons for all
persons 'need re ential services. However, most
people ould not dream of saying, You hate
normal intelligence; therefore, we are -taking you
from your home." It is really no less ridiculouto
say, "You're deaf-blind; therefore., you must leav
home." What is accomplished by removing the
hkinilleapped- from their homes? They do not
b4come "kl-mentally retarded" or "un-deal-blind."
No magical cu es are being performed.

egrees of Restrictiveness
Three indexes are useful in determining the

degree of restrictiveness of residential services for
handicapped citizens: the size of the residence, the
distance from the family home, and the length of
stay.

The Site of the Rgidence 1
The size of the residence is determined by the

number' of unrelated persons living together. A
person with special needs usually requires extra
attention and hard work. If that attention and
Mork must be provided by sacrificing tithe' spent
with other people in the household, there is bound
to be conflict. If a handicapped person has to
compete for attention with other handicapped
persons, only the most aggressive reap rewards.
Even in a person's natural home, if parents care for
both their handicapped child as well as their
normal children, and the handicapping condition is
a severe one, someone will have to sacrifice. The
parenti will burn the candle at both ends, thereby
jeopardizing their physical and mental health; the
handicapped child will be deprived of necessary
educational or medical help; or the brothers and
sisters will not receive the nurture of their parents,
therefore, failing to develop appropriately or
harboring resentment against their handicapped
sibling.

,`It is important ar in mind, however, tha
least in the natural home the parents have irives
in the outcome oftheir work with the handicap
person. They care what happens,,The most dedi-
cated staff members in the smallest residential

tacilities are never quite able to replicate that sense
of commitment. It is a far different thing to be
awlikened at two o'clock in the morning by the
r;ryink, of orre=6 own child than to e awakened by
somedhe else's. One's voice will be stronger when
speaking with doctors, teachers, and welfare
workers if the person being discussed is one's own

r daughter rather than a client, a patient, or a
ent.

son
st

1
Uki -Cc from Family Home

It is not at all unOmmon to see family groups
which are close to orie another slowly deteriorate
when family rnerlib I Ail ove away. At first the
visits are frequent' an Atense, but interests change
and loyalties become, urred, influenced by eco-
nomics and logistics: When parents, brothel's, and
sisters have to spend\titne and money traveling to
and from distant residential facilities, it is no
wiender that family ties break, The decreasing
frequen# of visits becomes a source of guilt for
family tnynthers. They feel compelled to rational-
ize thoSeeelings by insisting, "He is*haiipier with
his own kind," "Shm gets special training there,"
"It's a school," vchose people understand children
like this better than I do," "This will only be for a
little while,"
Jhere is always a modicum of truth in the

rationalizations. It may be true that some of the
staff members have special training, but the
specific skills required to serve handicappedeper-
sons need not be mystical. Fancy equipment or build-
ings are not required; the skills cavriasually be taught
without a great deal of effort. While, it is true that
families intend to have their handicapped children
out of the home for a short period of time, there
are rarely "contracts" which require progress in a
reasonable amount of time, More often than not
the handicapped perst iTeflays in the residence
:indefinitely. While' it is true that some training
occurs in residential settings, the bulk ..of the
educationaffd training that takes place is per-
formed ti

seldom
the school day; and the residential

staff are highly skilled individAtsr-Whose
primary4. 15urpose is tp provitte treatment and
education. They are usually ordinary people who
live With handicapped individuals and relate effec-
veN to them.. In any case, common sense says
at even .a handicapped person cannot possibly be

"prog ammed" 24 hours a day.

me Spent in a Residential Facility

The longer a person remains out of his or her
home, the morLdifficult it is to get back in again.
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This is true tif both the family home and fh
community. Things change. Neighbors move away;
buildings are torn down; and the whole spectrum
of sights and sounds, of tast,e, and smelts, 'can he
altered dramatically in zi short Period' of time. It is
difficult enough for those Who are free of.handi-
capping conditions to cope with such changes arid
more difficult yet to adapt to the new experiences.
Bpt if one has been removed from a community
for a period of years, the difficulty of reintegration
is magnified. Unfortunately, most residential
services claim that they exist to prepare the
handicapped person for. reentry into this normal
environment. is it really possible to reproduce all
of the sensations, knowing-which neighbors are my
friends, which dogs bite, where the curb is?

Keeping Solutions Simple
Crawford (1976) tells the story of a very frank

director ' of a service for the retarded in San
Francisco in 1968 who said to a naive student,
"Look, mothers need diagnosis and assessment of

,,.. their 'retarded children as- much as they need a hole
in-the head: they have been told -many times what
is wrong: what they need is services." It is services
that are required, says Crawford, not surveys,
committees of inquiry, or other ekpensive excuses
lot-inaction.

The parents of six children whose ages range
from one to twelve cannot become terribly excited
when asked to follow through on physical therapy
or speech therapy training programs with their
handicapped three-year-old child. Further, it would
not he surprising to find evidence of 'stress in such
a family, nor should it be puzzling, if they% request
removal of the handicapped child Iron the .home.

What parents need are babysitters aar house-
keepers who can dust, scrub floors, wash dishes,
and help with the handicapped child. They need
moneyl, to construct ramps into the home for their
kids' wheelchairs:, to install support bars in the
bathroom and hard-or-hearing handsets on the
telephone; to purchase multitextured toys to stim-
ulate tactile sensory perception; and to help with

,. medical bills and transportation to and from
-:t hospitals and community agencies.
' ..' We can see how a system might work if we fol-
'low some of the reasoning outlined above in a typi-
Cal situation. A child has just been born., arikl tle
parents have been told that the child has a selious
physical or mental probrem. hile the medical
needs are being met, the nurse, oCtor, or visiting
nurse association may refer the p rents to a local
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t group o agency which serves handic Aped
gsters. The agency sends' someone to the

rrangennents.lnay also be made for parents
who hav 1;)en 7 t .gli the same experience .to:
visit their lo e. ch ares the representative of,
the 'agency should:riot 'ask the family to come to an
office. All people feei,.4pOre comfortable. talking
about their personal crises. Alen they do it on their
own "turf." Home visits' also help,dilinguish the
person being served from the one whos'6Job is to
serve. The family members are encouraged to
explain what they want or need in their own
words. They are asked what they need in the way
of help with money, transportation, medical equipL
ment, and so on.

In some cases the parents. have less difficulty
accepting the fact of their child's handicap than do
extended family members, such as grandmothers,
grandfathers, aunts, and uncles. It may he that
those are the ones who need counseling. It should
be made clear at the onset that the family makes
the decisions and that the agency is just a partner
in the process. What the, parents perceive to be
needed, not the Perceptions" of other people, will
determine their ability to help their sons or
daughters. Because most people cannot put their
needs into technical jargon, it may be necessary to
help them translate their needs into suitable
language. For example, parents may not have the
vaguest idea about fpnding sources, such as sup-.
elemental security income, Title XIX, and the like,
but surely someone who is knowledgeable can
understand the parents' financial needs and find
existing sources of funding to fill those needs.- .

When families tome to agencies such as'ENCOR
with specific problems that need specific solutions,
the solutions should be kept simple. The mother is
tired? She should be given help in the borne so that
she call have time for rest and relaxation. The
parents do not have time for recreation and social
life? Then they should be provided with baby=
sitting services or a weekend helper who can take
care of not only their disabled child but also their
normal children. The neighbors are giving them a
rough time? A staff member should meet with the
family and neighbors and help explain the pro-
blem. If dot does not work, the staff member
should contact whatever local authorities will be
necessary to prevent undue harassment. Thisagibes
not mean that agencies should simply give the
families this kindly adviceit means that the
ag ncy should do it!

If dad is out of work, 17 agency should help
him find a job:

24
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Thoesands of prdsthetic appliances' andsedu-.
cational toys are ayailable in specia) schools or

Many are inexagnsive; others cost
a tot.; but all could be lent to families. A
carpenter working ,with.a physical 'therapist,

family. pay the people-employed. The persop
who signithe payclieck commands respeykt.:
If the pairents wo like to continue heir

. edification,- perhap bysitter or someone
else could relieve Whirle they attend

.ctccnpational tirerapissI, speech therapist, or school.
teacher can work -*Miracles w&i:s;sc,raps of
wood.
If parents are concerned about who will help** )'

. their child if Viey should die unexpectodly,
they need art' attorne , perhapS' a,,trustwOrthy
insuiane agent, or -ba r ' - -

problem,
. . . i

If toilet training t siinple bells,
buzzers, lights, or warmth-detecting devices
canbe used with great success- in alerting the
parent fh t the child has toileled or needs to.
Using suc simple behavior-shaping training,
parents can quickly and permanently resolve
the problem. The devices cap be reused, and
training for parents is not difficult.
It aparent dOes not have enough time for the
other children, timesaving appliances niight
help. A washer, a dryer, a dishwasher, a
second car, or even bus tickets could mean
the difference between keeping the handi-
capped child or placing the child out of the
home.
Mom, dad, brother, or sister has to have a
serious operation and cannot .care for the
handicapped child as well. The agency should
place someone in the home to help out.

411 If there is no way to care far the child during
the summer months while both parents are
still at work, the agency can hire and train
someone to provide that service during the
summer, pr arrange for normal reschool and
normal day-care programs to adme the person
with additional staff help or additio al funds
to make utr the extra costs. This is s rrwthing
that could be done with a group of 1

with handic4pped ytembers.
When]. a haladica#Ted person reciffires more
than usual educational help, the agency can
bring .a tutor into the home, perhaps' a high
school student who would be willing to tutor
on an hOurly basis. would strongly recom-
mend against tutors Ito simply donate their
time because such a rangements usually do
not work out to the advantage of the family
involved.
If the people helping the family are paid by
the agency and the family cannot get those
people to do what nerds to be done, the
agency should pay the family and let the

If 1n6m and dad acing possiblt 4Worce*
the agency sholild help idelitityl w, ere -the
children are gOing to stay,, including addi-
tional assistance and funding to pieta. ttle-IL
needs of the htndicapped-ciiird and tryenabld.
him or ha.,;ito.'stay with the family until the
Marital proaerns are resolved. -

Families should be treated as if they are doing
their best to help prey nt the rest of society from
having to pick up t tab for their children's
PEoblems. They are no -asking for charity. They
know the problem an the solution: they need
someone to do what t ey obviously do not have
the time, money, or influence to accomplis

One of the unfortunate evils of.state and` deral
funding today is the tenderrcy to deal with
discrete, isolated problem areas rather than allow-
ing local agencies t use funds in a creative,
tailor -made fashion. F 'example, according to

dward R. Coldman, " ennsylva9ia received $55
Ilion in federal funds for medical as stance

enefits in fiscal year 1973, almost three. ti es the
national allotment for all state grants for evelop-

ental disabilities, community, and institutional
rograrns. Today it is estimated that it will cost $1

Ilion to maintain each resident of a public
institution throughout his or her lifetime. It shoulla
be irly obvious frdm that figure alone that 'the
money e to help families if such help is
made a priority."

Summary
Those who have to set up residential services can

learnfr
to us,

ENCOIrs e)Iperience. Some peoPle said
ou can serve the nnIcily ret#rded, but you

can er serve the moderately, severely, or pro-
foundly retarded." However; the bu of 'our
system npw serves severely and profo ndly re-
tarded ,people. Most moderately d mildly
retarded Reople tiave becpme independent 16r semi-
indekndent. The scoffers also said, "You will
neveje able to serve the really problematic people
with maladaptive behavicirs, the ones who beat
their heads against the wall and bite people and kick
and scratch and hurt theinselves." But we set up a
beliavtor-sfbaping prograin and brought all of the
children back froi the institution to go .through
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that program. We have sinee
The they said, .151(da, can't serve kids that a .e
Medically tragile; near death." We set up a detielo
mental maximation unit` and have:been ser
them regularly and moving them back into their
own homes of our regular residence's.

The PlIruPters al*, said, '"You can't serve Lai ge
nurhbe " Last yieAr we 12roughi 100 people into
our residential system..They said, "You can't do it
cheaply." Bu ast year again, in spit or bringing in
100 new people, in spite of all of the resulting
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Philosophy and Procedures
of ,the State Hospitals.

L Karen Larsen
Assistant Chief, Central Program Services

Fairview State Hospital

Not many people are aware that California has a
very special population in its state facilities: those
with developmental disabilities. Developmental dis-
abilities are attributable to many causes: cerebral
palsy, epilepsy, mental retardation, or any neuro-
logical condition that's closely related to mental
retardation. These disabilities, which cannot be
cured, are a substantial handicap. Those who suffer
from thein cannot benefit from the social, educa-
tional, vocational, recreational, and medical re-

, sources that nonhandicapped individuals have
access to in the community. 'State programs
emphasize placing clients with a family or into
their own homes, but suffiCient resources have not
yet been developed to allow such placement _into
the community. Whatever the limitations, though,
the.ernphasis is always on providing developmental
and habilitati;egramming.

To best m client needs, organized treatment
programs are used. Clients with similar characteris-
tics, problems, and needs are grouped together so
that all the children who are deaf and blind usually
live in the same residence. Then the residential
staff can sign to them, and everybody learns how
to sign. At Fairview there are curiently 1,700
clients in 44 living units. Those clients represent
the whole spectrum of problems and heeds found
in the developmentally' disabled: 88 percent are
severely or profoundly retarded; 60 percent have
no speech, and another 27 percent have major
speech problemS;cTS percent are not toilet trained;
55 percent must be bathed, and another 24 percent
need considerable assistance in bathing; 38 percent
must be dressed,, and another 20 percent need 4,
assistance in dressing; 10 percent are blind, and
another . 10 percent. have limited vision; 5 percent
are deaf; and 4 percent have limited hearing. This is
a population with,' very special needs.

Measurable development is always the objective
for these clients. I's the methodology correct? Are
the programs developing -those skills that. involme:

. physical, intellectual, and vocational functioning as
well as reducing the frequency and severity of
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nic medical conditions? The process
ing these objectives involves pro-

ated, trained, multidisciplined staff
atment programs and through that
an active habilitation prOgram for a.
vironment. Those individuals pro-

s in special programs come from
many disciplines: audiology, speech pathology,
education, library services, music, art, dance, occu-
pational therapy, physical therapy, recreation, reli-
gion, social work, psychology, nursing, all the
activity therapies, medicine, and nutrition. All
clients receive these services if they needthem. The
system used to ptovide these services is called the
individual client case management program and
plan. Everybody' gets to ether and lists the needs
of the client. An indiv ual client assessment is
written to identify p blems and needs. Then
treatment objectives re established, stated in
measurable, observable, time-limited terms. After
the needs assessment has been made, a program and
plan are developed to meet the objectives.

The deaf-blind project is a supplemental service
to the individual case management program: The
supplemental services can involve 15 minutes, an
hour, 2 hours, or 6 hours. Only the interdisci-
plinary team can decide. The first step, of course,
is to document that there are residents who are
deaf and blind in the potential project. Recogni-
tion of such impairments may come through the
clients' annual physical examinations, but more
often it comes through the observations of the

,

interdisciplinary team itself: someone says, "I
don't th is really hearing you." This
observation triggers an evaluation request to the
speech pathology and audiology services office '
where a certified audiologist and a speech p thol-
ogist do the evaluating. They can tell whether here
is a real problem and whether the client is el gible
for the deaf-blind project. .

After the eligible population is identified, the
money must be budgeted. A teacher costs almost
two and a half times as much as a teaching
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assistant, and a good paraprofessional or teaching
assistant is just as competent in most cases as a
teacher. Then comes a real budget crisis: whether
to hire two teachers or five teaching assistants. The
staff of Fairview State Hospital has gone the latter
way, and 1 think that the choice has been
successful. The interdisciplinary team then groups
the project population in accordance with the,indi-
viduals' needs and plans the pro ram for the year.

The children at Fairview prese such an in-
volved total picture that it is yery difficult to
evaluate them. As -a resulin it becomes essential for
the representatives pf all disciplines to Combine
their efforts toward the goal of complete under-

(
standing of the children, their situation, and their
growth. The groupapavach, *hich is necessary
for evaluation and assessment, leads to consistency
and a more complete cooperation, coordination,
and communication among the adults coming into
contact with the child. Since consistency is essen-
tial to deYelpp the child's vense of security, we
strive for the Maximum consistency in our expecta-
tions, demands, discipline, and reinforcement.
Interventions and strategies in the education pro-
gram are based on the individual client's needs in
the areas of communication, mobility, training,
social skills, and self-concept development. This
program supplements the regular programs.
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The 'Care of-a. Deaf-Blind Residerit
Ann Fox

Assistant Chief, Central-Program Services
Pacific State Hospital

A state hospital exists to provide the everyday
care and training necessary for the developmental
growth of its residents. The experience, physical
condition, and intelligence of each deaf-blind
resident correlated with his or her emotional and
psychological preparedness to undertake training
are diagnosed by a team of specialists. The special-
ists, then, prepare a written plan describing specific
objectives to be met within a described time frame.

The content of such plans is never intended to
be restrictive. These plans are used only by
instructors who are equipped by special training,
general background, and personal resourcefulness
to adapt them to meet the special needs of the
individual deaf-blind resident. Each instructor con-
tinuously remains alert to add new experiences and
new opportunities to each plan to broaden the
development horizons of the deaf-blind residents.
The residents are encouraged to remain alert and to
find significance in all stimuli from their immediate
environment.

Generally speaking, much more time is spent
explaining and demonstrating The techniques being
taught to a deaf-blind resident than is spent
training. As a result, the length of time needed for
training a deaf-blind resident is greater than that
needed for the training of a hearing-blind person.
The limitation of communication is a prime Con-
ideration in estimating training time. Every effort
s made to determine the extent of a deaf-blind
esident's ability to transmit and receive informa-

tion through the method of communication being
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used. Frequently, an instructor finds it helpful to
learn the method of communication the deaf-blind
resident has already established before the instruc-
tor can formalize communication skills and
language development skills.

The void of experience that deaf - blind residents
usually exhibit when beginning to learn requires
that the instructor ensure that the residents are
aware of those objects in their environment that
are useful for developmental growth. The deaf-
blind residents must be given the opportunity of
tactual exploratiOnfor instance, the trees at the
lake or the donkey at the farm. Allowing the
deaf-blind residents the time for such experiences
represents a major contribution to their overall
adjustment and knowledge and is just as important
in terms of their goals as actual instruction in the
use of the cane.

Instructors find that some deaf-blind residents
need a great deal of encouragement in order to
enter into a travel training program and to con-
tinue in it. Generally, independent travel is a new
concept for deaf-blind residents entering a state
hospital. It requires a great deal of ingenuity,
patience, and understanding on the part of the
instructor to help the deaf-blind resident appre-
ciate the value of independent travel and to accept
the challenge of learning it. Encouragement con-
sistent with the progress of the deaf-blind residents
will give them the motivation to continue in spite
of any discouragement or lack of belief in their
ability to learn.
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The Deaf-Blind Program
at Porterville State Hospital'

Joan Clinton
Assistant Chief, Central Program Services

Porterville State Hospital

When the opportunity to describe the deaf-blind
program at Porterville State Hospital was extended
to me, one of the questionS that immediately rose'
in my mind was how to explain adequately what
goes on in state facilities so that rionhospita
people could see that we do offer. a positive and
necessary service. Many people think that state
hospitals are end-of-the-line institutions and that
children are .put in there to vegetate. Such a
concept of a state hospital is wrong.

First, let us consider the relationship of the stRe
hospital to the community. State hospitals are to
provide service to the community by offering a
limited term residential program designed to pre-
pare the child for placement outsde that institu-
tion. This probably came as quiteea surprise to the
many people , who think of a state hospital as a
place to which youngsters are sent never to be seen

As I stated earlier, nothing could be farther
frdrin the truth. We are just a way, station where
youngsters can receive The developmental training
they need to equip them to become contributing
members of the family and the community. The
state hospital is an alternative placement forthose
who need it. The ultimate goal is to move each
developmentally disabled child out of the state
residential facility system and into an appropriate
community setting. Obviously, this is a 'tore
achievable goal for some than it is for others., but
that fact does not relieve us of the responsibility to
provide services toward the goal of community
placement-for all residents.

Since our eventual goal is to see deaf-blind
children in an appropriate community setting, a
challenge exists for those who make up the child's
family and community environment. The programs,
provided by a state facility are carried out, in vain if
the community does not respand to the need
to provide proper placement in which everyday
living, medical, educational, social service, voca-
tional, and other' related rehabilitative services are
available. All members of the community are .

c.

obligated to provide the optimum environment to
our youngsters.

State hospitals offer programs as part of a
ntinuum of state services for the develop-

l°-griCimpentally disabled under the provisions cif the
Lanterman Developmental Disabilities Services
Act. Services are offered until such time as the
family and community, working through tegional
centers for the' developmentally disabled, have
.developed the resources needed for the individual
child. Until that time, state, facilities design their'
programming around the child's overall needs. We
are here to serve the parents and the other
community members. Competition with or isola-
tion from the community is never our intent. Our
aim is to function as part of the team effort in
which the family, the cominity, and the State
wok together to provide what is best for the child.
It would be very helpful to those who are not
familiar with state hospital programs to visit us. We
would like to discuss 14th you what it is we do and
even to get' ideas as to ow we can do it best.

As part of the effotts of Porterville State
Hospital to comply with the standards of the
Creditation Council for Services of Mentally Re-
tarded and Other Developmentally Disabled (or the
Joint Commission for Creditation of Hospital
Facilities for Mentally Retarded [JCHFMR] , as it
was formerly called)", we seek to meet over 600
individual standards. There are thousands altogether,
600 of which are related to the care and treatment
of the mentally disabled in residential facilities. In
addition, we are bound to adhere to California's
Welfare and Institutions Code. A quote from the
JCHFMR administrations manual summarizes our
challenge:

The primary purpose of a residential facility for the
mentally retarded is to protect and nurture the

requiringhealth, and development of each individual requiring
24-hour programming service Inherent in this cornmit-
ment is the responsibility to provide those experiences
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that 'till enable the individual to first of all develop
physical, intellectual, social, and emotional capabilities to
their fullest extent. Next, to live in an environment tEat
is conducive to personal dignity while in that residential
setting. And third, to continue development of those
skills, habits, and attitudes, essential to adaptation in
contemporary society,

Our residents, even though each has st ecial needs, shall
have the same rights to opportunities for growth and
developinent as any other human.. being. Each resident
has an inherent right to fulfill his or her full potential. It
is it,ossible to help all citizens who are labeled develop-
mentally disabled to lead rich, dignified, honored and
socially enhanced lives regardless of the degree of
disability. To this end we recognize the need to consider
each of our residents as individuals with individual
needs. You simply cannot group people together and say
they are alt alike. You cannot set group objectives; you
can have group goals, but each person needs his or her
own objective and his or her own treatment plan.

Porterville State Hospital has nine treatment
programs. Each of them is geared to meet the
specific. needs of the 125 to 250 residents assigned
to us. Each treatment program is responsible for
the total care and habilitative treatment of its
residents in areaA' such as nursing care, develop-..
mental trainirfASocial services, habilitation therapy,
education, and' psychological services. In addi-
tion to these treatment programs, we also offer
medical activities, including a laboratory, a phar-
macy, an x-ray unit, electroencephalogram, electro-
cardiogram..physical therapy, and dentistry: The
hospital also offers, through centralized programs,
recreation and vocational rehabilitation services a
carnpirirr ogram, a t,,ster grandparent project. a
harher, voriniteer se, vices,
""ViCeC slid, of cows,. edtu:ational nrogreams

When a child is AdMitted tf+ a facilitx.
completek evaluation is made to de,terrnive the
child's physical and medical condition and to assess
his or her needs for psychology. social work,
speech. education, and vocational rehabilitation
services. Using these evaluations, a treatment team
composed of management and.treatment personnel
designs an individual program with very clearly
defined objectives. This basic approach is aug-
mented by the many services referred to earlier,
including recreation, camping, foster grandparents,

'social relationship provided by the volunteers, and
many other activities that help give the children a
normalized life-style. Recreation services offer
opportunities for swimming; dancing; participation
in the special olympics and holiday celebrations;
and trips to concerts, plays, movies, zoos, Disney-
land, Magic Mountain, rodeos. circuses, picnics,

a

beach parties, mountain excursions, and sporting
events.

VOcational training is offered through a series of
graduated programs. The vocational preparation
program starts on a very simple level, such as
learning to come to wotk and learning to attend to
a task. From there the participant progresses to
prevocational training, a work activity center,
hospital skill training, community skill training,
and community employment. Individualized atten-
tion is availabIeN through the'. foster grandparent
project. This .is a federally funded program in
which senior citizens spend time with residents on
a one-to-one basis. It is difficult to determine who
benefits most, the children or the foster grand-
parents.

Volunteer services offer a friendship program in
which concerned citizens can sponsor one or more
residents who do not have contact with their
families. Volunteer , services also provide a means
for the community to provide many extras, such as
bedspreads, drapes, or toys. All of these treatments
and other services mentioned are available to our
deaf-blind residents, as they are to the nonsensory
handicapped. Our deaf-blind children are not iso-
lated: they are part of our total program. Their
lives are more normal when they experience life
with everybody else.

To a state facility children atc'not just numbers.
They are individual people with individual nee
We try to meet these individual needs by bringing
together specialists in 'In interdi<dplinary tearn to
plan progrniq tor rile rqi-e an l tlF'itInellt f

hildren
Ilecatise our residents. e en though they ar in

an institution, need to lean aborit family life. we
try to give some training in what it is like to eat in
a family situation. Their meals are served family
style The residents set their own table; they dish
up their food; and they-sit down as a family to
This is a part of their daily training, along with
other daily activities sirels making their wn
beds.

The educational experiences are many'nd varied.
For example. because learning to be mobile'means
learning to move independently and because
balance has to be 1parned, the child is taught to
develop the ability to maintaiwkalance. Another
example is audiological training. Preliminary audio-
logical screening aids the teacher in determining
appropriate auditory training:- the childien learn to
listen, to attend to sound, and to identify sound.

Educational activities are not confined to tradi-
tional classrooms. Aquatic skills can be used to
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learn ..socialization, balance, intteracSion with
others; the feeling of Mist, and hoW'to swim.
have five pools at our hospital. Each is designed to
provide for a different need. We have a pool that is
one foot deep and one that is 12 feel' deep and has
a diving board. We also have a therapy pool. All the
pools are heated and chlo4hated.,Our parents built
those pools for us. They raised the money, donated
the labor, and produced a beautiful facility. It is
because parents fove and care That we are able to
provide many of these services.

.

Basic mobility sills and balance lead to more
complex activity. Learning to climb, gaining confi-
dence in walking, developing spatial orientation in
a confined alea---these are all important to the
blind child. Although it is important. to the child to
learn to walk down stairs, or climb the jungle gym,
or roil about, or just have fun on an air mat, there
is more to guiding a child to a full life than these
traditional habilitation activities. There are many
normal experiences provided in order to give the
child a- fuller life. We try to c'ffer students the
opportunity to learn hdw to get around and to
have normal experiences. The hospital is really a
miniature city. We have our own transportation
system. We. can go any place. on the approximately
900 acres. We have ministt'rs who provide relipiouc
services geared to the childreu:slevel.

Programming like ours does not lust happn
Careful planning and utili-lation Of resources is
necessary Planning is the provim e of adminis
tration I am an adminitrator. and I had to know
myself veil hefore I ':()111(1 start cart inp our
programs and arranging for other people to help
Althoturli th st, r ` marks are pr;mar1k for adminis
trators. Hwy, aT, fliso apply to how OT ( laSSICtortl
situations. I in going to ()Mil those ettl)vioi:
administrative paths like personnel ma ragernent.
physical responsibility. and oth-r anects of main
tainini, a progra'rn. Instead. I am going to talk
about policy making and planning. thou not
covering all aspects of administration, this discus
sion might provide some ideas and an opportunity
for others involved in the treatruept of the deaf-
blind to do a little self-examination.

First of all, before IP program is designed, an
adriiinistrator must understand clearly what it
means to be an administrator. Traditionally,
administrators are thought of as managers or
facilitators, people who see that things get done.
That description is accurate, but it certainly does
not present a complete picture. The literature of
the past 20 years indicates that administrators
must also formulate poliCies and provide leader.
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ship. Because if administrators do nothing but
maintain, they will create complacency and a
static, inbred program. We must formulate and
shape and refine before we execute. We must be
more than just housekeepers.

But before we can provide effective policies and
leadership, we must establish a system of values.
Our powers and responsibilities should be balanced
with moral principles. It would be disastrous t let
administrative techniques and processes dom nate
to the exclusion of a basic philosophy ba d on
publiC interest. Value clarification 'does not come
easily. One does not just sit down one day and
formulate a value system. It is not that easy. It is a
long, arduous, and sometimes. 'painfully intro-
spective task. Few of us are brilliant enough to
formulate original theories or statements of a
profound philosopfkical nature; but many adminis-
trators have already done it, whether they realize it
or not. Administrators who have not already done
it should start-readingl studying, and comparing.

There are many public administrative philos-
ophers and essayists. The thoughts of authors like
Drucker, Fawn, Dewie, Limborock, Mills, Devore,
and Mum ford are available in any good library. Our
institutions of higher learning offer many courses in
philosophy. social sciences. and administrative
policies. Most administrators have been exposed at
least to some of these studies, but it is a rare
person who cannot benefit from continued study
fnni reevaluation. Complacency leads to mediocrity.

Once a basic philosoph is formulated, the next
step is t(' Myrrh e the staff They should he allowed
to develop a program's ha.s-ic philosophy and
intended policies Not only will there he a broader
input. hut also the p, ople running the program \vitt
he rume personally involved, and this leads to
greater interest and commitment to success on
their pail Out of such discussions come the goals,
which in turn determine the objectives. Specific
objectives can he hest determined by first assessing
the needs of the children. How well do they move
about? Can they communicate with others? Do
they have the daily living ski needed to eat, to
dress, and to toilet? Do they a concept of
self? How well do they socialize with others?
Those are all basic skills, ones that are necessary if a
child is going to achieve -anything beyond mere
existence.

When setting up objectives, one should remem-
ber to' include the entire family unit Th the needs
assessment. It is a good idea to establish an
objective ti at involves family member's in the
development of the child's treatment program
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plan. They have a ves d interest; they should help
plan the treatment. amily members should be
able to participate in treatment activities, too. The
fam ly may also benefit from counseling or other
supp ive services. Some parents have difficulty
acce ng the fact that they have deaf-blind chil-
dren; they may even have diffiCulty understanding
or even associating/with those children. Adminis-
trators must 'make provisions for involving the
families and keeping them in touch th ough news-
letters, telephone callS, progress rep rts, and so
forth.

The outlook of the needs assessment should not
be narrow; resources are moth than staffing ratios,
buildings, and money. There are experts and
consultants available with a wealth of talents and
interests. One of the hospital's most valued re-
sources, as I have said, is the parent'. Parents and
parent groups provide many things, not just physi-
cally and monetarily: They also provide advice and
concern, and they pressure the% Legislature for
better conditions..

Following the needs assessment comes the time
to plan activities and evaluate procedures. Planning
is never"something that should. just happen. If a
situation calls for crisis management (the develop-
ment of a plan as an .pedient ;oI-Itiot, to an
immediate' problem). "if' esnit to ;taw
a mir:14 1,;,pw9f It 3
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approach to planning so that programs do not just
grow and grow with no guidelines or purposes. As
the trite -hut true little saying warns, "Failing to
plan is planning to fail."

The next step is to start doing something, to put
all the mental exercise into action. After initiating
programs, administrators must follow through with
planned activities, but only as long as they are
producing the desired results. If the planning was
done well and baselines were established, data and
observations will tell whether not the plan is
accomplishing what it was established to do.
Planning and evaluation procedures should take
place .at the beginning of activities rather than later
so: that relevant and necessary data are available
throughout the process. Nothing could be worse
than letting someone else's data, which just hap-
pens to ":be available, determine one's appraisal
procedures. It should be the other way around: the
evaluation program should determine what data to
collect.

After examining the results of a program, the
administrator should look again the objectives.
Objectives that are met may need to be replaced
with further objectives. For objectives that are not
met, it must be determined whether the objectives
were inapt ropriate or the methodology was wrong.

vnsvter. mile static spnin:
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The Experiences of Benhaven
and Their Application to the Deaf-Blind

Amy L. Lettick
Director, Benhaven School/Community

the ctibtrar nervous system. Neurologically inic
paired persons can be identified' by the disparity
between some of their handicaps and some of their
strengths. There is often more than four years'
difference in the capabilities of such children, for
example in the use of language and the fine motor
skills. Neurologically impaired -individuals can have
problems in their motor skills, whether gross or
fin& They can have problems with their memory,
short-term or long-term memory, or in the sequenc-
ing of any kind of visual or _auditory tasks.
Neurologically impaired individuals often are
hyperactive; they are easily distracted; they have a
very short attention span; they have very poor
communication skills; poor perceptual skills; and
generally an impaired ability to learn. Here, too,
however, there does not necessarily have to be
impairment in the social development or in the
language: for while the perceptual skills may be
damaged, they are not necessarily so. There is a
great range of disability in a neurologically im-
paired child. Of course, we must always take into
consideration that there are children who have
multiple handicaps, such as neurological impair-
ment and retardation or neurological impairment
and autistn.

Classically autistic individuals usually have made
their impairments known by the age of two and a
half or three. There are three major characteristics
which are always seen together. The most impor-
tant and the most damaging is the inability to
relate properly to people, places, and events. Next,
there is always a problem in communication. The
third characteristic is the use of ritualistic and
bizarre behavior. Ritualistic behavior involves
doing things which everyone does at times except
that autistic persons combine activities in a fixed
pattern which they obey compulsively and which
has no apparent meaning or purpose. For example,
an autistic youngster might ays enter a room by

s thsliding one foot forward
rs

gh he or she were
testing the ice on a pond, then step into the room,
briskly walk to the same three pieces of furniture

Benhaven is a relatively small educational facil-
ity with sections located in New Haven, East
Haven, and -North Haven, Connecticut. I the New
Haven section, there is alarge house hick has
been converted into a school; behinAd that is a
regulation-sized gymnasium.Seven miles way there
is a 35-acre farm on which, in additi n to farm
buildings, there is Northside, the first house of our
proposed village of eight houses.

Benhaven's childreneven though they may also
be blind or deafare quite different from the ones
served by the deaf-blind centers. Their problems
are not the same as those of a deaf-blind, child;
however, some of our findings at Benhaven may be
applicable to deaf-blind children, too.

For some people it lifiay be a problem to
distinguish between someone who is mentally
retarded and someone who is autistic. The differ-
ence between the two types of individuals is
basically that retarded individuals have a level
ceiling capping their potential to develop. This
means that a ten-year-old mentally retarded boy
with an IQ of 50 will be very much like a
five-year-old boy in all areas speech. social devel-
opment, and cognitive ability. If one treats him as
a five-year-old boy, he will get along very well. This
is not so at Benhaven. Instead of a level ceiling of
ability, the children there display a series of peaks
and valleys described by some as "islands of
intelligence in a sea of retardation." Another
difference between the retarded and the autistic is
that retarded individuals are not necessarily im-
paired in their social development. One frequently
sees little groups of retarded children being taught
by one teacher. They can function as a group. The
autistic cannot. The mentally retarded can also
have nortnal lahguage development. Again, the
autistic cannot.

Neurologically impaired indivithials are different
from mentally retarded persons in that the neuro-
logically impaired are assumed to have had a
potential for ncirmalcy, until there was some kind
of accident or malfunction occurring in the area of
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every clay, tap each-of them,walk fo his or her chair,
turn completely around once, and then sit down.
The difference between ritualistic and bizarre be-
havior is that,.while portions' of the ritualistic,be-
havior would have wurpose at the appropriate time
in a normal person's life, bizarre behavior is totally
purposeless.' For example, one characteristic behav-
ior of autistic children is the waving of the fingers
in front of the face; one cannot be sure whether
the individual is looking at the fingers, beyond'the
fingers, through the fingers, Or lookineinward.
Another example is biting the palm of one hand in
the same spot continually. Although many neuro-
logically impaired and retarded your3sters also
have bizqrre-br ritualistic,behavior;the act of finger
waving Appears only in autistic people. In sum-
mary, then, the neurologically impaired or retarded
whose behavior is similar to thdt of the autistic
could be called autistic-like; however, .to fit the
pattern of classical 'autisiri, they mast- not only
possess the characteristics of poor social related-
ness, poor communication, and bizarre behavior,
but also display no evidence of true mental
retardation, real neurological impairment, or ab-
normal development of motor milestones.

How do the autistic and the neurological ly,
impaired resemble blind and deaf people? 'Mereds
the one obvious way: they cannot process messages
which come .through the sensory organs. The
reason for the disability, however, is different, in
each case. The problem for the autistic and
neurologically impaired is an inability to process
the information that the sens(ry organs send to the
brain, rattle, than an inahility ')f the sensor' organs
themselves to ttanctnit thr hIfol,nntion tai thr-
hT

Deaf blind children may show many bizarre
behavior pattetns: however, there are several dis
similarities between the bizarre behavior of the
deaf-blind and that of the neurologically handi
capped. The most fundamental dissimilarity be
tween the groups is the irrevocability in most cases
of 'the ddmage for the deaf-blind as Opposed to the
possibility of finding alternate pathways for the
messages from the eye- and ear to the central
nervous system in the autistic and neurologically
impaired. Another difference is that although deaf
persons' language would not necessarily be normal,
they have a potential for language far beyond that
of autistic children. And their social awareness and
social development may be far more normal than
that of autistic or neurologically impaired indi-
viduals. This social awareness will make a dif-
ference in where oNe places a handiCapptcl child.

)

An autistic child will have no understanding of a
handicap in another person. A deaf-blind child
might be able to understand another person's
needs.

Another difference between the aut4tic and
neurologically impaired and the deaf -blip bi is the
amount' of independeNe in mobility that one
can expect from a sighted autistic child. In most
cases, a sighted autistic child, unlike a blind child,
can move around an environment with_safety.
The same is not necessarily true in terms of the
hearing. There are many autistic children who
cannot understand environmental noises; therefore,
the sound of a horn or a bell is just as useless as a
warning to an autistic child as it is to a deaf child.
Again, there are different levels of handicap and
disability, so what applies in
apply to all.

Benhaven is a private, nonprofit school/
community. We have a population of 38 children,
adolescents, and 4adults: More' than' half the 38, are
over sixteen years old. Nearly all .of the students
were considered hopeless. We are the last -resort
before a mental hospital -or .nicer, the first step
out of one.
, The philosophy that has guided us since we
opened our doom in 1967 has shaped our progress:

Benhaven believes that special education, not
psychotherapy, is what our children need. We
teach; we do not treat.
We believe that acti% e help rather than passive
love is what changes children. It is not enough
to offer children compassion and under
standing. We must channel 0111 love' into
constructive, conrrete action.

q We believe that our children need older,
structure, and stability in their lives, with a
goal of independence on whatever level can be
achieved and maintained in view (If the
individual's handiCaps.
We believe that an intensive, driving, dynamic
program involving continuous measurement,
diagnosis, and adjustment of techniques is the
force that propels our children on the roads
we would have them travel,
We believe that we cannot wait to build
relationships with children whose inability to
make relationships has brought them to us.
Instead, we must begin to work with the child
immediately, keeping in mind the idea that
through work relationships will be formed.
We believe that there is no one way that will
help every child,. We must employ all methods

one case may not
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and consultants that will be of assistance in
working with the unique problems presented
by each child; therefoie, we use direct teach."
Mg, team teaching, behavior modification;
restraintsanything that will work.
We believe that sometimes extreme disabilitx
requires extreme measures for remediation.
We believe that children must be prevented
from destructive acts against' themselves,
against others, or against property. Our first
step rn preventing destructive or disruptive

e acts is not to ask why children do what they
do, but rather to take direct common sense
physical action to prevent the undesirable
behavior from continuing and then to try to
determine the cause for that behavior.
We believe that learning for the handicapped

C."
is not always pleasant for either the child or
the teacher; however, we do feel that the
pleasure that results from overcoming or
circumventing a handicap worth the tran-
sitory distress that may accompany the learn-
ing process. Our approach is to say, with grim
cheerfulness, "It's tough; do it."
We believe that children with neurological
handicaps are capable of a great deal more
work and accomplishment than most people
have expected from them; accordingly, we
have an extended, busy, purposeful school
schedule. . .

'We believe that autistic children when isolated
cannot help one another, but that a mixture
of autistic and brain-damaged children is a
beneficial combination, economically and
educationally sound. )4
We believe that education and socialization
are not enough. We can and must train our
children to do productive work, if they are
not destined for normal academics.
We believe that reward for good behavior is
not a substitute for clearly expressed dis-
approval of unacceptable behavior.
We believe that the families of our children
cart and must play a positive role in thei
education; that when autistic or neur

\ logically impaired individuals reach late o-
\- lescence or early -adulthood, they, like..

unhandicaliped peers, should leave home'and
live with their contemporaries in a homelike
setting structured to allow a life as nearly
normal as the individuals' handicaps wig
allow. This leave-taking should be viewed
pOsitively, as a triumph over adversity rather
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than as capitulation to overwhelming nth-.-

fortune, and 'should take place while the
individuals and their families are

.enough to enjoy its.benefits. 'el We believe that education should continue
into adulthood so that individuals are not
locked into the educational or vocational level
they havettained at the end of their child-
hood years: They should have the oppor-
tunity to reach their potential at whatever age
it can be - -

Northside is t sidential unit of Benhaven.
Benhaven owns a 35 -acre farm which straddles two
adjoining towns, East Haven and North Haven. On
the North Haven side, which we call Northside, is
located a beautiful 11-room ranch house with a
swimming pool. On the East Haven side of the
property, or Eastside, is a more typical farm with a
rundown farmhoutse, two rundown barns,' and ,a
brand new comrniercial greenhouse, which our
children use in their horticulture work. Our resi-
dential unit is a ove-story brick house, which
contains on the groltnd floor a living room, a
kitchen, a dining room, four bedrooms and two
baths. Two of the bedrooms are for staff, and two
are for students. We also have in one of the
student's bedroOms a bunk bed for visitors. In that
way our daily children can cone for a respite. The
basement of the house contains another complete
carpeted kitchen; a bathroom;,a laundry room; a
garage; an L-shaped recreation room; and, in what
was formerly a bomb shelter, a cold storage room.

When the residence opened in 1973, the main
concern was that the way of life not be one of
custodial living, but that there be a definite
program for the residents and that the program be
dedicated to the idea that the children must learn
structured living as a complement to the structured
learning they encounter in school. We started with
the idea that a fresh staff shOuld greet the children
when they come home from school at 4:45 p.m.
every day and that the evening hours until bedtime
at 10 p.M. should be defined into periods, though
the children should not be made aware of the
periods as they are in school by the ringing of bells.
We specified times for recreation, for doing the
chores, and for relaxation.

Students coming home to Northside have one-
half hour of the day of free time to do whatever
they want, whether it be listening to records or
pacing. After that, depending on the day of the
week, they do their laundry, clean their rooms,
help prepare dinner, help serve and clean up after
dinner, or do_work around the house such as taking
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care of the chickens or doing ground maintenance.
After dinner there are additional chores before the ,

part of the evening devoted to recreation. At that
point the recreation is geared to each child's needs.
If a' child cannot be involved in one activity
because of a handicap, we structure an activity in
which he or she can participate. The things that
our children enjoy most are taking walks, swim-
ming, going for a ride, shopping, and occasionally
going to some kind of performan9e.

Just as in our school, we have short-term
residential goals set up every month based on a task
analysis of all the activities to be mastered. There
are goals for learning to shave, learning good table
manners, and so forth. Along with the school
reports, we prepare residence reports, giving infor-
mation on which activities and goals have been
attained and which ones have not. If a child needs
work. in a particular area, the residence staff

forms the teaching staff; and together they work
ot t procedures to enable the child to work on his
or

Two male house parents carry out our residence
program. We have four students who are over sixteen
years of age. In addition to the two house parents
who live permanently at the house; there are
approximately ten staff people who come from
school and work through the evening hours to help
until the children go to bed When' we started with
four children, we needed four staff members
because the children were so dependent and so
difficult to handle that it was necessary to main
tain a otteto one relationship at all times But
now two are enough. We never allow fewer than
two, of course, becatisP of the possibility of
sickness or accident I he gocK1 part of having staff:
person,: who also work at the school is that theN aro
able t( observe the total rlationship hetvk een the
learning nt qt.non! and the children.q needc in tinily
living.

Parent involvement is sought and welcomed at
our residence. We like the courtesy of a phone call

,before a visit to ensure that the student is home
and .the visit would not be interrupting an activity,
such as a visit to the dentist that could not be
postponed. Parents may telephone their children or
staff members whenever the. need arises. We have
never found parents to be unreasonable in the
amount of contact they made, so we have never
limited visits or calls; however, should we feel that
a student was unnecessarily upset, inconvenienced,
or harmed in any way by' too much parenting, we
would not hesitate to discuss the matter with the
family.

Some of our students go home every 'Sunday;
some go 'home for the day every three or Cour
weeks; sometimes they go home for a weekend;
Sometimes the parents come to Noithside for
dinner and a few hours instead. Frequently, parents
of our students will invite all the resident students
as well as the staff for a day or a weekend. Our
students have many visitors. School staff members
enjoy "laving dinner at the residence, dropping in
to help celebrate holidays or birthdays, and having
the students as dinner guests in their homes. In a
way the residence, which never, closes, is a focal
center for all Benhaken after-school activities.

The costs of:54dt a residential program are very
high because of "the amount of siAff 'necessary;
however, in coniparison with the cost of custodial
care,' at least' in Connecticut .and New York, it is
much more economical to spend the money for a
place like ours. For example, at .the- present time
custodial care for an individual at: the Connecticut
State Mental Hospital is S25,000 ,pet year. This is
with absolutely no attempt to make the residents
self-supporting or independent in any way. That is,
it costs Connecticut between S14,000 and S15,000,,
per year to keep a child in the local residence for
the mentally retarded, such as the Regional Center
for the Retarded. This does not include the cost of
educating that child. Our costs for the upcoming
year are 'S14.000 per child for the day program and
528,000 for the residential program. Connecticut's
advanced laws provide that the towns and state
combine to pay all costs. The state is, of course,
very much interested in having Benhaven enlarge
its residence to remove from the hospitals those
children who can benrtir I vrvrt nq

"rPOSed to custodial care
I here is no cheaper wily to provide services

adequate to the needs of these individuals, and
those in public of Tice are the first to recognize that
tact. I o do so more cheaply would require a

reduction in the staff ratio which is the key to
success in this program. At Benhaven the staff ratio
is one and ,a half teachers to one child, The
residential unit operates on 365 days per year, and
there must be back up staff at all times so that the
regular staff can have two days off per week, a
month's vacation, two weeks for sick leave, and
four personal days,

Behaven's experience With deaf or blind children
obviously is not total. We have never had a
deaf-blind child. We have had a totally blind child.
two legally blind children, one totally deaf child;
and one child. who was severely hearing impaired
initially but is now totally deaf. Our totally hlind



child was a six-year-old boy who had behavior
problems. He was mute and had 'not learned
anything much by the time he was six: Our
program was geared to preparing him for using
braillefiivhen he got older. And this starte4as all
our work in language', starts, on the. gross-motor
level.

To get him used to the idea that his hand would
have to give him information, we started with
tracing with his whole hand a very thick cable-sized
rope which was taped to the floor. After the
rope on the floCir, he traced a clothesline taped to
the floor, then clothesline taped 'to a board and
hung on the wall. Eventually, he was able to move
around the ,,loom by following the rope. Our goal
was to reduce this to string, and then to place knots
in the string until, finally, we would use only the
knots.

We were also very concerned that Donald be
able to move around the building independently as
soon a,s possible. This presented a great challenge
because our building is a four-story building with
inside steps and outside steps. And so after
contacting the Department of Education of the
Blind, we started on a :program to teach Donald to
use a 'cane. It was the practice at that time not to
start children of such an early age, but we slaw no
reason not to. We had a man come and show us
how a cane should he used, and then we tcmght
Donald to move independently around the
building.

During, his two-year stay he improved signif-
icantly: er, he required operations on the
shunt from the brain, and every time this operation
was per formed on !Inn TIM only (lid he lose what
he had learned but he also fell even further behind.
We reluctantly concluded that "he could benefit
only from physical therapy( Although physical
therapy is part of our total program, we felt he
should go where physical therapy alone would be
offered to him. We have two legally blind students
in our school now. Both were expelled from their
scho-errs-. Elaine was expelled from the school for
the blind because she was so aggressive that the
schtiol could not cope with her any more. David
was also placed with us because he could not adjust
to his school. In Elaine's case, an interesting series
'or events took place. Because she was already
reading braille, staff members felt obliged to learn
braille. I can remember the misery of that summer
when 1 spent one hour per day learning braille. I
wanted to be able to use it by touch alone, but I
found it took one -half hour just to wake up the
sensatiop in my fingertips.

During an evaluation of Elaine, our physical'
education teacher fotind something interesting. To
determine the developmental level of a child's
grasp, he uses severfil tests. In some cases he
simply hands a broomstick to the child to see
whether the child's thumb opposes the fingers or
just lies on top of the handle. Sometimes he
touches his third finger or his fourth or his little
finger with his thumb. Then he asks the student to
imitate him. When Mr. Davis touched his thumb to
his 'third finger and asked Elaine, "Do this," Elaine
did it. We had not realized that she had enough
sight to discriminate. At that point Mr. Davis
touched his thumb to his fourth finger, and Elaine
imitated that. .

When Elaine came to us a few months later, the
braille, material preceded her, but I ordered that it
be placed in the basement. Instead of using the
braille, we set her down at the chalkboard and
wrote an eight-inch high, lower.case b. Elaine had
speech' ut it was rambling, irrelevant, and corn-
pulsive. We taught her phohetically, and Mille,
with her nose almost pressed to the chalkboard,
was readily able to identify thg letters and make
the sounds. We tlifen'reduced the size of the letters,
and within two months we had Elaine reading with
her face about two inches away from th.paper.
'The only trouble with Elaine occurred when the
teacher brought up the braille to see what Elaine
could remember. When Elaine was confronted with
the braille, she had a temper tantrum. Since that
time, we have not worked on the -braille. We made
contact with a doctor who fitted Elaine with a
telescopic lens, which she wears around her neck.
This magnifies the letters so that now Elaine can
read from a distance of eight to twelve inches, and
she has started taking 'piano and recorder lessons
She typewrites and sews on the sewing machine.

David, the other legally blind student, had never
learned any kind of reading. His language, too, was
very repetitious and irrelevant. We have worked
with him on changing his behavior, teaching him
self-care skills, and teaching him to read and write.
Now he is very happily and busily., ftaged in
vocational training. In both these cases,there was
enough sight so that moving around the building
was not a problem.

We had one young man, Meyer, who was on a
higher developmental level. He could talk, but did
not understand other people. One of his fears was
of physical contact with another person. An
expression that we frequently heard from Meyer
was "Don't touch me." We wanted to help both.
Meyer and Donald, the totally blind boy, at the
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same time. We took Meyer aside and told him what
Donald's problem was.. We blindfolded him so that
he could understand what* life was like for Donald.
We then told him that Donald needed help getting
from the car 'that brought him to the school, and
we asked Meyer if he would be willing /to help
Donald:That help consisted of leading D6nald by
.the hand into the front hall of the school where
the teacher was waiting. It was a beautiful thing to
see. Meyer wanted to help. He would hold out his
hand and take Donald's hand and lead him up the
path to the school. He willingly touched Donald.

In terms of Benhaven's experience with deaf
children, we have had one who was totally deaf
before he arrived, another who was Moderately
hearing impaired and then became totally deaf
daring his years at the school. Totally dedf, Lee
was being expelled from his 'school because of his
severe behavioral problems. He was so hyperactive
and so resistant to learning that he had not been
taught anything. Until that1point we had never had
a totally deaf child. Through the pdst four or five
years, we have been able to reduce the severity 'of
Lee's behavior problems and help him to learn.
Now he is working on a fifth grade level, and we
hope to be'able to return him to the school for the
deaf at some point.

Lee's entrance in our school resulted in a
significant step in the history of education of, the
autistic. Because we saw as Lee's goal the return to
the population of the deaf and. therefore. his need
to use American Sign Language, we had to make
sure ?hat the staff who dealt with him was able to
use and teach American Sign T,anguate. Our speech
therapist who had training in the education of the
deaf made sure that those of us who taught Lee
learned sign language A large portion of our school
population was not deaf but had not learned to
communicate through any traditional channels.
Our speech therapist had been successful in using
sign language in working with the severely mentally
retarded. It occurred to our speech teacher to try
sign language with our autistic children who were
not learning to communicate through normal
methods. She took a child to a small room, put a
blue block in her hand with the written word blue
next to it, and said, "This color is blue." When she
said it, she made the sign for "blue." She then
replaced the blue block with a yellow one. She did
the same thing with the yellow. The child this time
was able to understand the concept through the
sign, and in ten minutes he could sign the names of
colors, and in two weeks was making two-word
combinations. We then introduced signing to other

1,s--

children. At this point we have 18 children who
have learned to communicate since we added sign
language to our prOgram. .

Whether working with the deaf-blind or the
autistic, one must stress the importance of starting
communication skills as early as possible. For those
who are going to have to rely on senses other than
the normal ones, the use of physical therapy is

''extremely important. If children must understand
directionality, laterality, and space, they must first
become aware of their own bodies and the relation-
ship of the world to their own bodies. A full-time
physical therapist on our staff uses propriocepfive
facilitation techniques, which are 100 percent
effective in teaching' the children the uses and
limitations of their bodies.

At the same time and for the same purpose, we
are working in the areas of academics and per-
ception to improve the children's memory, parti-
cularly their sequential memory, space perception,
and counting. Counting will be yery important in
terms of getting a young person through a building,
for example. Deaf-blind children who do not have
some of the handicaps of autistic and brain-
damaged children can actually do better; they can
compensate for their basic defect with some of the
other skills. For example, deaf-blind children may
desire to participate; deaf-blind children may have
a great deal to communicate; deaf-blind children's
behavior would be much more predictable than
that of autistic or brain-damaged children. Deaf-
blind children can have agood sense of touch,
which would facilitate their ability to learn.

Some of the same opportunities for work that
we make available to Benhaven children could he
made available to the deaf-blind. For example, we
manufacture campaign and conference buttons.
The process is mechanical. A deaf-blind child can
put the parts together and use the machine, too,
provided the button design is purely abstract or
decorative and does not require a specific place-
ment of wording. We also run a print shop.
Although setting the type is out of the question for
the deaf-blind, they could use the, machine. Har-
vesting crops is work that many deaf-blind could
carry out. Collecting eggs from the chicken roosts
and, packaging the eggs can be done using only.the
sense of touch. We often develop teams of workers,
combining children with complementary strengths
and weaknesses. '

In concluSion, what can be learned from Ben-
haven's residential unit is that a structured, pre-
dictable setting can lite very helpflil for the deaf-
blind. And with a staff that is sensitive to their
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needs, tkere is no reason why they cannot live in a
residential 'unit.. Mixing children of various handiv
caps can be very beneficial. At Benh en we have
autikic and neurologically impaired c dre a who
are not necessarily poor relaters. We also ave deaf
children and blind children. Deaf-blind children
could be combined with the retarded who would
'have the sociability and the language, but whoido
not discritninate among, people and would, There=
fore, be quite willing to work with other handi-
capped individuals. The deaf-blind could function
with the retarded for another reason, namely that
the retarded can' move about with the deaf-blind
and be more, helpful. The main lesson we have
learned at Benhaven is that we can make living and
working together a success for a, population- of
multiply and severely handicapped by combining
strengths of handicapped individuals and providing
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a predictable, therapeutic environment in which
their weaknesses are recognized but their strengths
maximized.

With this philosophy we ha4t been so stfccessful
that we have not yet found the.k-naximum level of
achievement our students' are capable of. The
higher we set our goals, the higher are their
accomplishments. What this demonstrates, of
course, is that heretofore too little has been
expected. There is much potekial waiting to be
tapped, much productivity, self-respect, and happi-
ness waiting to be brought forth. The challenge has
been issued W those' who work with these ha
capped' individuals. Like us, at Benhave those
who work with the deaf-blind ,have' accepted the
challenge: and like :ts, they, can look forward to
enj.oying the rewards along with those whose lives
they are changing.
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Community Support Systems
for Deaf-Blind Adul

Julian Wolpert
Professor, School of Architecture and Urban Planning

Princeton University

One of the most important achieiiernents' of the
past two decades has been the movement of the
handicapped from institutions back to the com-

,71Itn nity. This return has affected the mentally as
eew 1 as the physically handicapped, including chil-
,..*en, adults, and the aged. The aggregate totals

more than one million people. The large institu-
tions are being dismantled for reasons that are all
too familiar now. They cannot serve the best
interests of their residents. HoWever, those institu-
ional settings that harness highly specialized
expertise to prepare residents with community
survival skills must be distinguished from those
warehouses intended to isolate people whom the
community regards as "marginal."

"Survival skills" is an apt phrase. It implies that
socialization or normalization requires the individ-
ual to adjust to community codes and norms to
achievea level of integration or at least pseudo-
integration. Courage and bravery are qualities
required for success in the attempt to integrate.
The highest virtue is "to pass." To be employed
and to have a family are essential ingredients
in fulfilling one's obligations to society. In return,
society is prepared to provide "a modest indbme
supplement as well as services to maintain the
handicapped person close to the subsistence level.

This process is inherently one-sided because the
model upon which it is based is as antiquated as
the total institution: Communities treed their
handicapped people to become true communities.
Community support systems need handicapped as
well as deviant people in their midst to reach
fruition, to maintain stability, and to serve the
needs of the so-called normal population. The
well-being of handicapped people is intimately
bound up with the vague and ,abstract notion of
cpmmunity. Most communities need to change to
bedome support systems. The absence of such
support systems is a reflection of the absence of
community, a Condition that affects .ever one.
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Early care for the permanently disabled or
hankcapp,ed can and must focus on the goal of full
emotional development for maximum expression
of individual personality and temperament. We do
not want to develop a standardized support system
to which handicapped people are molded, but
rather a flexiple system which extends or with-
draws support on demand., The best early training
for youngsters develops the emotional maturity
necessary for making the decision to frame de-
mands on a support system, to rely on external
help, or to rely on independent effort when each is
appropriate. Community ,support systems require
that their handicapped members make deinands
both for and against help..

What are the .requirethents of a good support
'system for handicapped community members? The
model of disaster relief would not be sufficient for
the lifelong needs of the handicapped. A structure
which mobilizes corrimunity members for short
bursts of extraordinary help is less valuable than a
modest but permanent endeavor. A stable support
systein integrates the handicapped within stable
and enduring community institutions. Parents and
relatives play an important part in the support
syStem, but their efforts are supplemented by those
of neighbors, ministers, doctors, police, and shop-
keepers. The integration is formalized and solid-
ified by a contract for a support network. The
contract is based on a "support profile," which
indicates the handicapped person's requirements
and his or her relationship to other members of the
network.

At the opposite extreme to this human support
model is the familiar model of sheltered care.
ShelteF4d care professionalize*, the provision of
servicCto an extrethe degree, segregating handi-
capped persons ink communities under the guise
of protection. th-ttiis .framework the handicapped
live in sheltered facilities, are employed in shel-
tered workshdps, recreate in sheltered facilities._



and lose contact with the community. The profes-
sional helpers may be well trained' and well
intentioned, but their involvement is, not perma-
nent, and they are generally not fully integrated
esidents of the community.

he human support system is invisible It re
quires few, if any, formal facilities. It does not
segregate its clients and members from one an-
other. It employs a minimum of professional
helpers. It does not uie large numbers of volunteers
who are identified as such. Instead, it calls upon
participants in the support network to fulfill their
contractual agreement to carry on their normal
function modified only slightly to fulfill the needs
of the handicapped.

1 have been associated with a support system for
the mentally handicapped people in my own
community. Its model, of service provision fulfills
many of the characteristics of an ideal system of
human support. The model would require some
revision to apply to the specialized needs of those
with other handicaps and disabilities, but the
overriding structure would probably remain' intact.
Founded by the father of a mentally handicapped
son, the Association for the Advancement of the
Mentally Handicapped (AAMH), which oversees
the community support system, is now entering its
third year of existence. Information about this
organization has spread widely 'in New Jersey, and
new chapters are now being developed in several
counties. The model is not perfect, nor is it the
only suitable one to serve the needs of the
handicapped. It is worth describing because it is
innovative, community-based, economical, and
responsive to client needs and community welfare.

The cornerstone of the AAMH program is the
contractual agreement and support profile for the
handicapped member. The profile specifies the
details of the handicap or handicaps. It specifies
the members of the handicapped person's support
system for both normal support and crisis inter-
vention. It also contains details about medical and
drug needs, personality and behaviorial characteris-
tics, family history, education, and vocational
interests. The support profile becorr,ies a contract
and a network through the efforts of a support
coordinator. The coordinator is a trained profes-
sional with expertise in working with mentally
handicapped adults. In the case of prospective
members who are finishing their work at training
schools, the coordinator will help supervise the
transition and the acquisitiori of community sur-
vival skills prior to the move into the community.
In the case of handicapped persons who are living
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with a family, in group homes, or independently,
the early service stage brings the member into a
wider social network for integration into the wider
community. The coordinator attempts to assist
members who wish to live independently or in
shared apartments oi houses to be able to do so.
For those members who prefer to be employed,
the coordinator secures jobs or surrogate jobs that
are consistent with work skills and specific handi-
caps. The support coordinator helps to arrange the
housing, the job, and transportation. Fellow em-
ployees and neighbors, then, become part of the
support network, too.

The support profile iurm is a public document
shared in its different ver4ons with all participants
in the support network. ft alerts the food markeft
manager to cialized needs of handicapped
customers. In his o her contract, the manager
agrees to devote a few extra minutes to assisting
handicapped customers ur8hase food. The bank
manager agrees to flag the accounts of mentally
handicapped depositors so that the support coordi-
nator can be alerted when unusual withdrawals are
requested. The clothing store manager assists
handicapped customers in their selection of cloth-
ing. The minister, the doctor, and the dentist are
all drawn into this network of service provision.
The homemaker is contracted, too, not simply as
an undifferentiated volunteer. He or she is asked to
invite handicapped people for Sunday morning
breakfast with his Or her famill and for Sunday
afternoon family recreational activities. Com-
munity members of the support netwoX carry on
their everyday functions but extend themselves to
provide the additional assistance necessary to serve
the needs of handicapped community members.

Often these informal helpers must learn how to
help. The necessary instruction is the job of the
support coordinator. Such instruction is implied by
the terms "socialization," "normalization," and.
"humanization." These notions apply primarily to
the whole ,community rather than to the individ-
ual. The community is humanized, socialized, and
normalized in the diversity of its resources and
needs. The library, the gym at the YMCA, anduthe
community swimming pool all becoMe part of the
support framework. The adult schoOl, holding
classes on cooking and community survival skills,
includes handicapped students.
, This service model emphasizes the skills of the

support coordinator. His or her efforts are concen-
trated on the initial preparation of the support
profile, the formation of the support network, and
the effort at community integration; including
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arrangements for housing and employment when
appropriate. The coordinator's efforts on behalf 'of
members are concentrated at this early stage and
are then reduced to a standby status as the
network becomes self-sustaining. The coordinator
is available to intervene in crises and to evaluate
members' progress. The experience of AAMH
suggests that mentally handicapped people who are
employed and living independently require one
support coordinator for about -I5 to 20 members.
Yhe ratio could be higher or lower, depending
upon the severity of the handicaps and the
commitment of the support network. The coordi-
nator does not start with a fixed number of
unembers. Instead, members are added gradually so
that new members can receive a greater amount of
attention.

This type of support system requites no direct
service personnel other than the support coordi-
nator. If membership tees are feasible, adminis-
trative expenses can be sustained internally. No
other specialized facilities are needed in this
system. The coordinator spends all the work-
ing day in outreach activities, serving as a multiplier

_..ar human support service and as a community
developer.

Mentally handicapped people are widely distrib
uteri in American communities and are repre-
sented among all social classes, all ethnic and racial
groups. In every fairly large community, a human
support system like that of the AAMH can find a
sufficient number of potential members to develop
its service system. Alternatively, one support
system can serve groups with different types of
handicaps, including the adult and elderly physi-
cally handicapped. The argument for specialization
is based on the assumption that expertise about the
specific handicap is a prerequisite for establishing a
support network. Whether the support framework
could function satisfactorily in very poor urban
core areas, in sparsely settled rural places, or even
amid suburban sprawl is questionable. However,
the proceSs can work in towns where there are
shops, schools, banks, police stations, and
churches; where pedestrians and police on foOt,
taxis and buses still exist; and where residents have
at least some commitment to one another as
community members.

The support coordinator can function best when
children are prepared early for community involve-
ment. Although these preparations will be de-
scribed in a hierarchical fra-mework, all the efforts
can proceed simultaneously. The first Stage is the

personal support system, which is parallel to that of
the normal child. If acquired in the course of
growing up, personal maintenance, personal groom-
ing, communication skills, an appropriate educa
tional level, and vocational skills yield a more rapid
and more comprehensive integration level. During
their children's childhood and adolescence, parents
must learn to ask for and to expect help in
education, special services, counseling, legal aid,
and public assistance for themselves and their
children.

Handicapped children need competent parents.
Parents prove their competence by making de-
mands on then communities. Parents need to form
a power group. If the numbers of deaf-blind
children in a community are few, as will generally
be the case, a group can be assembled by ,including
parents of not only deaf-blind children but also
other physically handicapped children until the
numbers are sufficient. Service programs always
have a political base. Parents should join the
political game. They are entitled to receive help
and to use their community. The communities will
benefit by learning how to solve difficult problems.
Parents should create "motion" at all levels with
their children, schools, community services, and
state and federal agencies. Parents should start
their own newsletter to pass on news about
successes and failures to one another at a parent's
level. These preparatory efforts will reap important
rewards when the children reach adulthood.

The key element in a possible community
support system for deaf-blind adults is flexibility
and the simultaneous consideration of alternatives
so that the maximum number may fit somewhere
in community' programs and few will require
institutional care. Plans and strategies are needed
for at least the following functions: housing,
employment, social networks, medical care, and
financial management. The functions can be
planned and integrated by a support coordinator.
Compr6hensive integration of these functions is
important.

Organizers should strive for housing options that
offer a maximum therapeutic level, not merely a
barrier-free standard. They should not flit their
minds on a group home model when a shared or
individual apartment is feasible. Builders of multi-
family dwelling units in the communities should be
asked to provide and equip some of their Units for
handicapped people. Apartment neighbors can be
brought into the support network. Houses should
have interaction space, and apartments shduld be



easy to clean and well equipped. Large manufac
turers, such as General Electric and Hotpoint, can
be approached about special needs.

Employment or the job surrogate can be
approached in two major ways: by training a
person to fill an existing job or by creating a job to
match the person. In five years much Can be done
to accomplish the latter alternative in both the
private sector and government. Sheltered work is
not the same as a sheltered workshop,

The social network must outlive the age span of
parents. Frequent intervention by the support
coordinator may be necessary until dependence on
parents is replaced by dependence on an adult
social network. The responsibility of parents and
professional agencies must give way to community
support. The onus of support is on the community.

Will the support coordinator system work for
deaf-blind adults'? Is the model responsive to
widely disparate degrees of disability, or is a view
model needed when handicaps are asrsevere as total
blindness and protound deafness? No one will
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know until persons with expertise in working with
these disabilities and in community organizing have
been trained. The role of the coordinator is an
adult parallel role corresponding to the dedicated
_expert teacher of the young. A training program
should be instituted to prepare a select group of
persons for this important function. It is not too
early to stint even though many issues must still be
resolved through discussion, experiment, and
evaluation.

The statutory programs at federal, state, and
local levels are important; and they will become
more responsive and generous if parents remain
active advocates. But the best way to avoid
institutionalizing the handicapped and to ensure a
responsible social contract that extends beyond the
family is the community support system. By 1980
the first substantial group of deaf-blind individuals
to benefit from the recently expanded training
programs will reach the age of eighteen. Parents
must prepare for this time-, and communities must
be ready for these handicapped adults.

6



III. TRAINING THE DEAF-BLIND

The Treatment of Severely Disturbed Children
with Sensory Handicaps

Marianne Frostig, Director
Marianne Frostig Center of Educational Therapy

In the course of many years. fellow therapist
David Horne and I have worked at the Frostig
Center with blind as well as sighted emotionally
disturbed children who had been diagnosed as
psychotic, most of them as autistic. Their treat-
ment is the subject of this report.

Nothing seems to be more personal, more
private, more difficult to convey than the feelings
of those involved in helping disturbed children.
This is certainly true of parents and to a lesser
degree of therapists and teachers. Nevertheless,
what the parents and teachers experience in bring-
ing up children must be understood in the context
of the social conditions of the time. This is a time
of contradictions and confusion. Americans want
to stop misusing and exhausting natural resources
but also want to increase consumption to acceler-
ate the economy. People are often- not even aware
that these two objectives are contradictory. Great
numbers of youth are idealistic and seek new
fulfillment and meaning by devoting their lives to
the service of others. They are willing to live in
austere conditions to achieve their purpose, while
at the same time the crime raft among young
people and even children, has reached an unsur-
passed high. Society advocates traditional work
ethics, but nearly 10 percent of the population
cannot find work.. Society tolerates or even advo-
cates continuing automation, which adds to the
numbers of the unemployed. Such contradictions
between proclaimed mores and everyday behavior
concern parents and teachers because the children
need to be treated with constant honesty and
compassion and Understandingnot only by those
close to them, but also by society as a whole.

Contradictions also characterize education.
Some educators emphasize the freedom to learn
arid the dignity' of, the child, advocating the
promotion of human relationships in the classroom
and the teacher's understanding, love, and compas-
sion. Other educators exercise a more impersonal
discipline, emphasizing circumscribed skill learning.
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The' cleavage of opinions is also evident in the
treatment proposed for children with severe emo-
tional disturbances, whether or not they have
handicaps. One camp of therapistsincluding Des
Lauriers, Anthony, and us at the Frostig Center
emphasizes a fusion of educational and therapeutic
techniques in the treatment of children with severe
emotional disturbances. Such techniques' strive for
the simultaneous cognitive, emotional, and social
development of the child. Basic to. this type of
education is the conviction that the principal
element in the disorders of many severely dis-
turbed and handicapped children may be defined
in Pribram's (1971) terms as a lack of readiness to
respond meaningfully to input. The processing of
the inputor, in a more, familiar language, the
child's perception of the world, including himself
or herselfis defective.

In this treatment approach, the suppoi\tive rela-
tionship with a teacher-therapist is a major tool in
achieving the goal of enabling the child to perceive
the world, to enjoy it, and to interact with it. The
therapist guides the child from one experience to
another, never pushinior demanding, always in-
tent on diminishing thexiety of the child.

In contrast to this global, multifaceted approach
are. methods of behavior modification which are
more concerned with a linear progression, pro-
moting small changes in the child's behavior step
by step. Hewett (1964), Lovaas (1976), and others
have worked with this approach.

Although certain other techniques of operant
conditioning differ from the approach' to be
described here, they are not necessarily in conflict
with it. However, it is essential that this approach
be used appropriately, not as the sole therapeutic
niethod. Emotionally.disturbed children with sen-
sory handicaps suffer from a range of symptoms,.
with various degrees of severity. A positive
approach, including kindness, prolonged body con-
tact, and the,demonstraiion of the therapist's
understanding of the child's feelings, is better than
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the use of punishment or extraneous coward to
cause children to focus their attention on the
therapist or a specific stimulus. In this approach
speech or action results mainly from the relation-
ship with the therapisi, the pleasing tasks presented
to the child, or the therapist's ability to provide
opportunities foe the child to achieve mastery over
an aspect of the environment and feel successful in
the real world.

Aversive conditioning, In contrast to positive
operant conditioning. seems to be justifiable very
rarely, if at all. It should be lised only in response
to the most extreme pathology and as a last
recourse It could probably be considered appro
priate only for older children who have been in a
state of willidiawal for many years and only in
situations in which mechanical responses are re
garded as better than none at all or in which the
life of the child may be endangered by his or her
behavior.

Those measures which account lot all aspects of
the development of the child should always be
preferred to those which elicit a set form of
responses and limited chat s in behavior. Even
though a child's principal di rbance may be a
lack of readiness to respond to stimuli appropri-
ately, treatment will affecta,all aspects of person-
ality develOimient motor activity, perception,
intellectual functions, language, and the social and
emotional relationship to the environment.

In a research program conducted at the 1-'1 ostig
(..enter some years ago with 30 severely disturbed
children, many of whom had symptoms of autism
and about half of whom were blind, we continu-
ously evaluated and classified each child's behavior
according to deficiencies in six major categories:
(1) motor activity; (2) perception; (3) language; (4)
thought processes; (5) affectivity; and (6) social
development. We also classified the therapist's
responses under the same sex headings with sub-
categories - denoting the therapist's specific intent.
For instance, under "language"' was the category
"to promote-speech by questioning"; under "affec-
tivity" was "to uncover fantasies and to help in,
symbolic and direct expression." In addition, we
counted the total number of responses that the
child made in each session, the number of non-
pathological responses, the number of running
words used, and the number of different- words
used. A comparison from month to month of these
figures can give a general idea of a child's progress,
or lack of it.

We believe that the pathology of all children can
be understood in terms of their developmental
disturbances, whether they be diagnosed
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malty brain-damaged, emotionally disturbed, of
even autistic. We agree with Switzer (1963), who
states that autistic children can be understood
as suffering from global learning disturbances,
involving every facet of development. Autistic
children are at one end of a continuum which
ranges from specific learning difficulties to severe
general involvement. In the course of ally child's
treatment, every developmental area has to be
taken into account.

Regarding the children in our study, we could
observe that treatment proceeded in three stages
which merged into each other instead of appearing
as distinct phases. In the early stages of treatment,
the therapist focused attention 'on forming as deep
a relationship as possible with the child; in the
second stage the therapist focused on the child's
awareness of himself or herself as an acting and
interacting being; in the final stage the therapist
emphasized an educational approach to help de-,
velop the child's motor abilities, perception, lan-
guage, intellectual functioning, and emotional and
social growth. The child was thus helped to gain
mastery over his or her environment in every
possible way.

In the first phase, in winch the establishment of
a ielationship with the therapist was the main task,
success depended greatly on the therapist's ability
to empathize with the child. The aim. was to foster
the growth of the basic trust or primary love that
the child had failed to develop previously. The
initial approaches included lap-holding, rocking,
carrying, or singing and talking gently to the child.
The approaches also included physically restraining
children who were uncontrolled, preventing them
from harming themselves or the therapist and from
breaking objects. A consistent attitude of caring
does not preclude setting limits.

The second phase-of therapy, during which the
main goal was to make. the children aware of
themselves as feeling, acting, and interacting,
brings, involved such varied techniques as .skirP.
stimulation (as Waal [19551 suggests); encouraging
games and phlsical activity; imitating the children's
actions oY feelings; showing them their reflection in
a mirror; and verbalizing What they were doing or
feeling:We chose to persuade the children to under-
take simple perceptual motor tasks, which might a't_

' first be frustrating but which ,could be mastered:
with help and which would 'eventually provide
essential experiences of success and accomplish-.-
ment in grappling-with reality.

The third phase of therapy, concerned .witif-the.:
relatioftship ,of the child to the environment, is the
most directly'educational. The main emphasis is
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perceptual development, giving a child every con-
ceivable preceptual experience that he or she can
tolerate. Toys and materials are used to produce a
feeling of mastery in the child. Perceptual experi-
ences play a dominant role during the first two
phases too, but in those phases the emphasis is
more on helping the child to perceive the therapist
and himself or herself.

It is necessary to stress, however, that percep-
tion is not the only developmental function con
sidered As perceptual abilities increase, thought
processes aie increasingly emphasized. Language
receives particular attention. Physical activity of all
kinds is encouraged, especially that which involves
conquering.space by climbing or swinging.

A subsequent study of 30 autistic children who
were treated at the Frostig Center revealed the
following long-term results: 1 o of the children were
able to go on to regular schools; seven were
partially rehabilitated, able to attend special classes
in regular schools; five showed improvement, but
since the treatmeneWas unsuccessful, they
went on to institutions or to schools for mentally
retarded children; and in two cases the'eventual
outcome is unknown, though the prognosis was
poor.

Fourteen of the 30 children were blind
mostly born prematurely, the victims of retro-
lental fibroplasia. Of the blind children, six were
fully rehabilitated, six partially rehabilitated, one
was institutionalized, and the outcome of one child
is unknown. We found no essential difference
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between blind and sighted children, although the
figures suggest that the prognosis is more favorable
for sighted children. This may have been due less. to
the blindness than to the prematurity of the chil-
dren in this group, with its presumably greater
incidence of brain damage.

We are delighted with the knowledge that foul
of these children two sighted and two blind are
proceeding satisfactorily in college, and one of
these, the blind little gill shown in our film, The
World Outside, has been graduated and will
become a public school teacher.

The conclusion we have drawn troll our experi
ences over the years with these children and
hundreds of others is that during rehabili lion a
fusion of those techniques generally termed t e a-
peutic and those generally termed educational is of
optimum benefit. In treating severely emotionally
disturbed children, the steadfast satisfaction of the
child's excessive emotional needs should be supple-
mented by carefully calculated educational tech-
niques designed to reduce developmental lags and
to give the child. the experiences of success.
Educational success will in turn lead, to improved
means of communicating with others and a greater
desire to do so.

Individual of group counseling or psychotherapy
should always be provided for the parents Of
severely disturbed children. A family with such a
child will inevitably be subjected to stresses and
confronted by problems which skilled counseling
could help with.
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The Thrill of Victory and the Agony of Defeat
Herb Haas

Remedial Physical Education Teacher
West Valley School

The thrill of victory and the agony of defeat
those are the possibilities faced by a teacher in the
daily task of trying to teach children. Every child is
different; the needs and potentials of each child
differ from those of every other child. Needs are
determined by. the use of goals and objectives.
Potentials are determined by the degree of impair-
ment. Some children are more impaired than
others and will therefore require different move-
ment activities or adaptations of these activities.
Understanding these needs and potentials will
enable the teacher to increase the chance of victory
in movement activities.

The development. of a fetus ' is similar to the
processes. 'of growth and development in a child.
One of the first occurrences is the multiplication of
cells. As the cells multiply, the fetus grows from
the inside out, developing a central nervous system,
organs, bones and muscles, legs and arms, and a
sensory system. Depending on the method of birth,
the child comes either into a well-lighted room
where the doctor gives a slaps on the back or into a
very soft, warm, cozy enviOtutlent. Either way,
the child comes out, withsluelooking around,
without hearing all the sounds...,

With the deaf-blind child, there can be different
degrees of impairment,-different levels of function-
ing. One child may barely function.. Another child;
also classified as deaf-blind, may move around,
identify objects and shapes, and hear somewhat.

As a physical education instructor. concerned
with movement and with function, I would like to
share some of my experiencesmy thrills of
victory, the experiences that excited me when I
first, taught a kid who could do nothing. I will
cover the cycles of growth.in a child, develop some
ideas about movement in children, and present
what I haVe found in applying theories of growth.

The Senses and Growth
Ideally, a teacher should develop all the major

sensesvisual, auditory, anctl-,qactile. In motor
a

learning the best way to learn is by imitation. A
person sees an action an imitates it, hears a sound
and repeats it. If thetLisual or auditory sense
systems are impaired, then a person must use the
third system, the tactile. Although the ideal is to
combine all three senses, a teacher must also
develop to the optimum the one available to the
child.

Vision

If I want to assess a child's vision, I can read an
ophthalmologist's report, but that will not...Jell me
what a child sees. What I might want to do is My
own visual assessment. The simplest one that
I have found is a flashlight in a dark room. I
shine the flashlight around on the ceiling to see, if
the child will track the light, or I shine the light at
the child and move around the room.

There are degrees of blindness, and I need to
know how much a child perceives. I have put...mats,
pads, and bolsters around the room randomly and
turned out all the lights. Then I brought the kids
inside and let them wander around the room. For
some reason they seemed to miss all the things set
out on the floor. They did not trip; they did not
fall. Somehow they perceived what was around
them.

To find out how much the child can really
-perceive,. I use a rear-screen projectfon. I place a
light behind a sheet with someone standing in front
of the light. Placing the child in front of the screen,
I would see if he or she could mimic the shadow.
For example, ,the.shadow would move its arms out
to the side,, and I would see whether the child saw
the movement. The results were interesting. The
children would go to the screen, place their hands
about where the hands were, and follow the hands
around. In other words, there was some visual
stimulation. The smaller, younger children would
see only things within the body line. They could
perceive the hands close to the body, but they
might not see the arms when extended fully. Older,
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more mature children could perceive movement
farther from the body ; and they could perceive
fine movements like turning the hand and closing
the fist.

Teachers have to start thinking about their
presentations to their students. They must realize
that if a subject is presented without regard to the

-child's field of perception, the child may miss
everything. They must understand what the child
sees. They have to narrow their vision and see what
the child perceives. With the child whoa has no
sight, who cannot respond to any a this, a teacher
has to go on to the next sensory area. .

Hearing

As a physical education person, I know nothirfg
about hearing aids, except that they amplify sound
at different levels; and if the child is not wearing
one, he or she does not hear as well. I tested gross
hearing skills, with a drum, talking, or. just a
noise. If the child turned, I knew he or she could
hear. By playing with the loudness and the pitch of
the drum, I could estimate how much the child
could hear. This was just a gross way of testing
whether a child Hears. Next I tried placing the child
differently in relation to the sound, both without
hearing aids and with hearing aids using different
amplification levels. I tried something called trans-
ducers, which are just large hearing aids. If I attach
a transducer under a wooden table or piece of
plywood, the wood becomes a vibrating surface or
sound board. This does not make children hear any
better they have nerve deafness. I seat the
children on the sound board to see whether they
will respond to the vibrations of the music. I use
exciting music, music that makes a person N.vanf to
move.

Touch

The third sensory area the tactile, or kines-
theticis another interesting area. What does a
teacher do with a child who does not respond
tactilely? The child who cannot see, hear, Or feel is
a challenge because everyone should resporid to
touching. I asked myself how many ways I could
touch a child. By touching and using vibrators, I.
found, for example, that many children did not do
anything. I thotight about what other types of
receptors are in the body. Since there are hot and
cold receptors, I tried water: warm water, cold
water; warm objects, hot objects. I found that
sometimes this did not work and sometimes it did.
Then I tried soft and hard objects without success.

Finally:I came upon it, In my days in college
working on 'my master's thesis, I worked in the
athletic training room. There sharp and dull objects
were used to test for nerve ipjury.. The sharP and
dull test was the thing that worked on most of the
kids. ven if I got nothing,out of It& and. cold or
soft and hard, sharp and dull worked.l, of course,
cleared this procedure with a doctor before using
it. There are medical instruments for such nerve
testing. They are ,like wheels of pins of varying
sharpness. To check a nerve reaction, I run the little
wheel up and down the arm.

I tried the .test on one youngser who responded
tO nothing else. Hugging him and cuddling him had
no effect. When his hand was put in warm water,
he did not realize it was his hand. He gave no
reaction at all. Carefully, I started with the dull
,points and found nothing. Then I tried the sharp.
All of a sudden something belonged to him. He
"discovered" his own hand! Itwas out there,and it
was a part of him. So,mething had gone through his
motor sensory pathway and said "This is my hand,
and it hurt." I had found the way t9 help Barry
find his hand.

A teacher has to look for victory, in little steps.
This wag' the first victory with this child. From
what had been nothing, I got my gold medal, my
reward. I found something that stimulated Barry.
Barry was able to move on to other kinds of todch,
but I cannot explain physiologically why he was
able to go from dull and sharp to touch.

It is important to realize the body has these
three sytstems, the visual, the auditory, and the
tactile or kinesthetic. When something stimulates
the system, an impulse '.travel. up through the
central nervous system! The brain interprets what
has happened and tells a muscle to-move. Tht three
sensory systems are integrated, 'then, in the se-
quence of perception and reaction: from the sense;
to the central nervous system, which interprets; to

motor muscle system, which responds.

The Idea of Movement
What happens might be a very small twitch. That

tiny twitch might be the key to the whole system's
analysis and ftmction. If I wanted to lift a teacup and
drink from it, I would use the muscle, the skeletal,
and the visual systems. would look at the teacup.
I would pick it up, lift it to, my mouth, and put it
down. If I thought I had a very heavy lead mug to
lift and I vas going to do the same action, I would
have to use more muscle. I would have to use 'more
nerve endings firing inito the muscle. The brain
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then tikould have to interpret .the heaviness and
send the appropriate messages to the muscle. If I
made a mistake, lifting the teacup with the same
strength that I would use to lift the heavy lead
mug, the cup would go right over my head. I would
have had a misinterpretation going into the brain; 1
would have to readjust. Since circumstances change
with each type of motor activity, teachers have to
ask constantly. what a child responds to, what does
he or she see, feel, and hear. Teachers need as
much information as they: can obtain.

As teachers we try to help children perceive. In
doing thiS we haVe to be genuine. We have to
understand what tha child feels. Everyone has gone
into a classroom when having a rotteu day and been
unable to pay attention even th gh the professor
was giving an exciting lecture. S me teachers are
hard to listen to under any circ stances. Others
can excite the most lethargic stu ents. We have to
do that withour students, too. They have to feel
wanted. They needa positive response to whatever
they do. In trying to stimulate the sensory organs,
we have to feel what the child feels. If he or she
had a bad night and does not feel good, all the
things we try are not goinkto help. We have to size
up the child each time we try to work with him or
her.

In our motor program, as we look at growth
and d elopment,i we also have to look at the
individ 1. We have to say that Jimmy is in a fine
mood day and he is going to learn a great deal. If
Jimmy is blase, we have to let . Jimmy sleep
sometimes. We cannot impose on him.

Cetting a Child do Respond

What would be the best way to present a
stimulus, a ball, for example, to a deaf-blind child?
The answer -is touch. ,s Al said in my theory of
growth and development, I do not want to present
it from the side; I want to present it down the
center. I do, not want to present it as a threat, but
as something4that will be comfortable and warm. I
have to present it tb a child in the center. Children
responding notmally are going to grasp it. Func-
tioning in an way, they are going to respond
somehow. They might turn it, hold it, but thsy will
do something with it. If they are lying a their
backs,..I might pass it over the head or down by the
center of vision so that I can puf itbn the stomach,
and %they, might respond, or move to it. If they do
not respond; I have to present ii irPa different way.

The ball should be presented Slowly, giving the
children aAt hance to feel it. A large ball is best: The
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chit ren must sense the ball, feel it, know that it is
there, now that it is soft. The teacher could also
p plug on the ball. The shrinking ball is going

provide a new tactile sensation. To advanced
children who can sit up, I might present the ball in
a straightforward, manner. I might start them
reaching for the -ball and catching. They can reach
and feel he ball, and they can feel what is
happening with it. They do not know yet that they
are going to roll it back to me. With one child I
found that when she got tired of exploring and
turning the ball and 1 tapped her, she would give
me the ball. But I had to w.atch to see when the
child was getting frustrated with it. Teachers must
take their hues from the child. Teachers have to try
all the means possible to communicate: talk, signal,
touch.

Suppose as the next step that We want the
children to play on their own. We can hang a ball..
If it is a bright ball, they might see it and push it
around an play with it. If it hits them, it is going
to hit softl unless they get violent with it.

Theories in Pflysical Education

The first theory I would like to talk aboutt is the
S.A.I.D. Theory. S.A.I.D. stands for Specific Adap-
tations to Imposed Demands. This means that if 1
want to teach children to catch a ball, I have to
give. them a ball to catch. 1 cannot lecture on ball
catching; I cannot show a movie on ball catching. I
have to let the children catch a ball so that they
can experience ball catching. If I want to teach
children to swim, I have to put them in the water. I
have to be "in the water with them. I have to let
them feel water, explore water, find out that they
cannot breathe under water. The practice has to be
specific. If I want to run the 100-yard dash in 9
seconds, I have to practice running the 100-yard
dash in 9 seconds. If I practice running it in 12
seconds, I am not going run it in 9 seconds.

Practice. The idea of ractice deserves more
attention. If a person is go g to practice a skill,
that person should be allow d the opportunity to
explore and learn. That a erson does it wrong
does not mean that he or sh is incapable. It means
that the biofeedback was incorrect. Children
should be allowed to kick the ball. If they kick it
wrong apd the ball goes over there, then they will
have fo find it. The teachbr should not. put it back
in front of them'and say, "You did it right." The
childrei should come to the ball, kick it, and find
out what they did wrong In early motor learning
children should be alloved to practice and explore.
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Being positive. In higher levels of competition,
tile. teacher must be specific with correction, but
positive all the time. A teacher should always be
positive in motor learning, never giving a negative
cue. For example, in teaching springboard diving to
adults, the teacher should come on the springboard
and say, "Go find the end of the board," and let
them walk to the end. of the board. Then the
teacher should say, "Take three steps backwards,
turn around, and mark your step. Now you're
ready to do your dive. Take three steps, jump, and

-bounce. One, two, jump off you go. That's great."
A teacher who tells them to start on the left foot
will have interrupted the whole motor sequence
that he or she wanted to teach.

What is told to children should be positive. It
teaching soccer, one .dOes not say., "Don't pick up
the ball." One says, "Kick the ball." The teacher
should move a child's hand out of the way so that
he Or she is not reaching down. When the child is
using the foot, the teacher should offer compli-
ments and encouragement: "Great, you kicked it."
Children need feedbatk. They want to hear, "That
was good; you did the thing we .want you to do,
and that's exciting." Effective learnin)1 requires
practice in a positive manner and practice with
positive reinforcement.

Fear. Fear will negate all the things a teacher
'Wants" to accomplish. If a child is afraid to step
onto this mat, it will be difficult to teach him or
her. A teacher has to build trust; then a student
will learn. If a teacher is positive and avoids
introducing fear,' ale child ,will learn. But if fear
enters any aspect, any type of activity, the child
will not respond.

..When children are given a tire to explore, they
will usually go around it to feel what it is. Next
they might crawl onto it or walk around it. They
will probably explore the tire more readily in a
down position because they cannot fall very far
and, therefore, feel comfortable. Teachers might
want to, give the children a thumb to hold to help
them stand. If children are afraid, they are going to
hold on tighter, letting the teacher know of the
fear. If the teacher can calm such children and hold
the other hand, then they might not be afraid. The
sensor is going to be the squeezing of the thumbs.
This is true 99 percent of the time. If the children
are comfortable, they are not going to squeeze too
tightly. In extreme cases of fears an odor emanates
from a child. I have experienced it three times.
Animals can sense it right away, but humans do
not sense it until the :highest level of fear. is
reached. It can be sensed earlier through, the hands,

the body, or the position. It the children are tight
and inwardly drawn, they are afraid. They are not.
going to perform, or they have another physical
handicap that the teacher has to be aware of. The
thumb technique is the best means for monitorigg..--'
how children feel. It also affords some control by
making it easier to hold'a child and protect him or
her from faking.

Tension also inhibits performance. ension is
not necessarily fear, but a tightness that prevents
movement and exploration. Movement releases
tension. Movement allows relaxation and a feeling
of freedom. A teacher must decide for each child
whether he or she is comfortable or fearful or tense
and find some way to ease the fears and tension.
Stroking the back or the midline is probably one of
the best things to do.

Readiness. Another important aspect of learning
theory is readiness. Readiness means that the child
is physically, emotibnally, and mentally ready to
perform a task. if a child's bones and muscles are
not developed enough to skipport the body's
weight, a father's lifting the child and trying to
show him or her how to walk will not improve the
performance. As a matter of fact, it is probably
going to hinder performance because the stress is
going to curve the- bones and distort the feet and
gait. A parent may cause injury without being
aware of the harm. A 'child has to be physi6logi-
cally ready to move.

Children have to be Mentally ready to move;
too. If the children are not ready to perform an
act, all the practice in the world will not mean
anything. if children cannot crawl and move their
arms in coordinatiop with their legs, they are not
going to be able to move their arms in syncopation.
If children cannot dAtah a ball coming straight,at
them, they are not oing to be able to catch one
coming at them from the side. If children are not
ready or if they miss a step ininotor development,
they need to go back and learn it Before going on.

Learning plateaus. Another phenomenon in-
volved in learning theory is what is called learning
plateaus. Children may learn something and be
excited about it and then not learn anything for
awhile. They have reached a learning plateau.
Growth is not just steady improvement; it levels
off at times. The periods of leveling, off do not
mean that the teacher cannot teach. They simply
mean that the student has reached a maximum for
the time being. The teacher has to decide whether:
to go on to the next step and .progress slowly or to
stay on the present level and '-try a .different
activity. Variety in activity is important.' Children



cannot do thesame thing every 'day. They will
become bored. a program is not working,
teachers should not "hang in" there. They should
try something else to accomplish the same goal.
They should be flexible. Children are' flexible, but
if they are not ready, no teaching or training is
going to change them.

Motor Learning
1 have covered theory, growth and development,

and motor sequencing. Now comes motor learning
in sequerree training. As a teacher I must decide
what objectives to aim for and what level to start
on. I will begin with a very basic level. Suppose a
child comes into the center and sits there and does
nothing..First I would want to work on stimulating
the child somewhat. I would use some of the things
that I used beforethe light, the sound board, the
tactile stimulation,to get the child to react to me.
I will try everything 1 have.

The other thing I will, do is to compile a check-
list as a tool for measuring the child. I will develop
something to show me what the child does.

Stimulating the Child

For tactile stimulation in a classroom, I use a
socio-bowl. It is made by Skill Development
Equip ent Company. It is expensive but worth-
while, a 'good tool for getting closer to the
childien We all get in the bowl along with some
balls and t the lid on. Then we start touching
and feeli and becoming people, knowing that we
are Barry and Judy and Joan and John and
knowing that those around us are other people
who touch and feel, too. Then we put different
mediums in the bowl, like packing styrofoam to
stimulate tactile responses. I observe how the
children react to different media and to each other
-when I get out of the bowl and leavethem alone.
Then we all climb in and put the lid-on to get back
to.the "womb:"

We use vibrators to touch different parts of our
bodies. We find that we have belly buttons.
Tickling is a excellent activity if it is used properly
on kids who are ticklish and get excited about it.
When they are tickled, they discover different parts
of their bodies. Tickling can be fun if it is not
overdone.

.Textures.. Popcorn, marbles, and sand are
textures that are fun to explore. A sandbox is a
valuable tool, but if one is not available, a little
box can be, used ,with large grains of sand in it and
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toys to play with. A box of popcorn or of seeds
works well, too.

Another thing that I do is,to place several boxes
around the room and let the children,erawl around
barefoot from box to box. I put a piece of carpet
on the floor and let the children crawl across it, or
across a smooth floor, or a piece of wood, or a
piece of astroturf: Carpet stores will often give
away remnants for such uses. Pieces of chain-link,
rope, netanything that offers texture that the
child can move through, explore, and feelwill be
valuable classroom tools. If the children are not
ambulatory, then bring the textures to them in a
box. Let children at low functioning levels touch
and feel, especially sand and different things to
play with in sand. Other possibilities include a
beanbag chair, a waterbed, and a Port-a-Pit (an
airflow mattress).

We also use shaving cream. We put it on our
faces and "shave" with tongue depressors. The
next step is to tell a male teacher not to shave for
four days. After the children feel his face, we have
him shave half his face. Then the children compare
smooth and rough. Then he shaves ff the rest and
lets them feel again.

Headstanders. Occasionally we have head-
standers, kids who stand on their heads for
stimulati. Jean Ayres of the University of
Southern California studied headstanding deaf-
blind children and found that they wanted stimula-
tion to the vestibular tubes in the inner ear. What is
vestibular stimulation? Inside our ears we have
canals that are filled with fluid and little hairs. As
this fluid moves, it stimulates the hairs to indicate
what position the body is in. That is vestibular
stimulation. The child who does not move around
much needs this stimulation. We found that spin-
ning a child in a cargo net would eliminate
headstanding completely within about two weeks.
Instead of .a fancy $200 cargo net, we bought 'a
hammock, the cheap type for about $3.95 from a
local sporting goods store. We would spin the child
back and forth and up and down in the hammock
through three dimensions. This activity also had a

' side benefit. We got visual tracking from the
children who were waiting as they watched the
spinning child. The children 'did not even become
dizzy.

Falling and reaching. Another thing we wanted
to do was to explore the falling-and reaching aspects
of balance. The normal reaching reflex prOtects
children when they fall. To teach\children protec-
tive extension, we put them iMan upright position
4
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and measure their ability to fall. We found that we
could teach children to accommodate. By standing
behind the children where they could not grasp us,
we could teach them to balance and compensate
for their movement. Using a thick mat, we could
have the children fall forOlard from a standing
position, protect, and extend. Next, we taught the
children how to fall, roll, and tumble. Port-a-Pit
equipment or Skill Development Equipment is
invaluable, because with it anybody can teach
gymnastics safely, without injury.

Teaching Numbers and Letters

We can teach the higher functioning child to
identify numbers, letters, and shapes. We start with
the basic shapes concept: circle, triangle, square,
and rectangle. From those shapes children can then
identify the letter/number concept. From letters
and numbers children can go into reading and
writing and other things. On the floor we painted
letter grids, called Cratty Grids because they were
developed by Briant Cratty at UCLA and discussed
in his book Movement. Perception,. and Thought
(1969). These-figures are 2 feet in diameter. .

Sandpaper. On the board in front of the grids are
pieces of sandpaper with the same shapes drawn on
them with a felt pen. To arouse tactile stimulation,
we draw a child's hand over the sandpaper shape
and ask him or her to identify the shape on the
ground. We have also used blocks to build the
shape "square." By adding one block, we make a
rectangle; for a line, we just lay one block flat on
the ground; for the circle,. we use a sphere. Skill
Development" Equipment makes a rolling sphere
that the child can get into. So the children identify
all the shapes in a gross way, three-dimensionally,
and then tactilely by using the sandpaper. We find
which way a child can identify the shapes and
build from there. Some children can trace the
.shapes by "walking" them. They can eventually
walk the letters and numbers. This is not pencil
and paper work; this is ground plane disciimina-
tion. "Walking" letters and numbers is the next
step after gridding toward reading and writing
skills. Gridding can be done out on tpe playground
with lime, paint, or chalk.

Socio-bowls. We found that the innertubes from
school bus tires icannot legally be used -on buses
once they are punctured. We arranged to have the
punctured tubes . repaired and sent to us. The
innertube serves as a socio-bowl. The stern,of the
innertube should be aimed downward so that the
children can bounce and roll around safely.

Me6uring Progress

It is necessary to find a measuring tool or some
way to evaluate students' gross motor skill develop-
ment. The Los Angeles Unified School District uses
System Fore. Many commercial tests are not
specific enough iii their standards. The Terminal
Performance Objectives motor sequence inventory
developed by Los Angeles County schools is
probably the best tool I have seen on the market.
It was written as a group effort by people in the
remedial physical education program, the psychol-
ogy department, and special education. It would
have to be adapted somewhat by changing the
types of instruments used (like the ball), but it is a
good basic foundation. 1 use it to make up a sheet
on every kid in school. I can also relate the results
directly to other results of the System Fore
method.

Sequencing and Programming of Children

Sequencing and programming children can start
with teaching a 'child how to roll over by pushing
and feeling. I use the word "roll," telling the child
First to roll to the right, then to the left. 1 do not
complicate directions. I say the thing and demon-
strate it to the child. Then I let the child explore
and do. To teach the child to roll, I lay the child
down And roll the child. Some people say the arms
have to be in to the sides; some people say the
arms have to be over the head; I say let the
children /put their arms where they want tothey
will roll!

The "tickle roll". is an excellent way to teach
rolling. A person will tiurnn away to avoid being
tickled in a sensitive area. When 1 lay a kid down
and tickle, the child rolls over and over down the
mat as I keep tickling through the midsection.
AnOther technique we use in teaching rolling is
visual tracking. We lay a piece of tape across the
mat, and the child rolls to the tape and visually
swings over and finds the tape each time. We do not
worry if children roll offo the side first. We just
let them roll and explore, feeling the experience of
rolling. There is no right or wrong way to roll.

We had a child who never crawled. The child
would" fold his legs under him and scoot, covering
about 2 feet at a time? He could move anywhere on
the floor, but he never crawled. Eventually,.he
walked. At four years of age, the kid learned how to
shoot baskets with a regulation basketball. By the
time he was five, he could hit a tennis ball back
and forth with a regulation tennis racket; he could
also pass and4unt a football. His dad believed in



letting the kid practice on his wn. He did not
overteach. He avoided complicati the task. Chil-
dren should be allowed to explore fter being given
simple commands to follow.

Gross Motor Skills

The training should start with the gross motor
skills, those skills that involve moving the body
someplace. Locomotor skills are 'crawling, rolling,
walking, jumping, hopping, skipping, and galloping.
They all follow each other in a sequence. Children
cannot be expected totgallop if they cannot skip.

The incline mals'are the best tools for teaching
rolling and tumbling. ,Using the bolster, 1 can place
children in a prone pOsition and lay them over the
bolster and loOk for the reaching reflex, protective
extension. Then, 1 let the mat support the child.
Placing the children on the mat and placing my
hand on their backs, I let them roll forward. It is
very important to protect the neck. Using the big
Port-a-Pit mat with a bolster, I have an injury rate'
of almost zero. Us' the mat system, I.was able to
teach deaf elementary school children to do
running forward flips.

Balance. To teach balance, we use large things
We start with walking on lines, but lines are not the
same as being elevated. So we also use telephone
p les, because they can be cut with chain saws and
tuck in the ground to form steps..They can be

painted bright colors, ctoo. We get the kids to come
tip, find, the pole, put a foot on, and step up. They
explore from there. They are forced to use their
vision because if they do not, they fall.

Ball catching. Again, children .should be allowed
to play, to explore the ball. I start by having the
children roll 'a beach ball or a balloon back and
forth. It is best to use bright colored and shiny
balls, because the kids are more attracted to them.
A balloon suspended from a string or held on a
stick can teach children visual tracking as well as

. give them pleasure. The next thing to do is to
extend the visual tracking. Besides using their
hands, the children can use bats, rackets, and other
simple devices to extend eye-hand coordination.

The children may also try rolling balls down
tubes (cores, of carpet rolls Work well) and drop-
ping them in holes. These are manipulative tasks.
Children may be asked to catch a ball when it
comes oilt of:the tube and put it in a container. A
teacher must remember to reward children every
time they do a task correctly. They should tle told
that they are doing a good job. If they -az it
incorrectly, they. should not scoldfd., histead,
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the teacher should say, "Try again; try harder; do
something else," and pat the child on the back.

Crawling. The heavy cardboard tubes, that
carpets are shipped and stored in make excellent
.tunnels for crawling practice. The "tunnels" are
fun to crawl into and play with and can be
included in, an obstacle course. They can also be
turned into slides by . being leaned against a
counter. Some children need stimulation to go
through a tunnel. One of our children was stimu-
lated by air. When we placed a fan at one end of
the tunnel, John would crawl toward it. This was a
tactile sensation. A light or a sound could also be
used. Another way to start a reluctant child is to
have another child push him or her through the
tunnel. Once the children are in, the teacher can
raise the tunnel so that they slide down through
the tunnel.

Creeping - crawling. Other locomotor skills are
involved in creeping- crawling. If children are not
ambulatory, then a scooter board, something
equipped with appliance- wheelsor casters, is
helpful. A bigger hoard can be made with an old
Motorcycle tire by putting the tire around the
board to tont a protective edge. With the board
children develop gross motor skills, upper body
strength (by pulling with the arms), and lowe
body strength (by using the legs). We .set up a
course, using chairs, traffic cones, tables, and a
miniature stoplight; and we taught traffic -safety
using the scooter boards as cars. When the children
saw the green light, they had to go; on the yellow
light, they' slowed down; on the red light, they
stopped. We had 'speed limits, a policeman who
gave tickets, traffic fines, and a jail for speeders.
The teachers had as much fun as the kids. We used
light again, sound, and obstacles to go through and
around. The children also had to clean up each
time. In other words, they were involved in,
socialization, too,

Speech development. The physical education
period is also a good time to work on speech and
language development. When the physical educa-
tion, teacher teams with the speech therapist and
the other teachers, the-physical education period
becomes fun for the children. It is a' very rare child'
who does not enjoy the movement activities.

Music. I use Hap Palther records, and the sound
board with our kids. The sound board is just 'a
piece of plywood with a single transducer. Some
people mount transducers in a series-, but we found
one does the same thing as three. The transducer is
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connected by a cord to the phonograph. The sound
board is not the miracle cure; it is just another way
of stimulating responses to sound. Normally, we
use the sound board in conjunction with a speaker.
We place the board next to the speaker, and then
the children can sit on the board and feel the
vibration from thc board and from the speaker.

Just playing Ask: is not enough. The children
need to be given something to hold if they can
grasp, something toltake rhythm with. A wooden
floor is ideal to seat the children on. If necessary, a
woodelestage may be used with a speaker on the
floor to cause vibrations in the floor. Vibrations
can be created by stamping the feet, too. I have
found. that any kid will move something, even if it
is justra -twitch, when he or she hears music this
way.

We just sit on the ground and play with the
rhythms and the parts of the body. There is no
right or wrong way to play. Playing rhythm sticks,
the children may play with them in the air or on
their feet. Thus, movement is associated with
music. If rhythm sticks are unavailable, plastic pipe
from a plumbing supply store can be used. The
pipe comes in 20-foot lengths; 1/2-inch pipe costs
about 9 cents a foot. Therefore, two sticks would
cost about 18 cents. A mat can he substituted for a
sound board.

Swimming. Teachers working in swimming' pro-
grams should. be alert to ear infection, urination,
incontinence, and general body health. First, chil-
dren should be taught the baSic techniques of
swimming. They should learn to control their
breath, by blowing bubbles through a straw instead
of sticking, for example, and how to duck their
head in a tub, not necessarily in a pool. Water play
in sprinklers is a good beginning. Even sites that
cannot afford pools or transportation to pools
usually have a grassy area with sprinklers, a
slippery slide, or a little plastic pool. The experi-
ence should he fun. There should be plenty of toys
in the pool.

The teacher who teaches swimming to a deaf-
blind child most be qualified and must know the
child. Some teachers are not qualified to work with
handicapped students.. Just because they, have a
degree or a credential does .not mean that they
have the time and the patience to work with the
handicapped. Working with water must be done
very carefully to avoid the destructive effects of
fear. Every child, no matter how impaired, can
move in the water. I worked with some thalidomidg
children. They had no arms and no legs, but they
could swim by learning to roll and to breathe.

Swimming is probably the best single movement
activity.

Interaction Programs

It is exciting to involve handicapped children
with other children and get them to interact. We
had an interaction program for deaf-blind with the
deaf, for deaf-blind with the totally mentally
retarded, and for deaf-blind with nonhandicapped
preschool, children. We involved all the teacher's
and the paraprofessionals. Weintegrated the physi-
cal education program. We would go to a school for
nonhandicapped students and participate in what
they provided for.us. Our children were expected to
perform and work within their own group; there-
fore, we did not have the type of social interaction
we were looking for, but we had acceptance.

We .. had only one negative experience: a
nonhandicapped child did not understand the
hearing aids and the glasses. At home he had
nightmares abouf them. After that situation
occurred; we began an inservice program with the
teachers in which we explained to .them what
happened. As a result, we started to take the
hearing aids and glasses to the nonhandicapped
children so that they could explore the world of
the handicapped. We let them look through glasses
without glass in them and heart hirough the hearing
aids turned down low. We found we had a better
program because of it.

We give our children a choice in their education,
too. They are not just put into a program; they
have a choice within the program: For example,
when we went to the preschool; if John wanted to
go to coloring or to blocks or to puzzles, he had
that choice. No choice was forjed upon him.

Once a deaf child could not get out from inside
a tire, so he turned to a hearing child and said,
"Held me." The other child reached down and
helped him out. That does not happen with the
deaf-blind because they do not have language yet,
only sign language. We. taught some signs to the
nonhandicapped cyldren, and they communicated
with the deaf-blind. When we walk to the other
school, we do not guide the deaf-blind children; we
let the other children work with them.

The important thing to remember in this type of
program is that children play in parallel. They do
not always play together. Playing in parallel means
that two children pla,ying on the tires, for example,
may both be playinA-on the tire, not with each
other. They are playing "tire." That is normal
growth and nothing to get upset about. Teachers
must learn when not to teach.
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Auditory Training for Deaf-Blind Children
Elizabeth W. Soper

institute for the Study of Mental Retardation
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The ultimate goal of most auditory training
programs is to improve the hearing handicapped
individual's communication skillsspecifically, oral
communication. The hope is that the childPen will
learn to associate meaning with the sounds they
hear and thus improve their understanding of
spoken languige and their own vocal output. The
typical auditory training programs may incorporate
a "natural" approach to exposing children to

:sound, especially speech, or they may emphasize
systematk and somewhat contrived sequences of
Stimulus-response paradigms in order, to 'develop
auditory functioning. It has been demonstrated
that auditory training programs can be successful
with many deaf children, particularly those who
have no other handicaps. However, these programs
have not seemed as applicable to the the multiply
handicapped youngster. Whether these procedures,
or even the basic goals of the auditory training
programs, are either appropriate or realistic for the
children classified as deaf-blind is questionable.
This is not to say that such goals should not be set
for deaf-blind children or that traditional auditory
training approaches should never be used with
them. But the treatment of those children for
whom the other methods are not applicable
requires an alternative way of looking at auditory,
training.

Two primary points. about deaf-blind children
and auditory training will be addressed here; then
they, will be expanded and clarified. The first point
is that those who work with deaf-blind children
need to be aware of the severe emotional ramifica-
lions which may result from the reduCed sensory
stimulation that these children encounter.
Secondly, auditory training programs for these
children might consequently be based on develop-
ing an essential' sensory contact with the obside
world and be concerned with the emotionally
reassuring aspects of hearing rather than the
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traditional learning-based aspects, which are more
typically emphasized.

Many have written about the serio% effects of
sensory deprivation on human beings. Most of the
experimental literature is derived from experiments
on normally seeing and hearing adults who are put
into situatidns that impose an absence of external
stimulation artifically* The results of these experi-
ments have been compared with-the experiences of
Children who suffer defective sight and hearing
from birth or soon after. Vision and hearing, which
are termed the "distance" senses, allow one to
maintain contact with the environment. For the
other sensestaste, touch, and smellthe objects
of perception must be much closer, Children
without sight or hearing are severely cut off from
their external environment much of the time.
Studies show that people do not easily tolerate long
periods of sensory isolation when the isolation is
artificially produced in a laboratory. Researchers
have concluded that people need a constant assur-
ance from their environment in order to maintain
their sense of welt-being. Deaf-blind children live
with sensory isolation from the moment of birth.
The impact on them of this deprivation may be
different from that on an individual who has past
experience to compare with, but the impact is no
less significant.

Vision and hearing are also the senses through
which people typically reach the higher levels of
perception and cognition. With the absence ofone
of these senses, an individual tends to depend more
heavily on the other for all learning as well as for
bask environmental contffct. Deaf children are
constantly scanning the environment visually, They
are acutely aware of things that enter the periphery
of their visual field, turning quietly to explore the
objects. They often learn to communicate through
vision, by lipreading., by sign language, or through
the written word. The blind, on the other hand,



depend heavily on their hearing. They learn to
detect subtle changes in their environment through
the varying acoustical inputs and learn to focus and
attend with their hearing in order to take in
information about the environment.

In thee absence of both of these critical sensory
modalities, the deaf-blind individual can become
extremely isolated and internally oriented. When
the external environment is experienced only by
the close sensestouch, taste, and smelland
stimuli through those sources are available only
sporadically, internal stimuli become much more
important and prevalent. Then the characteristics
of the "autistic" child emerge. Autism has been
extensively described and is seen widely in deaf-
blind children from an early age. The typical
self-stimulatory mannerisms and the apparent lack
of interest in the outside world, which are charac-
teristic of the autistic child, are often observed in
the deaf-blind child.

Some of these patterns can be noted in Brenda,
a post-rubella child who was diagnosed as deaf-
blind from an early age. Brenda was six 'years old
and had made minimal progress in school. r
teachers "felt somewhat at a loss as to what ght
be methods or techniques to get through this
child. One evaluator at tht center descrit: her at
that time as follows:

As I was observing Brenda around the clinic wit
mother, she frequently seemed to be in a world of her
own She re'wonded to direct physical stimulation such
as tickling .. Otherwis, I observed her to initiate np
activity. .. She anwses herself by flipping things in
front of her ,vec find 'On% 6,47. v itli brighfh,
plastic toys

Six years later Brenda was sent bac', by the same
school for diagnosis with much the same .rferral
questions. In six years Brenda had made come
limited progress, but her teacher still experienced
problems that centered armild her 'plating qild
attending.
. The psychologist who evaluated her descrihed
her behavior while she tried to complete some
formboards.,The report said, in part:

She appeared not (attend, not to notice, not to
respond to the formboard or to the tester. She moved
continually, bobbing her head, looking up toward the
light, avoiding eye contact with the board. the fOrms,
the tester. She fingered the forms and occalitinally
mouthed them. When given firm encouragemMt and
signs for performing, she evolved a ritualistic schema.
training the tester to go through a sequence of ritualistic
acts to achieve her cooperation -and performance.

The psychologist's impression was that Brenda had
a severe affective disorder manifested by schizo-

phrenic and autistic symptoms. In layman's _terms
Brenda was a little "strange," or detached.

Brenda would probably not be called a legally
blind child although she definitely had a severe
visual deficiency. She had congenital cataracts,
which had been removed; and she had a gross
nystagmds (rapid involuntary movement of the
eye), which the ophthalmologist felt was asign
that a defect in her central nervous system was the
cause of her decreased vision. It was difficult to
measure her actual visual acuity since she generally
responded so poorly and could not tell the
examiner what she saw. Her deafness was almost
complete. The few sounds that she occasionally
responded to were low frequency, high intensity
sounds, which she probably perceived as vibrations.
Although she had a hearing aid at one time, she
would never accept wearing it regularly and had
not worn it at all for many years. She was then
totally cut off auditorily from her environment
and had only limited visual input.

What can be observed in Brenda, and in many
her deaf-blind children like Brenda, has been

considered by some writers to be a secondary form
of autism, which develops as a reaction to the
child's sensory handicap. Many psychologists dif-
ferentiate this condition and primary autism; they
believe that the prognosis for improved functioning
is better for children with "secondary.' autism if
they can be given consistent intensive stimulation.
These children. thOugh, are not ready for tradi-
tional learning. The immediate goals of an auditory
raining program cannot be to teach them to
iscriminate among different sounds or to teach

t em to speak: the goals most he focused more
h sically on helping them to corn? out of them
s (yes and to react and relate to the external world.

Michelle provides an example of what should be
t e first goal for a child like Brenda, Michelle had
ess tially no usable vision; and her hearing loss,
whic was measured fairly precisely, was profound.
Unlik Brenda, Michelle did show an interest in her

ea

nment; she explored things tactually with
ea ness, only exhibiting self-stimulating behavior

ACIcen she was left completely alone with nothing
else to occupy her. She had never had the
opportunity to wear a hearing aid; however; in the
residential facility where she lived, she was allowed
on occation to wear earphones connected to a
phonograph. Whenever music was playing, she sat
quietly and happily, appirently listening, although
her hearing was so minimal she could hardly
appreciate the musical quality of the sound. At
most she was probably receiving sporadic rhythmic
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impulses.. When the" music stopped, she removed
the earphones angrily. Michelle spontaneously
enjoyed this auditory input for some reason that
sets her apart from many other similarly handi-
capped children.

Michelle still spent a great deal of time in
isolation, and during those times her behavior was
often self-stimulating and somewhat bizarre. Her
manner of relating to other people was often
extremely immature and inappropriate. Unfortu-
nately, she had had very limited training oppor-
tunities. If she had used amplification from an
earlier age, she probably would }lave developed
much more appropriate contacts with the external
-world and fewer maladaptive behaviors.

Children who have limited vision and hearing
often seem to use their residual senses quite
differently. Michelle's interest in attending to
sounds is unusual. More frequently deaf -blind
children tend to use their remnants of vision to a
much greater extent than they use their hearing. It
seems that, children with limited vision consistently
tend to strain to utilize whatever visual input is
available. Just as consistently they tend to ignore,
or at least not take meaning from, the auditory
stimuli in the environment. An example of this
tendency is the behavior of two-year old Robert.
Robert was developmentally delayed, though not
severely so. and he had been previously diagnosed
as legally blind. lie had light perception and
minimal ability to see large objects held close to his
face. Tie had been seen by a number of audiologists
for boating testing beginning at the age of eight or
nine months. Reports of his hearing were very
inconvistent, ranging trom 'probable severe hrfuitlp

t,) -p7,,hahly no sign ificant proldern
At first hP had no language no apparent

understanding of qpet,11, no vocal imitation. and
minimal babbling, Ile would occasionally react to
loud sounds by starting, by ceasing his activity, or
by blinking; but he would never turn toward sound
nor search for sound in any way. By contrast he
was quite visually attentive in spite of his blind-
ness. Fie tracked lights, pulled objects close to his
face to examine them. and reached out for any
large objects which entered his visual field. Cooper-
ative and fairly bright for his age, Robert could be
conditioned by tangible reinforcement operant
conditioning audiometry (TROCA). Tests showed
that he actually had a moderate degree of hearing
loss, his thresholds averaging about 50 decibels. He
definitely had a hearing loss, but certainly he had
much more residual hearing than residual vision. A
hearing aid was immediately recommended and an
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intensive auditory stimulation prograqi was initi-
ated. Now, four years later, Robert uses speech
meaningfidly and responds well to spoken. language
and to other environmental sounds. He still makes
good use of his vision as well, although he has had
no intensive visual training.

Why did Robert have to be "taught" to use his
hearing when he spontaneously made the most of
his small remnants of vision. This pattern repeats
itself many times in children with hearing losses
ranging from moderate to profound and with
varying degrees of visual capacity. The discrepancy
in the use of the senses is puzzling and, as yet,
unexplained. zDespite advances in understanding
the workings of the visual and auditory systems,
experts have not been able to explain the percep-
tual processes which connect the eyes and the ears
to the brain. Somehow the defective visual stimuli
that visually and auditorily impaired children
receive seem to have more intrinsic meaning for
them than the auditory stimuli. This observation is
supported /by writers who describe vision as our
"foreground" ! sense and hearing as the "back-
ground" sense. That is, in most circumstances
attention is focused with the eyes while what is
heard becomes a less meaningful backgrounduntil
that background changes to call attention to
something significant. Then the visual focus tends
to be redirected.

Comparing deaf-blind children's responses to
visual as'' opposed to auditory stimuli leads to the
conclusion that deaf blind children tend to use
their vision as r1 sense of meaning and as a way of
learning about and meaningfully interacting with
then environment 'They will seldom spontaneously
use their hearing in the same way. Attempts to
train and develop a similar use of their hearing
through exercises and amplification usually fail.
Deafblind children resist wearing hearing aids.
They actively take them off, and they do not
respond positively to efforts to teach them modeR
of response with the hearing aids.

the reason for this resistance is still unknown,
but it seems that teachers and therapists have been
approaching hearing aids and auditory training
with many of these children in an inappropriate
way. Some have residual hearing so limited that the
input they receive will never be particularly "mean-
ingful." In spite of that I think that any degree of
auditory input can provide the children a constant
connection with their environment: Of the two
distance senses, ,hearing is the one which is the
most constant. Peo1e cannot shut their ears as
they shut their eyes: and, even during sleep, the



hearing is not interrupted. Unlike vision, which
gives information only about what is in front,
hearing is alert to changes anywhere in the environ-
ment. Severely deaf children should be able to
derive pleasure and reassurance from sounds, even
if those sounds have limited real. meaning or
learning potential. Awareness of sound could
potentially help the children keep in touch with
their environments and perhaps bring them out of
a More internally motivated state.

Prior to considering any specific techniques or
processes in an auditory training program, one
needs to deal with the question of how to
determine whether such a program is indicated at
all for a particular child. A hearing-specialist may
like to assume that all deaf-blind children would
benefit from or should be provided with auditory
training; but such universal benefit is probably not
the case. Whether hearing aids should be provided
for all deaf-blind children or fOr any child in
particular is essentially the same question. Hearing
aids can be very significant 'tools in providing
sufficient auditory stimulation for any deaf child
and specially for a deaf-blind child, but not
tiece arily for every deaf-blind child. Teachers and
pare s must'often determine whether to make the
extreme effort that is sometimes required to get a
child to wear a hearing aid and whether to spend
the time working to develop the child's residual
Hearing. For which child is it important and worth
any effort, and for which child is it not? Unfortu-
nately. there are neither hard and fast rules nor a
spiNific checklist to make this difficult decision
mortYV automatic. However, some variables and
criteria should he taken into accoont in deciding
whether or not to use a hearing aid.

The extent of the child's hearing ran certainly
be relevant in deciding which hearing aid to wear,
but it is not a significant factor in deciding whether
a child should Wear a hearing aid at all. For some
children fiwith essentially total deafness. ampli
cation seems to be appropriate and very significant.
Other children with more residual hearing may be
so adverse to any amplified soundpossibly be-
cause of an abnormal physiological sensitivity -that
amplification cannot be reasonably considered.
Amplification should be considered for all hearing-
impaired children regardless of ethe extent of
deafness unless the child demonstrates an abnormal
loudness sensitivity.

This sensitivity is a physiological phenomenon
that has been observed frequently in adults who
have experienced hearing loSss a result of specific
ear pathology. It is called "recruitment," and at its

worst it means that sounds just slightly louder than
those that are barely audible become physically
painful to the ear. It is difficult to collect statistics
regarding congenitally deaf or hard-of-hearing chil-
dren who experience this phenomenon since they
generally do not have sufficient language to de-
scribe it; however, I,have observed youngsters
become obviously uncomfortable and resist expo-
sure to sounds that are barely louder than sounds
which they give no evidence of hearing at all. This
is probably a rare occurrence,but.one that must be
considered in deciding whether a child should wear
a hearing aid.

Another Variable to consider is the extent of the
deaf-blind child's vision. If a child's visual modality
is intact, even though deficient, and he or she has
difficulty accepting amplification, it may prove
more productive to concentrate efforts on learning
experiences that do not depend on hearing. The
amplification-sensitive c-liald with no apparent
visual capacity may require intensive, almost exclu-
sive, attention in ordeto develop tolerance for a
hearing aid so that some contact modality be
available.

A third variable is the child's level of cognitive
potential. This consideration becomes more impor-
tant in deciding the objectives of.--an auditory
training program rather than in deciding whether
to initiate such a program. The profoundly re-
tarded child may benefit from an auditory training
program in a way different from that of the more
cognitively normal child. but that need not dimin-
ish the potential valve ,q the program for the
retarded child.

A child's general living environment is another
variable to consider. Vol audition to achieve
relevance or importance, it should he a constant in
the child's life. If the adults responsible for the
child are not able to ensure consistent efforts to
establish hearing aid use or if the hearing aid
becomes an object of friction between the child
and the adults, it av be better to emphasise other
areas of growth.

Which hearing id or other amplifying device to
recommend may also depend on a large number of
variables that are probably best left to the audiolo-
gist to decide. In most instances the exact specifi-
cations of the hearing aid, however, are probably
not as critical as the fact that the child be provided
with amplification consistently.

The first requirement for beginning an auditory
training program with deaf-blind children is that
the exposure to sound should be pleasurable.
Secondly, the sound should be 'connected to some
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experience that they can relate knot necessarily
an experience to "learn". from, but an experience
that has some meaning for the children through
their other sensory modalities. Auditory training
should aim at developing hearing as a pfeasure
sense first, without worrying about the child's
specific responses or about what is to be learned
from an activity.

Movement is a tool frequently used in the
training of deaf-blind children. Movement is one
thing that deaf-blind children seem to enjoy
consistently.- For example, they frequently rod(
when they are left alone. Sound can often be used
to stimulate this rhythmic motion. Movement can
then become a natural accompaniment to their
first auditory experiences. The use of this natural
occurrence can be seen in the experience of Kim.
At twelve years old, Kim had never consistently
accepted wearing her hearing aid. She had had only
a limited exposure to planned auditory training
because she seemed to be completely unresponsive
to sounds. During The 'brief periods during which
she wore her hearing aid, she frequently accom-
panied her own rocking motions With a rhythmic
vocalization, which she seldom produced except
When she was wearing her aid Her activity and
stimulation were obviously very inwardly directed.
Fioviever,- therapists capitalized on her pleasure in
'this inward activity by relating it to the external
event of having another person bofh provide the
sounds that Kim was responding to and redirect
her movements. This interaction fqrced Kim to be
aware of the external environment, that environ
ment For the moment being the person holding al"I
r :king her and humming into her herring aid.

While mon- am.",re of the ext., rnal Kim. was also
experieu. Mg the pleasure she had fOurid n, her
internal activity. Combining movement and
sounds, then, becomes ,logical during the early
stages of auditory training. The ctimbination forces
an intentional activity on the child, relates the
activity to a stimulus outside his or her own body,
and, at the same time, provides pleasure. It is the
ideal time to introduce the child to a hearing aid.
The 'coactive mover restrains the child from re-
moving the aid, and the amplification ensures that
the child receives the auditory Stimulus.

After the pleasure-producing stage, the second
stage in auditory training gives children the oppor-
tunity to produce sounds themselves. Hind-held,
noise-making toys, like loud rattles, bells, shakers,
and castinets are good materials for this process.
Children can experience the' object tactually as well
as the cause and effect relationship between
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manipulating it and producing a sound. These
activities can be natural extensions of earlier
coactive movement activities. The teacher manipu-
lates the children through the activity over and
over again, intruding as before from the exterior to
force them out of themselves. No self-initiated:
behavior need be expected from the children. The
goal of the activity is simply to provide a pleasur-
able experience in connection with sounds. As a
secondary benefit children may begin to associate
the activity and the sound. The long-term goal of
these activities is to develop an awareness of sound
and the environment. A related goal is to help the
children through a series of pleasurable experiences
with sound to accept and enjoy wearing a hearing
aid on a regular basis. Throughout this process no
attempt should be made to force the children to
respond or react in a particular way. The children
are, in fact, relatively passive in the activity, but a
the same time they are forced into contact with
the external world,

The first level of listening development is
alerting. Alerting can be seen in infants as their
eyes widen to a novel stimulus or as they blink or
twitch or cease sucking. Deaf-blind pupils exposed
to more and more experiences with sound should
begin to show some of these early signs of alerting.
Not until these signs are evident can the pupils be
expected to gain any higher level listening skills.

The second stage of listening development is
spare frig which occurs in' normal babies as they
begin to associate meaningful referent to sounds
that they hear. A sinind that the asociate with
pleasure usually rwither's voice or footsteps
causes them to -can their environment in search of
th sourc,-, first with the eyes, then with the ]read
or whole hody. c hildren who cannot see will not
make tip- usual visual.auditory connection, but
they can b'' taught to relate a sd'und to. a tactual
experience The materials could again he the
hand-held noisemakers as used previously. When
children can move the toy to produce a sound.
they are ready to learn to search for the sound.
Activities can be developed to allow for passive
participation while guiding the children through
gradual steps, toward reaching for a sound with
fewer promptings. Increasingly complex auditory
training tasks can be easily found in several
publications.

When and if sound is made pleasurable for
deaf-blind children, giving them some sensory
contact with the environment, the next goal should
be to attach some meaning to sounds so that the
children can learn and develop through,-44
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sensory experiences. Auditory training programs
that use common environmental sound sources or
language that is meaningful or interesting to the
child will ultimately be more successful than
programs that use nonmeaningful recorded stimuli
or rote nonsensical 'exercises.

'An-activity inappropriate in the training of these
children is practiced widely in classrooms for the
deaf-blind. Teachers, often on the recommendation
of an. audiologist, condition children throughytper-
ant procedures to respond to sounds for the
purpose of developing their skill to respond to
traditional audiometric procedures so that an
audiogram can be obtained: There is nothing
"wrong" with audiograms or operant procedures.
Audiograms can be. very valuable diagnostically and
prognostically. Similarly, operant conditioning can
be a significant tool for teachers and diagnosticians
in shaping behavior. Operant conditioning can be
used successfully to obtain audiograms. However,
months of valuable classroom time are spent on
this activitittime that is often designated as the
"auditory training" time of the day but to the
child is simply a pattern of meaningless behavior
and meaningless stimulus, not offering nir)V cigtilij
cant expose e to sounds,

How the lOrnetric information is irsed once it
is finally nbt' d should also he a matter of
concern to p itS and pr,,fessiciials. It a child is
shown to he roloundly deaf. seTne -durators
might then uMe that there is no point in
conthirlinikt,. 7provideanditory input ( `n the other
haw], rt child miplit demonstrate a significant
amonnt of residual herring. leading the tea, her to
com.,ritrat., heavily on oral communication with a
child vlio could learn and de' eir)r much better it
speech were ahnndoned and a manual apptnach
were introducer!. In either e:1,10 the andiogun gives
just or hit of itiforaiation holit a child and the
child's hearing. AutKologistc: can and should he
astute observers of response behavior and should
he able to assist teachers in determining expe
tions for a child's use of hearing without neces-
sarily having an exact audiogram, which can take
many months of concentrated effort to obtain.

Some professionals rely too heavily on audio-
grams. Some delay programming auditory experi-
ences for a child through amplification or through
auditory training activities-o-gending the appear-
ance of this esoteric docuinent. Teachers should
not risk the waste of valuable time by hesitating to
initiate some auditory program for their students
because they do not know exactly how well the
child can hear.

,Karen and Suzy are examples of children for
whom it was very important to recommend hearing
aids and positive experiecnces with sound even
though there were no specific audiograms and the
potential of an auditory training prograin was
questionable. Karen was fourteen years olds: She
had never had any .opportunity for formalized
training of any kind. She was apparently severely
deaf. She seldom responded to any environmental
soundi though she did respond and relate in other
ways. Her hearing could not be easily tested by
conventional methods. She had fairly good residual
vision, but it was anticipated that she might lose
that vision because of repeatedly detached retinas.
At the age of fourteen, with multiple handicaps
and a history of very limited experiences, the
prospect of Karen's ever learning to communicate
orally was remote. However, her unusually positive
reaction to her introduction to the.use of amplifi-
cation clearly indicated that there would he benefit
in working to develop her hearing. The possibility
that she might lose her vision in the corning years
made it even more critical to help Karen establish
some degree of auditory awareness and some
meaningful auditory contact with her environment.

Suzy presented. a different set of parameters and
considerations, The recommended procedures were
essentially the same as for Karen, though the
lonp term expe-tations y, ,..re different. Suzy was
just a year old whey she was firsi evaluated. She
had multiple physical and developmental handicaps
resulting from maternal ruhr'lla. At the age of
twelve inn ntlis she kid a very limited leper toirr. of
behaviors, and it as not at all Tro:sibl,- to test her
hearing a(irately enouph to obtain an audiogram.
Atter a few se,:,zions of obs,-rvinp, bet hehaViOT, it
appeared fairly CeTtair, that she hid a significant
hearing 171ss though her consistent r''act;')11C to very
loud cowl& suggested a potential tor developing
more sophisticated listening skills. :t37' accepted a
hearing aid happily from the start. In the ahsense
of any structured, formalized program, her foster
mother provided her with a good model of natural
auditory input in association with pleasurable daily
activities, From this base of general auditory
awareness and acceptance, the prognosis is quite
good for eventually being able to structure learning
experiences for Suzy through her hearing and
possibly developing some verbal skills.

The goals of an auditory training program for
deaf-blind children have to he highly individualized
because of the wide speCtrum of conditions in-
volved. The term "deaf-blind- is often used to
include children who are visually And hearing
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handicapped, but not to the point of, being
Allconsidered technically deaf and blind. A deaf-

blind children are certainly more handicapped than
the cumulative effects of deafness and blindness
alone would account for; and all -these children
need specific educational attention, which pro-
grams designed for those with either vision handi-
caps or hearing handicaps alone may not be
equipped to provide. Additionally, a large percent
of these children have other learning handicaps. No
single program or method, then, can be applicable
to all of these children. Many deaf-blind children
will never reach the higher level auditory training
objectives because of a number of factors, including
the extent of their deafness, their age when
audition is f sf introduced, their cognitive limita-
tions, or o er factors which have not yet been
defined.

Teachers should be able to consider establishing
differ t objectives for those children whose audi-
tory ential is limited. The first goal should be to
assist deaf-blind children toward developing a
sensory link with' their environment and thus
reducing their i.olalion and t'leit feeling
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capacity may not improve to a great degree, but
then again it may. Teachers, therapists, and parents
may not personally experience the immediate
reinforcements that come from being able to
achieve more tangible' goals, but they may be able
to reduce some of the frustration that often results
from being unable to meet unrealistic goals.
Methods of auditory training for deaf-blind chil-
dren have traditionally come from procedures
established with nrmally sighted deaf children. To
the extent to which such procedures can be applied
reasonably and for the children for whom they are
appropriate, the established methods should cer-
tainly be used. But just as teachers and parents of
deaf-blind children have. developed special tech-
niques 'for dealing with the other unique problems
these children present, one might also think in
terms of less traditional ways of approaching their
deafness and helping them to utilize their hearing
to the fullest possible extent. By modifying initial
objectives for auditory training, teachers may find
that the short-term outcomes are less immediately
apparent; in the long run, hov ever, teachers may
imp; nye the quality cf a child's life and make their
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Vision Training Techniques
for Deaf-Blind Students

Harry Wachs
Director, Pennsylvania Vision Institute

The physiological function of the eye, the
neurological function of the visual cortex, and the
.cognitive function of visual thilfring are often
misunderstood and erroneously regarded as synony-
mous by educators, therapists, and the lay public.

The role of the eye is to serve as ad entrance
port for radiant energy and then to ciPhvert this
energy into neural impulses; which are transmitted
through a complicated neural network to the visual
cortex and other tracts of the central nervous
system.. The visual cortex receives, decodes, and
relays the optic neural input to various areas of the
central nervous system. Neural output from the
central nervous system affects the musculature that
focuses and positions each eye, synchronizing these'
actions within the eye and coordinating the move-
ment of both eyes with other body movements.
This complicated psycho physiological process
develops slowly through infancy and the preschool
years add usually reaches maturity around age
seven. Inadequate focus or eye movement can
result from inappropriate development of cognitive
schemes for ocular movement.

Visual thinking involves knowing an, object by
assimilating visual input, from eye and cortex, into
a cognitive scheme and accommodating that
scheme to the particular input. For Piaget a visual
perception is primarily a cognitive mental act
coordinated by mental schemes. When these
schemes are used in the absence of the visual
object, Piaget refers to the resultim mental repre-
sentations as mental images. The 'Word image in
this . context is sometimes misinterpreted as -a
"picture in the mind." That idea too often leadsto
the further misconception that the visualization
process can be duplicated by a vision replica
created by all ,other sense inputs. However, each
sense input, though influenced by other sense
inputs; causes its own unique mental image. There
is no duplication of mental images from one sense
input to another. Totally blind children. cannot
"see" a ball through their "mind's eye." In reality,
they know the ball by manipulating it; the mental
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image formed is through "hand thinking." Use of
the terms "mind's eye" and "visualize" are quite
acceptable provided they are viewed as analogy and
not as literal truth. Each sense input has its own
characteristic quality and is not n&aessarily a
"visual replica" of,the object perceived.

All aspects of the experience of visi eye
movement, focus, and -visual thinking olve a
process of the mind. The mind directs th eyes to
move; the mind interprets the distance of the
object and directs the eye to focus; and the mind
knows the attributes and determines the function
of the object assimilated. In Piaget's terms the
mind is a totality of cognitive schemes. This
process is referred to as thinking.

The mind can be influenced fri;t1sely as in anyf
the common optical illusions. The misinterpreta
tions occur because they are based on existent
cognitive schemes which strongly influence perceived
reality. With figures Such as the Necker Cube, focus
changes within the eye can be observed by retino-
scopic examinatioiI. This change in focus is evi-
dence that the mind actually "sees" the planes of
the square as closer or farther away, even though
the drawing itself has not moved, from its original
plane.

And what about clarity? Is 20/20 acuity manda-
tory for development of visual intelligence? Hereti-
cal though it may be to other professionals in the
vision sciences, the answer is no. It is true that the
more- clearly one cansee without-dis-tress, the more
efficiently that person will functithi; but many visual
tasks do not demand precise, conjugate focus. In '
fact the speed reader focuses slightly beyond the
page and reads in a minimal blur. Driving in a fog,A
heavy rainfall, or a snowstorm, though not desir-
able, does not impede mobility until the external
world is below minimum visibility for the visual
needs of a particular driver. Accurate, precise,
point-for-point focus is quite restrictive and dis-
tressful. Were 100 percent clarity to be demanded
at all times, under all conditions, humans would
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lack flexibility and simply wcruld not be able 'to
fuitotion.

For a complete understanding of visual . effi-
ciency, one must consider the significant roles of
peripheral and central vision. Peripheral vision
serves as a protective mechanism, as a movement
Monitor, and as an external spatial determinant.
Central vision is used basically for clarity and
critical seeing. Central vision is involved morse with
theoretical knowing ,while peripheral vision is
involved, more with action knowing, though both
are intermingled. For survival and general life
function, peripheral vision is the more crucial of
the two. The retinitis pigmentosa victim is usually
more 1-estrjcted in daily activity than the person
suffering. from amblyopia (dimness of vision).
Glasses that block or distort peripheral vision are
tolerated much less easily than smudged or dirty
glasses, which distort central vision. Increased
peripheral vision is often the secret of the contact
lens wearer who states, "I can see so much better
now" even though, central acuity is the same or, in
some cases, even worse than through spectacles.

In the past a visitor to any school for the vision
impaired could observe several children reading
their hraille visually. These partially sighted. stu-
dents with enough residual vision to read print
were denied vision development therapy in a
formalized setting. yet nurtured their residual
vision by their own intelligent effort. Some became
so competent that strangers refused to believe their

,yisiartripairment existed. It is the mental attitude
Of the impaired students that proves crucial.
Sfir41V..ri's4ori gains in the intrinsically motivated
individual can initiate dramatic improvement in
usable vision The converge occurs with the mon
motivated..

Resear4hrs now ha ''a basis for understanding
the visual performance of partially sighted individ-
ualS and the social problems they encounter. The
most common problem occurs when people expect
too much or too little from them.

J. N., barely able to perceive light as a result of
congenital impairment, had his sight .surgically
restored to 20/200 at the age of twenty-one.
Though to most this level wouki be quite inade-
quate, to J.N. it was a dramatic improvement. With
contact lenses and microscopic reading glasses, he
was able to function quite efficiently: In fact, most
people were not aware of his severe vision loss. A
bus driver,quite disgruntled with J. N.'s inability to
cope with a transfer ticket, stated, "What are you,
some kinda wise guy?" and was probably con-
vinced that he had been tricked when J.N., who
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had noticed .his next bus coming down the street,
suddenly disembarked before the*. originally re-
quested stop and ran straight over to the other bus
with no apparent visual difficulty.

Low vision aids are generally more effective for
reading or static observation than for distance
Motility. Moving objects appear larger, closer, and
fast r when viewed through telescopic spectacles.
This trait reduces their desirability as an aid for
"getting around better outside" or for driving.

Why is it that some individuals function quite
well with low vision aids-and others refuse to use
them? The first and foremost reason is variance in
instrinsic motivation. But other factors must be
considered: cognitive development of visual think-
ing. (this development limits what can be assimi-
lated); the physiological maturation of the individ-
ual; type and degree of impairment (retinal defects
have a more favorable prognosis than neurological
defects); and the potential of the individual to
accommodate the new visual data to general
movement. In fact these f supply the basis
and the goals for the vision training of individuals
with low residual vision.

For many partially sighted individuals, tradi-
tional instrument vision training is of little effect.
Most of the training has to he done without the
instruments in a nonrestricted spatial environment.
Efficient assimilation of the diSttance, direction,
and speed of objects in the peripheral field and
discernahility of these objects in the central field
may he developed by intervention tasks which
stimulate high operative visual thinking Such
cognitive development (Nt the visual inrut oretlis
th,ongli the following:

1 Knowledge of the incoming light's location
laterally and vertically as well as its distance
Knowledge of ,how to direct and guide the
eyeballs

:1 Knowledge of the nature of the light (friend
or foe. stable or intermittent: its color.
pattern, and other qualities)

4. Knowledge of how to use the incoming light
to develop a.visUal mental image to be used
for receptive and expressive actions

5. Knowledge of how to coordinate schemes for
purposeful actions, of the body fmovement)
with visual schemes',

6. Knowledge of how to utilize vision as a Theans
of high level thinking

To effect a productive change in thinking,
feedback of results is essential. Same individuals
who observe mainly with peripheral vision are
unawa that they do not move their eyes to fixate



a designated spot upon request. This condition can
be rectified by making the individual maintain
fixation upon a convex mirror as the mirror is
moved. The individual can observe his or her own
reflection only by moving his or her eyes to look at
the convex mirror surface. Peripheral observation
on the part of the individual is not sufficient. The
image in the mirror provides the feedback in this
situation. A stick to touch a visually located object
precisely or a flashlight to shine upon an exact spot
or an electronic device which, when stimulated by
touch or light, buzzes, clicks, beeps, or turns lights
on or offall those may provide feedback to the
individual who has made successful fixational
movements -of the eyeball as a guide to arm.
movements.

An individual may simply be asked to describe
verbally the position of an object. He or she may
then be asked by the therapist to act upon the
observation by walking over to the object. Such a
verbal exchange can provide the individual with
feedback similar to that obtained through more
elaborate methods. A question such as "What is
that light doing?" can be followed by requests to
have the visually impaired individual make his or
her light do the same. The therapist may also ask,
"Is that object hot, sharp, soft, smooth, or itchy?"
After answering, the in iviclual should ;actually
touch the object for verifi Hem. Parquetry blocks,
geohoards, catnoutlage games, tachistoscopes. anti
all of the visual thinking games mentioned in
Thinkint.; (;o(N. /1,,v/ could he iised to develop
cognitive schemes in thy ourse of high orerative
visual thinking.

In body thinking. :1,zitnilation of pl:iomeilt,
position. and functional access of body parts is
possible without visual input, even though for
sighted individuals body thinking is closely asso
dated with visual thinking. Negotiating a Maze.
walking on a walk rail, or balancing on a balance
board while tossing a ball or keeping a balloon in
'Hang G. I urth and harry Wachs. //,inking Goes to School
fireort in Practice N Vy. York Ovjord l'niversity 1'n.. 1974
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the air are all aspects of visual thinking in relation
to general movement thinking "and readily lend
themselves to high operative training tasks. These
activities, though requiring a great deal of concen-
tration, can be accomplished without visual input.

AU the possibilities for developing visual thinking
cannot be covered here. The creative teacher will
investigate other sources and experiment with
other methods. The purpose of this paper is to be a
stimulation for such creativity.

Summary
Visual trainingiof the partially sighted is feasible,

and stimulation using ligh is basic to vision, training.
Best results are usually attained by the follow-
ing: (1) stimulation of pe ieheral fields; (2) use of
techniqu'es that require ore than verbal feedback
response from the individ al; and (3) tasks that are
kept on a 'Sigh operative level to develop new
schemes. Eye movements in the service of the
intellect are a cognitive function and as such can be
nurtured by high operative eye movement experi-
ences.

Each eye stimul
thus the visual in

t' both sides of the brain, and
m each eye encourages

development of the functions associated with
different parts of the brain: speech-analytical as
well as intuitive-holistic schemes. The eye itself
merely serves as an entrance pert for radiant
energy to be utilized in the service of the thinking
person inside the body.

The more body and sense cognitive schemes are
available to tht' individual. tht' healthier will he his
01 her intellect. It follows then that every attempt
should he made to encourage use of the slightest
sight input ever . in severe cases of cnrnt'aI scarring

nN.stagintis an involuntary rapid movement of
the eyeball). It is time to stop concentrating on the
organicity of the partially sighted and to expand
our efforts to encourage the individual to improve
.-og rifi%e functioning through use cat his or her
owra
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sense organs regardloss of tilt' severity of
itment.
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